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YOUR HIGH FIDELITY DEALER IS NOW SHOWING THE NEW GLASER- STEERS GS -400
THE GENTLY AUTOMATIC CHANGER THAT PAMPERS YOUR PRECIOUS RECORDS
Gently automatic, the new GS400 handles your treasured
records with utmost care presetvittg the brilliance of their
original performance for many additional playings.
Gently automatic, it combines the finest record playing features
with all the automatic conveniences of a record changer. The
GS -400 draws upon the major engineering advances developed
in the famous GS77 to provide precise tracking of stereo and
monophonic records and troublefree operation.

The GS-400 in your high fidelity system, brings out the best
in the other components and, at the same time, keeps the cost

of the system in a moderate range. Holiday Grey changer with
silver trim, oyster white turntable pad.
Less cartridge and hast ... ....._...._...._.._.._.._.__.._
only $47.50

THIS IS THE GLASER- STEERS GS -77

World's only record changer with 'Turntable Pause and
Specdmindcr' -now the distinguished companion of the GS400. Attractive ebony changer with brushed gold trim, oyster
white turntable pad. Less cartridge and base _.___- __.only 559.30
Sec the GS00 and GS -77 at your dealer. For details write:

Dept. HF -4, GLASER- STEERS CORPORATION, 155 Oraton Street, Newark 4, N.

J.

GS-400 FEATURES -. -speed automatic and manual operation: le, Si, 45. 78 rpm
ramble, wow, /hater virtually inaudible eounter- balanced, die -cost afuminhua
mm
damped, acoustically isolated urrn- shock- sxspsnsion prevents mechanical feedback th,u ar,,, pivot. Resonance negligible
:- pole. hum-shielded motor
provision for P. J. or 4-terminal. stereo and mono cartridges
single -knob control
double- channel muting switch. RC network for silence on both stereo channel..
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Jensen

the air suspension principle brought to peak performance
with FLEXAIR* high- compliance moving system and
BASS -SUPERFLEX* advanced enclosure acoustics

FOR

TR -10 TRI -ETTE* 3 -Way Speaker System
Compare the Jensen TRI- ETTEwith any bookshelf speaker

STEREO
AND MONO...

LOUDSPEAKERS

and let your own cars tell you the reason for its rocketing
popularity
it sounds better! It's what you'd expect
from advanced Jensen engineering that begins where others
leave off. Efficient
needs only a 10 -watt amplifier.
Handsome, too, in graceful contemporary design with fine
woods. And there's an economical unfinished model for
utility and build -in use.

...

...

YOU SHOULD

KNOW
THERE

DF -1 DUETTE

IS

2 -Way

Speaker System

Here is a new high point in speaker value made possible by
another Jensen first
an entirely new and different high compliance S" woofer able to move more than twice as
far as previously available units. An excellent solution for
high quality stereo sound at minimum cost. New unfinished utility model to wood finish or paint as you choose.

...

SOMETHING

BETTER

Jensen

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S.

.,.,,.. o, ,., .,,,,. v..

Laramie Avenue Chicago 36. Illinois

In Canada'. Renfrew Electric Cl Ltd.. Toronto
In Meuco: Rodios Y Television, S A. Memo O.F.
.

WRITE FOR
BROCHURE KR

TR -10

TRI -ETTE

$119.50

TR -10U

UNFINISHED

$89.50

All of the loudspeakers
above have the new
FLEXAIR woofer
a
Jensen development for
better speaker performance.

....

We'll prove to you that Jensen DUETTE
and TRI -ETTE are better engineered ..
better performing. Write for tree reprint
of published engineering paper "Improvement in Air Suspension Speaker
Enclosure with Tube Venting."

OF-1U

UNFINISHED
$59.95
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Here is more for the best of everything in quality record reproduction -the more that makes the differente!
more output!... more channel separation!...more response...more record life! In short-more to enjoy because
there's more quality for more listening pleasure. Without question, Pickering's Collectors' Series 380 is the
finest -with more features and more flexibility than any other stereo pickup in the world.
For example, the 380 is fully encapsulated in radiation -proof precious mumetal for absolutely hum -free
performance ii any record player regardless of type -make -model. The only true way to judge a high fidelity
component is to compare it with another... measure its performance with the most vital instrument of all.
the ear. For -those who can hear the difference choose PICKERING'.
COLLECTORS' SERIES 380. Totally new and unique to high
fidelity is the "Col ectors' Ensemble "...a complete quality "pick.
up- package" for reproduction of all records- stereo, micro.

groove, 18's.

OUTPUT: 15 my per channel. CHANNELSEPARATION: 30-35 db.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: + 2 db 20. 20,000 cycles. SIGNAL TO
NOISE RATIO; -65 db below reference. TRACKING FORCE: "A"
type stylus -2.5 grams; "C" type stylus -3.7 grams.

Model 380E Collectors' Ensemble includes the Stanton Stereo
FLUXVALVE with 3 "V- GUARD" styli for stereo, microgroove and
78 rpm records.
$60.00
Model 380A includes Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE with D3807A
"V- GUARD" stylus for transcription arms.
$34.50
Model 380C includes Stanton Stereo FLUX VALVE with D3807C
"V-GUARD" stylus for auto -changer arms.
$29.85
'

Only the Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE
features the safe. comfortable, easily
replaceable stylus assembly.

the new and
revolutionary PACt technique developed by
PICKERING has effected economies In
manufacture which permit a reduction in the
price of the Pro-Standard Series...an industry
standard and the universal choice of professionals.
Features four coil push -pull hum reiection circuit.
OUTPUT: 10 my per channel. CHANNELSEPARATION:20-25 db.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20.15,000 cycles. TRACKING FORCE:
"A" type stylus-2-5 grams; "C" type stylus -4 -7 grams.
PRO -STANDARD SERIES 371. Now,

Model 371A Mk It Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $26.40
Model 371C Mk II Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $24.00
Model I96 Mk II UNIPOISE Arm with integrated Stanton Stereo
$49.50
FLUXVALVE Pickup now

FOR THOSE WHO

*PICKERING-for more than a decade -the world's most expert.
enced manufacturer of high fidelity plckups...suppller to the
recording Industry.

t,ICK[RIMG AUTOMATA° CAAFTSMA*ISHIP
GUARD' UNICOISC
rLUXVALVL. V-GUARD

T-

PAC (TM)

f7

CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

ickerin 9

PICKERING & CO., INC., PLAINVIEW,

NEWYORK

CIItCLE el ON RF.tDERSEIiI'ICE C.tltD
1-11G11
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11 Tubes (4 dual -purpose) + Tuning Eye + Selenium rectifier provide
17 lobe performance
ArmMultiplex Output for new Stereo FM
Exstrong Circuit with Dual Limiters and Foster -Seeley Discriminator
treme Sensitivity and Wide Frequency Response.
A precision engineered, highly slcble tuner- perfect for lifelike stereo FM -AM
broadcast rcplion, FM reteplion ondior AM reception. Feo
*00,0n tuning

and vo:vme cannot, for AM and F.N. Magic eye on AM and FM, plus ontomoric
frequency conno1 on FM for oCCura Tuning- nations ore "locked" in. Olken deluxe
features include Cplhed follower urputl prod 5position Funclien Selector. Efficient, braoibend circuitry on AM with built.in entorna. FM ,.shun 1w:u,n include
2 microvolh
nsitivity for 30 db quieting. Iregvency omens* 70.20,000 cps
db and full 200 KC bandwidth. Two pinned cinder boards make wiring Omen,
-even for such a ample. unit. Complete kit Includes all ports, deluxe cabinet
and deloild imlroVion manual. Sere Is 13%"W
101/4"0 4!1 "H. Shag. wl.,
22 lbs.
KT -S00 WX FM -AM Stereo Tuner Kit
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his present appearance in this jalrnal
(p. 37). Peter J. Pine makes [is lint Nov in any
American publication. Mr. Piric cane to his
present trade of music critic by Way of studies in
piano. conducting, and composing, and through
lung exposure to records. Known as a Beethoven
specialist. Its is also an authority on English
muse -a love horn of Isis (eeliag for the English
landscape and cspecialls' for his native Susses, he
writes us. He JIM, west:« that "English people
have a monumcnud lack of interest in the lives
of andxsrs." \ \'c stall pct him know that a wuld.lr indifference does not hold for their : \nuriun

cousins.

H. C. Robbins Landon, whose name has
peased frequently in these loges os'cr the

aplast

a member of the Íamih'. Inc is
now our (Nicol European Editor. This nlcant
eve hope, lira( we will have imnl his pcu IlHxc
emulsions into inimical k'elxc past and present.

vczir. has become

To IINin Flnn.ivr's list of discographies. we
Jill' the forty-seventh: "The Beethoven Symphonies in Steno' (p. 44), written by Robert C.
Marsh, the Chicago .firm- Timer' music nun and
our mun,Ill record reviewer. s(r. \larch still
pntducc a hook On Beethoven some day, but we
can't be blame( for welcoming its postponement
while he produces cow ributi.KSS for us.
Norman H. Cross-hurst continues to Inc one of
de runt prolific authors we know. Ilia liiFi
.\lark /:rep (Ccrnsbuck I.ibr:tn') lus jug been
publishes(, and he's gall found time to give us his
observations on the far from easy question "Call
IniKlsp-4kcn 'Sc Tested?" (p. 46). 11c . \osho
Engineering Society's award of a fclhtsadlip to
'Sr. Crusvpmnt for his conribuliona to audio
technology was alsout the mist logical and expected thing we could imagine.
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RESPONSE 5- 40,000 CPS +- 1 DB
UNIQUE STEREO B7 MONAURAL
CONPRECISE "NULL" BALANCING STSTLM
CONTROL fLATURLS
CENTRIC INPUT LEVEL CONTROLS
A Luny prolenional stereo preamplifier and moiler audio sonnet tenter -solves
every auto /monaural control problem. Fealties unique Bridge Control for ye. able
crochannel feed for elimination of o98erand chonn.l seporolion Oven-plus
centrolld 3rd channel eu:put. Has cll.con.mr:c controh- Including :'suchoperated
Volume Bolan. control. Provides complete and advanced fadlitìl for *sating,
controlling and providing ndis:ooed gein Ion any and all program sources. SeMIItvily 2.2 my for I volt eel plow
puts). Dual low impedance "plate follower"
outputs 1500 ohms. Response 340.000 cps -- I db. Lest Than .03% IM distortion.
Less Man .1% hpmonic dlstorron. Hum and noise 80 db below 2 volts (high level
Inputs). Uses 7 new 7025 low-nois duel triodes. Sin, 14"41/s"101/4". Shag. wt.,
16 lbs. Complete with all parrs, tubes, deluxe cabinet and detailed Instruction

!LAFAYETTE RADIO

\fills

STEREO CONTROL CENTER
Solves Every Stereo , Monaural

.

Cut

.

sec p. 40.

FM -AM STEREO
TUNER KIT
KT-500

John M. Conn), music critic for the 4rlan:x
\(an:A1Y and Chairman of Ilips Pin i.,r s Edi.
torial Board. is currently in the process of having
Ins hcxssc renlosIcIed to provide a detached
dxsnaiprcxs( study-listening mom. It Weill, that
Whco ?sirs. Cosh has the ladies in for teal, nr
somebody Wants to run the sacuum cleaner.
Ikethuvcn gets interfered With. Mr. Cully still
have Zone of that, as aI, u.w can infer from reading this dedicates' Beetlos-ccssiss "Reflections
on a Corxih Fellowship," p. 34.

This nxMilIl he visits Beethoven's birthpl.lce:
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The greatest beauty of

Thorens famous quality...

you can afford it!

No need to hesitate, you can afford Thorens
famous quality. You can have music as it's
meant to be heard. You can relax with Thorens
unique one year guarantee. There's a Thorens
model that fits handily into any budget.
Whether you know a lot or a little about
high -fidelity equipment, you'll particularly
enjoy the courteous and knowledgeable way a
Thorens franchised dealer earns your confidence.
Each Thorens dealer is carefully selected for
knowledge, ability and integrity. They'll make
buying your Thorens almost as much fun as
owning it. Shop around this page for a few of
the outstanding features and then stop in
and see all of them for yourself.
Guaranteed for one full year. Sold only through
carefully selected franchised dealers.

0

HOBS
MATCHLESS!
TD -124. All four speeds.
Plays any record. Easyto

SWISS MADE PRODUCTS
MUSIC BOXES HI -Fl COMPONENTS
SPRING -POWERED SHAVERS LIGHTERS
New Hyde Pork, N.Y.

use lighted strobe sets
exact speed for best musical

reproduction. Completely
silent. Many more exclusive
features...only $99.95 net.

MORE ECONOMICAL!
TD -134. The finest 4 -speed
manual turntable you can
buy. Includes tone arm.
Elimination of semi
automatic feature saves you
another $15. You can also
save up to $30 on the
tone arm. Look at TD -134
... only $59.95 net.

TD124

MARVELOUS!
TD -184. Includes tone arm
and simple dialing system
that lets you select
records and start turntable.
All 4 speeds. Save $20 on
turntable, up to $30 on
tone arm. Look at TD184
... only $75.00 net.

MOST ECONOMICAL!
TDK -101. You can assemble
this Thorens turntable
yourself. The superb quality
of the components makes
all your work worthwhile.
Look at Thorens TDK -101
... only $47.50 net.
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COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB offers with pride
the greatest musical achievement since the introduction of stereo records
The first complete recordings of the

SYMPHONIES

9

of

BEETHOVEN
conducted by

BRUNO WALTER
with the Columbia Symphony Orchestra

reproduced in glorious

STEREO
in a deluxe package of

seven

12 -inch

UNANIMOUS CRITICAL ACCLAIM!
.., a noble exposition of Beethoven
as seen by one of the greatest of his
prophets"
-High Fidelity Magazine
"A collection which stands as near
the pinnacle of Perfection as env
human product ever tan"
-San Francisco Chronicle
"One of the triumphs of a memorable
career... the result is n 7-disc set of
remarkable etantv' -Time Magazine
"One of the summits of modern recorded music"

long- playing records

if you icon the Club now and agree to purchase
as few as six selections from the more thon 150
to be made ovailable during the coming 12 months

-New York Heraid-Trlblme

DELUXE PACKAGE
Seven 12" Columbia stereo
records In a luxurious box.
covered with shire Leather -

like Fabrikoid and lustrous
black- and -gold cloth. Also
includes 48 -page booklet

with previously unpublished

photographs. program
notes. anecdotes and reviews by Beethoven's ton :efnpoarles and present
eta)' critics.

NOTE: Stereo records
must be played only on
a

THE CORNERSTONE OF ANY STEREO LIBRARY...
on a stereo phonograph, or plan
to purchase one soon, here is a unique opportunity to obtain for only $5.98
this magnificent Columbia 7.Record Set containing all
in glowing
nine Beethoven Symphonies
.
performances by one of his greatest interpret. and reproduced
ers, Dr. Bruno Walter
with amazingly realistic "concert hall" fidelity
through the miracle of stereophonic sound!

Columbia and Epic records to be offered in
the coming 12 months. You may discontinue
your membership at any time thereafter,
The records you want are mailed and billed
to you at the regular list price of $4.98
(Classical and Original Cast selections, $5.98),
plus a small mailing and handling charge.

TO RECEIVE YOUR BEETHOVEN SET FOR ONLY

chasing six records, you will receive a Columbia or Epic stereo Bonus record of your choice
free for every two selections you buy.

Il you now

-

-

-

fill in and mail the coupon
to indicate which one of the
Club's two Divisions you wish to join: Stereo
Classical or Stereo Popular
whichever one
best suits your musical taste.
$5.98

simply

now. Be sure

-

NOW THE CLUB

OPERATES: Each month the

Club's staff of music experts selects outstanding recordings from every field of music. These
selections are described in the Club Magazine,
which you receive free each month.
You may accept the monthly selection for
your Division
take any of the other records offered (classical or popular)
or take

...

...

record in any particular month.
Your only membership obligation is to purchase six selections from the more than 150

NO

FREE BONUS RECORDS GIVEN REGULARLY: If
you wish to continue as a member after pur-

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY! Since the number
of Beethoven Sets we can distribute on this
special offer is limited
we sincerely urge
you to mail the coupon at once.

-

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
REGULAR HIGH FIDELITY

I

you hate a standard phonograph. you may re
eehe Me regular hlgh-fldellly ',Won of thus
Deluxe Beelheren Sel fer only S5. :.t. Th. plan
h exactly the same u outlined shore
except

-

that you loin

any ont of the Club's four regRular
musical Divisions. and you Pay only 22,0e
I Popular) Of Si.91 (Classical and Original Cast

selections) fer the eeeeeat hlgbttatiiI, ter.eda
sou accept (hest aporuprlate bug In Bouton.

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, Dept. 213-5
Torre Haute, Indiana
Please send me. at once. the Deluxe 7- Record Stereo Set at
Beethoven Symphonies, for which 1 am to be billed only
55H. plus a small malting and handling charge. Enroll me
In the following Division of the Club:

(chock ono box only)

S

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

It you wish te recela your BulMven Sat in revelar bhp,
fidelity. climb below Igo musical Dirluan of your ,Nlea. goo
arrer to ruethno d :electrons from matt than 150 regular Inge.
fidelity records to bo offered in Boo neat 12 months.
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Plcaw Printl
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IONE....Stet.

City

it

ALASKA and HAWAII: write for special membership 'tan
CANADA: eddrefs 1111 Lss115 SI., Don Alias, Ontario

.ant this membership credited to an established Columbia of
!acrd doler. authorised to accept subscriptions, lull in beta.
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e Celumaie,' G. -Epic.- c,

30 ON
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TERRE HAUTE, IND.

CIRCLE

Stereo Popular

Classical

I agrce to purchase six selections from the more than ISO
records to be offered Maxine the coming 12 months. at regular
list price plus small mailing and handling charge. Therefter. D I decide to continue my membership. t not to receive a 12- Columbia or Epic stereo Bonus record of my
choice FREE for every two addlttont selections I buy

t:ptc

MORE THAN 1,000,000 FAMILIES NOW ENJOY THE MUSIC PROGRAM OF

1'RIt. 196(1

-

SEND NO MONEY
Mail this coupon now to receive
the 9 Beethoven Symphonies for only $5.98

Classical

If

stereo phonograph

M

an

eeaA (.yam 411100 (ago) I
0 Columbia A.awd. gases Corp.. loteo
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Without touching a finger to

it...

PLAYS CONTINUOUSL
OR TURNS OFF
AUTOMATICALLY

SETTING Dv rAUL MC COSO

Plays continuous music.
Repeats any passage. Rewinds or turns
off automatically! Back spaces!

J

i

Incomparable listening luxury! Hours and hours of
musical enjoyment, without any attention whatsoever! Or, if you desire, the reel rewinds and recorder shuts itself off automatically.
You'll find equal pleasure in recording. Just a
feather touch of a key electronically changes function of the recorder, instantly and effortlessly. A
"Back Space Bar" plays back a word or a sentence
-an invaluable aid for correction and teaching.
Exclusive "Balanced -Tone" emphasizes treble and
bass, giving exquisite depth, more realistic high -

fidelity quality. Full range of 40- 16.000 cps., simplified drop -in loading; dual speeds of 33 and 71/2
ips.: 2 -level record indicators; index counter; accepts 7" reels which play for four hours, using
long play tape.

Model T -1600 with remote control, ceramic -type
microphone; two reels; tape and cords, S299.50.
IN STEREO. TOO ... Model T -1616 with built -in
pre-amp. Plugs directly into hi -fi system. Track
shifting mechanism enables playing 2 and 4 -track
stereo tape. Track dialing featute permits recording up to 4 separate monaural tracks on single roll
of tape saving up to 4 to I in tape cost. $329.50.

Ultra -lightweight and portable
carry it anywhere!
Lettcrheadsize, with full
of power-enough
to fill an auditorium.
.

10 -watts

WOLLENSAK rr1600a'
E-teetAzota

Push-To-Talk
switch on micro-

phone permits
precise remote

contro! of recorder.

Back Space Bar

provides instant
replay of a word,

phrase, or musical
passage as desired.

Illuminated

"record"
"play"

and

-r

keys on
panel light up

when pressed.
(:1 i1CI.F: 112 ON

S

Cßtalf

HI- FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER
Ash your Wollensah dealer to demonstrate these
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL COMPANY

erulog new featuresl

CHICAGO IA. ILLINOIS

READER-SERVICE CARD
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General Electric VR -22 Stereo
Cartridge- Superior in the four

vital areas

to 28 db for maximum stereo effect. (3) Response- Smooth and
flat for superior sound from 20 to 20,000 cycles (VR- 22 -5), 20 to
17,000 cycles (VR- 22 -7). (4) Freedom from hum -The VR -22 is
triple -shielded against stray currents.

VR.22.5 with .5 mil diamond

stylus for professional qual-

ity tone arms, ;27.95'.

Stop to think for a moment of all the jobs required of a stereo
cartridge: It must track, with utmost precision, in not one but
two directions. It mast separate the two stereo channels in-

scribed in a single record groove. It must perform smoothly in
midrange and at both ends of the audible frequency spectrum.
And it must do all these things without producing noticeable hum
or noise. Only a fantastically sensitive and precise instrument
like the General Electic VR -22 can do all these jobs successfully.
General Electric's VR -22 is superior in the four vital areas of
stereo cartridge performance: (1) Compliance
tracks precisely,
without the least trace of stiffness. (2) Channel separation -Up

with

mil diamond
stylus for professional arms
and record changers. $24.95'.
Both are excellent for monophonic records, too. TM2G
VR -22.7

.7

7one Arm -designed for use
with General Electric stereo

CIRCLE
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cartridges as an integrated
pickup system, $29.95'.
General Electric Co., Audio Products Section, Auburn, N. Y.

-It

GENERAL

Ii
'',Í

Manvreciurers suggested asale

pr4ces.

ELECTRIC

ON READER- SERVICE CARD

Bass: This dramatic new design provides up to
bass power output Df conventional speakers in
closures. Low frequency response is unusually
thanks to the G -501's sealed enclosure and

General Electric Bookshelf

Speaker System -Superior in

woofer.

the four vital areas
No matter how good your other components, what you cltimately
hear from your stereo system will be no better than your
speakers. Fur this reason, exceptional care shuuld be exercised
in speaker selection. The important things to watch for are size
(remember, you'll need two), bass sound power level, high frequency performance, and appearance. Appearance is especially
important in speakers because they form an integral part of your
room decor.

Size: General Electric's Model G -501 Bookshelf Speaker System
brings you G.E.'s famous Extended Bass performance in an ultra

-

compact one cubic foot enclosure ideal for stereo. It measures
only 91/4" x 13" x 22".

GENERAL
CIRCLE

47 ON

four times the
comparable enfull and clean,
high -compliance

Treble: A new 3 -inch tweeter achieves maximum dispersion of
highs for full stereo effect. A special cone and voice coil extend
response, while the dome improves reproduction at high volume
levels.

Appearance: the compact, distinctively -styled enclosure is
handsomely finished on all four sides so that it may be used on
either end or either side to tit almost any room setting. Grille
cloth designs are individually patterned for each of four genuine

--

walnut, ebony and walnut, mahogany,
wood veneer finishes
cherry. $85.00 (marufacturer's suggested resale price, slightly
higher in the West). Other complete
speaker systems at $57.95 and $129.95.
rok Rs
General Electric Company, Audio Products
Section, Auburn, N. Y.
J

ELECTRIC
HEADER-SERVICE

Gull
9
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NOW! Make and Play Back Your Own
2 -TRACK AND 4 -TRACK
STEREO AND MONAURAL TAPES!

New Webcor Regent Coronet Stereo Tape Deck
outperforms the field... new budget price!
stereo and monaural record and playback
3 speeds.
Easily installed in any position.
Operates vertically or horizontally
2 pre -amplifiers built in, one for each channel. Cathode follower outputs to
Professional type editing key.
operate with most amplifier- speaker systems
Digital tape counter
VU meter indicates correct recording level
for either channel
Separate Bass, Treble Controls.
Ch. and Ch. 2 volume controls.
Top choice for any installation.
2- and 4 -track

1

Webcor Custom
Hi -Fi Stereo Diskchanger
moDEL

1041

Here's a Low - Priced
Stereo Diskchanger that
operates like a Champion!

FREE!

Send for Webcor
Tape Deck and

Stereo-Diskchanger folder.
Plus Isst of where
to buy Webcor components.

Make your choice from three different models! There's one to exactly fit your needs,
whether you're constructing a new system
or converting your present monaural phonograph to stereo.
CIIICLF.

110 ON

Webcor, Inc.
Bloomingdale Ave.
Chicago 39, Illinois
5610 W.

III

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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FREE examination privilege

¡.

M

knight -kíe °value

0
1

0,0,a00o

More and more people are finding out how easy it s to build
exciting Knight -Kits. how satisfying they are to own, and how
much they save.
If
haven't yet enjoyed the
experience and fun of building
and owning a Knight -Kit. we invite you to take advantage of our

arrival. Inspect the quality of the
components, the circuitry. the
easy assembly manual. We're so
confident you'll want the kit, we
can make this offer: II you're not
COMPLETELY SATISFIED just return the kit for lull refund,
Order a Knight -Kit now. Know
the thrill of the most satisfying
build -your -own experience.

free examination offer Order
any Knight -Kit. Examine it on

.Abroad

build your own stereo hi -fi

-

.

save up to 50%

PARIS -71íc bourgeoisie

is getting uen'.
arant-gardc "Donnainc
Musical" concerts, animated by brilliant,

So far this season the

truculent young Pierre Boulez, have not
history has

caused a single ruction. Musical
subsided into a chronicle.
We have had, of course, a bit

of nostalgic

insolence. The other evening, in the vast hall
of the Palais de Chaillot, a respectful audience heard Carlheinz Stockhause n's 7ykla$,
a ten- minute percussion solo described in the

program as "oscillating continuously between absolute determination and extreme
ambiguity." When the applause began to be
marred by audible };rumbling, Boulez cut in
swiftly. "Since," he announced, "there arc
sonic people who don't like that, we arc
going to pla) it again." But the "some
people" did not rise to the provocation.
The new music in Paris, as elsewhere, is as
international as Action 'stinting. A list of
composers for this year would include the
Frenchmen Boulez and Jean Barraqué, the
Germans Stockhausen and Hans \Verner
Henze, the Italians Bruno Madcrna and
Luciano Berta. the Israeli Roman Haubenstock- Ramati, the Belgian Henri Pousscur,
the Argentine Mauricio Kagel, the Japanese
Yoritsunc Ma tsudeira. The feeling here is
that our next Stravinsky may be one of
these -and that makes the absence of American names

Model

V-774J
only

$7950
$5 down

rather significant.

"our next Wehonored in the Domaine Musical as an old master who still, in
Boulez's words, "prefers seeking to security," and his rhythms and magic atmosphere
are admired. But he is net much of an
influence. Nor is Schoenberg. whom the
people around Boulez tend to regard as a
Romantic backslider. Olivier Mcssiacn is
more important. since both Boulez and
Stockhausen studied under him. Most of
these young drxlccaphonists, however, accept only Webcrn as an authentic hero.
From their point of view he was the first
truly modern musical man. And even Webent must be taken as merely a point of
departure: he is not much help, for example,
in today's musical exploration of articulated
Perhaps one should say

bent." Stravinsky

is

space.
is

'Ilse popular image of serialist composers
of men living in airless rons, nourished

Model

Y -73W
only

$8750
$5 down

knight -kit Deluxe 40-Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit
Features: Full 40 watts of clean stereo sound Two fully integrated,
built -in preamps Exceptional control versatility Single knob channel
balance and separate dual concentric tone controls for each channel
. Full- frequency range center channel output for 3- speaker stereo
system Exclusive printed circuit switches for easy assembly
Outputs for stereo tape recording Beautiful case in Cordovan gray
v,nyl, bonded to steel: Desert Beige and Sand Gold extruded aluminum
escutcheon; 41/2 x 151/2 x 111/2' Shpg. wt.. 23 lbs.

knight -kit Deluxe FM -AM Stereo Tuner Kit
Features: Separate FM and AM tuning sections. with moving -bar
"magic eye" tuning indicator for each Dynamic Sideband Regulation
(DSR) on FM for purest, distortion -free reception Sectionalized
construction for easy addition of -built -in" multiplex 2`/, pv sensitivity
Double limiter -discriminator FM circuit -adjustable AFC Precisely
aligned RF and IF transformers in FM section Styling matches
40 -watt amplifier above; 41/+ x 15V x 161/* Shpg. wt.. 23 lbs.

order from

New Easy Terms:
Only S5 down (or less)
on orders up to $200.
Up to 24 months to pay.

ALLIED RADIO

SEND FOR FREE

ALLIED CATALOG

Ship the lollowintKnilht-Klls-Y-A11

See the complete Knight -Kit

hifi Component

S

line. includ-

n Send

ing scores of amplifiers.
tuners and speaker systems. For everything in
buildyour own hi -fi, for
everything in Electronics

FREE 1960

Y-7311

endosed

Cataloi leatunne KnIIhPKtts.

Name

Addie»

get the 1960 Allied Catalog.
Send for FREE copy today.

L

Continued on nest page
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ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 56 -D
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago B0, III.
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only by mutual admiration. Things arc different in the I )ontainc Musical. The concerto
have been twit attended this year. and
covered by the daily press as routine. If not
quite normal, l'ariian musical es env,
Boulez is in no danger of becoming a ',Julian'
incr.; like (:alLts or Gyorgs l'zi1fra. but he
and his enterprise arc known to the general
Iniblic.
? forcover. he and the group of composers
associated with him have an important link
with the outside world in the series of records
called Ké.cncr de la nre;rclue comenrporarne.
brought out by \-éga under the editorship of
Lucien .\(!c's ( \\'cstntinster in America. if
they al' car). Véga and Adrs deserve much
praise for their intelligent devotion to this
thoroughly noncommercial operation. since
sonic of this mutts- it as hard as jazz to preserve on paper. The most recent recording,
still on tape at this writing. is of Houlez's
Strut-1:1 i and Pnusccur's Mobile. Ixttlt for
too ii sus. Stockhausen's KIwicrvicl, 6.
and Kagcl'c Sruuor à cordr;. Boulez directs;
1)asitl -Tudor and .\loss and \lions Kontarsky arc the pianists.
Roy MCMMULLE\
.

LONDON -Portly, bald, and beaming.
Iostf Krips has been a familiar of London

(JlikatwakeQ

podiums since 1947. sshcn he conducted the
newly salvaged Vienna Staue Opera on its
first poststar visit to Covent Garden. In
those days he still showed evidence of his
trials under the Nazis. As 'nonArvan," he
was dismissed front conducting posts in Ger.
many and Austria, where he had figured
prominently among younger virtu(nosof the
baton, and was put to work at such employments as truck loader in a pickle factory. At
One time he tiled to say that the hardships of
1945 alone had taken ten years oli his life.
should coy that his conducting successes
since then has put the ten wars back. \\'ith
every visit to London. K rips stems mornIxaining and. for all his bulk, more resilient
than ever. His next duty tour at the Royal
Festival Hall is scheduled fir nest month.
tchen he is due to conduct with the I.ondon
Symphony Orchestra yet another Beethoven
cycle (his tenth annual one, to he exact).
during which Wolfgang Schnciderhan and
Artur Rubinstein are to sandwich the Violin Concerto and all the piano concertos
between all the symphonies. K rips has told
the orchestra that this time he will make do
with four houri rehearsal per concert as
compared with the normal six hours or (in
the ease u( the Ninth Symphony) nine.
The fact is that he regards the men as
pretty well Beethoven -groomed already as a
result of their recent recording sessions at
\\'althantstow for Everest. The Everest team
had planned with K rips and the orchestra
for twenty -right sessions to cover all nine

CE302-04 K sa,l,wdi eo, rod.?

Bozak Speaker Systems are acclaimed by connoisseurs the world
over for their unique ability to reproduce music and voice as they
really sound.
We are often asked if there is a solid technical basis for their judgement.
The answer
decidedly yes!

is-

1

Through fundamentally valid design and superb craftsmanship. Bozak
produces the only speaker systems available which combine all of the
proven quality features necessary for natural. fatigue -free reproduction
of musical sound. Specifically: variable density cones of felted paper;
linear -displacement magnetic motors; lincarcompliance cone suspen
lions; exclusive damping devices; non- ringing crossover networks;
passive infinitebaffle enclosures; broad polar dispersion.
Sounds a bit technical? Never mind. Visit a Bozak franchised Dealer
for a convincing demonstration.
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wart ;1'P Vf!lma:e

-susw000
"TOP RATED"

again and again-

Model S -5000 20+20 watt

Dull AmpldierPreamphlier. Fair Trade

NCI- 5189.S)

and NOW
AGAIN!
Model S.2200 FM-AM-MX Stereo tune?.
Fair Trade Price -517950

AMERICAN
AUDIO INSTITUTE
$a LAST

IW

S1.

',ULM"

a

all"

The "Most honored of them

k. 1.

October 27.

amplifier -preamplifier

1959

is

S -5000

joined by the

stereo
S -2200

stereo tuner. As with its ''Top Rated" predecesSherwood Electronic Labs.. Inc.
4300 North California Avenus
Chicago 1R. Illinois

sors, the

tor for Stereo FM Multiplex,

Se find that tho incorporation
of a center- channel output and
a darping factor selector In
July. 1959. Increases the
Suesary Rating of tho Sherwood
5-5000 to the highest or all
le Stereo Aspliflers its,te in
the AAI Evaluation Teat Reports.

2

"Acro-beam" tun-

ing indicators, simulcast FM /AM stereo. All
Sherwood tuners feature

FM

sensitivity below

0.95 microvolts and 1/3% distortion @ 100% FM.

Sincerely.

For

INSTI7VTE
IAVDIO

further details write: Sherwood Electronic

Laboratories, Inc., 4300

N.

California Avenue,

Chicago 18, Illinois.

Felix R. !Stony
Executive Director

For

-2200 features FM "Interchannel Hush"

plus push button selector, internal plug -in adap-

Centleeen;

AMERICAN

S

complete specifications write Dept. HF4.
CIRCLE:
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S OUNDIALK
Uniform tape...
Uniform reco 'ding
GETTING THE SOUND YOU WANT from
your recordings depends greatly on the

tape you use. For consistently high quality
recording. you need a tape with unques.

...

namely, "ScoTcn"
tioned uniformity
Magnetic
Tape.
BRAND
UNIFORMITY MEANS Constant thickness
in tape hacking and oxide coating. if these

thicknesses vary, sound quality will
vary. too.

of course,
will play up low frequencies. Too thin a
coating will lose them.
TOO THICK an oxide coating,

DYNAMIC RANGE is identical throughout
each reel of "Semen" aRSm° Tape and
from one reel to another. That's because
3M makes sure these tapes arc held to
microscopic tolerances of backing and

oxide thickness. In other words, performance is always exact with "Scorch" BRAND.
PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTERS have
long recognized this uniform quality and
have made "Semen" BRAND Tapes the
standard of the broadcast industry.

LUBRICATION, an exclusive
"Scorcu' ARAN» Tape feature, is another
reason these tapes are preferred by people
who really care about quality recording.
SILICONE

RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE by 3M are

responsible. This is the company that
pioneered in magnetic lapes, the only
company able to make a commercially
practical video tape.
YOUR RECORDING requires the best tape
all the time. 'that's why it pays to
.

..

play the favorite

-SCOW
St Pool

E,

...

.ara ."tata

,ar

it"

TO

t....
,.....,...
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Continuad flan page 12
symphonies. They finished with three sessions in hand. llte first symphony on their
schedule was No. 9 -with the BBC Chorus;
Jennifer \'yvyan, soprano; I)onald Bell, the
Canadian bass; Shirley Caner, the American contralto who sings with the 1)üs ekiorf
Opera; and another U. S. impxet, Rudolf
Pctrak (tenor). who was engaged %%Ixn it
was found that our Richard Less is %%rus
preeomntitted to an American concert tour.
Four sessions were des oted to the Ninth.
with an extra hour for retouches to the first
movement. The last of the series to be taped
uas the No. 2.:\s usual. all the first -desk
men listened to the playlxteks, together with
35 many rank -and file players as could crowd
their nay into the twenty -foot by ten
dressing room backstage. The recordings had
been made. in accordance with standard
Everest practice. on 35- millimeter magnetic
tape. At the playbacks Krips spoke glowingly
of Everest techniques which, he reported,
made the LSO sound as good as the Vienna
Philharmonic. The choral finale of the
Ninth, he leaned, ssas just from heaven.
Both at playbacks and during recording
intermissions, Krips aired luis pet theories
about phrasing. 01 the slow movement of
No. 4. he said it was a pity he had to lent
tine at all; ideally, the entire movement
should be emitted, as it were. on one breath.
1 remember K rips going into this with me
at a time when his
English was even more
bizarre than is the case
now. Ile had much
to say about Brace.
Breezing. Voice-

Krips

breath. breathing.
noise.

brace was mere [mice.

"I

hat was not

Vi

am conducting

with the brace," he explained. -What is
bract? It is the soul. What i% the soul.' It is
the divine part of a human being. From
there. front the divine Fart, come the
music."
Like all Krips occasions, the recent \\'altluantstow sessions ended in an atmosphere of

congratulation. Sample from E. M. Fleischann. the London Symphony's secretary:
"Everything went with marvelous snxxtthnces. -phew twenty -five sessions ha ye been a
fantastic three -sided love affair between Joe,
Beethoven. and the orchestra." The rest of
us must wait and sec. The records are cx
petted to be released simultaneously with
Krips's May Festival Ball appearances. By
that time Everest plans to be again in
possession at \\'.tlthamstow.
m

More Everest Plans. It is on the cards that
with Krips and the 1.S0 the company will
record more centenary -year Mahler. (.\lready Everest has done ..Mahler's Ninth there

sM P. y4t D.
u. P.sna.r.d TraMarts N bo MA CO..
Wm E.rwrt:ll Pork Ar.., N.. Took Canaoa lon0on Ontsro.

M,r... M,.r..... M...,.tt..,a.
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Combine THE FISHER

800, and XP-I,

and You Have

. . .

The Most Extraordinary
COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM
In EXISTENCE

World's Most Sensitive
and Most Powerful Stereo
FM -AM Receiver
THE

FISHER
800

THE FISHER 800

is

twire

thc over $400 price-range

as sensitive as any other receiver in
and one- and -a -half times more

-

World's
Most
Efficient
Compact
Speaker
System
THE

FISHER XP-1
You can pay more for a compact speaker system -but you cannot
huy better The XP-1 Free- Piston Three -Way System combines
the best features of high compliance, with those of high efficiency! It offers a magnet assembly that is 92% more efficient
than the best conventional ring magnet, with 100% concentration
of magnetic flux in the air gap. The result- unexcelled bass and
transient response. topped by beautifully transparent highs from
thc free -edge tweeter - big speaker performance from a bookshelf enclosure! Response: 30 to 18,000 cps. Power- Handling
Capacity -any cmplifier from ten to sixty watts. In MAHOGANY,
WALNUT, CHERRY and unfinished BIRCH. Size: l31/4 "x 24" x 11W'
deep. 40 pounds. Ready For Staining, $124.50. Finished, $129.50
!

produces 60 WATTS of Music
Power, totally free of audible hum, noise and distortion! IlIE FM
WRITE TODAY
TUNER provides one microvolt sensitivity for 20 db quieting.
for complete specifications on the
TIIE AM TUNER dclivcrs a signal of FM calibre! TIIE STEREO
MASTER AUDIO CONTROL has 24 controls, including an exclusive
fabulous 800 /XP -1 System!
Center Channel Volume Control! Before you buy any receiver,
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
protect your investment- remove the bottom cover from the 800
and from all other brands. Then compare the 800 to the others.
21-25 44th DRIVE LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
The di /erence will amaze you! No other receiver can match the
Export: Morhon Exporting Corp., 458 Broodway. N.Y.C. 13, N.Y.
quality, finger -tip simplicity and grand -organ flexibility of the
new 800. Size: 17 "x 1334 "x4.13/16" high. 3511 pounds. $429.50
CIRCLE 13 ON RE Atwit- sI:nvici: CARD

powerful! TIIE

STEREO AMPLIFIER
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STEREODYNE PICKUP

Bó

for the AUDIO
PERFECTIONIST
UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE
lowest distortion with exclusive magnetic push -pull
design
greatest channel separation, smoothest response

superior tracking -no groove chatter
OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING
DYNABALANCED arm for perfect 2 gram tracking
of any ongle
true free -running gyro gimbal suspension
uniquely simple, accurate stylus force adtostment
quick, easy single hole mounting
UNSURPASSED VALUE

...

with diamond stylus

matched arm and plug -in cartridge
STEREODYNE IT cartridge only $29.95
TA -1 2

--=
C=`

DYNACO B&O
STEREODYNE

...

$49.95

II

identical cartridge with standard mounting for
arty tone arm

s,

The

Cousinued frotte page 13

with the London Symphony and Leopold
Ludssig.) 'Ille LSO is just about as steeled
in Mahler as it

WAY

These guaranteed specs prove it!...
Your est. s will confirm ill
2 db from
30 cps to 15 KC.
(Standard Westrex IA test record.)

SMOOTHEST RESPONSE:

TRUE STEREO: Channel seporotion in

ex

of 22 db effectively maintained
Throughout the audio spectrum. Precision
stereo balance and accurate phase
relationship carefully controlled at all
frequencies.

cess

NATURAL SOUND: Highest compliance
in all directions, plus low moving mass,
plus patent pending symmetrical push pull design provide perfect tracking
with negligible record wear.

NO HUM: Balanced coil structure, plus
low internal impedance, plus complete
mumetal cartridge shielding, plus individually shielded leads eliminates ex.
ternal hum pickup.
HIGH OUTPUT: 7 my at 5 cm /sec at
1000 cps -sufficient to drive any preamplifier without trornrormers.

A

standard

of excellence
throughout the

world- distributed

in

the

Western Hemi-

sphere

by

in Beethoven. For the

-

for any :\ !alder program that Everest has
(ilea tip.
Another probable Everest date, for early
June. is with the seventy-eight-year-old
I lungari.m composer 'Loft ;iii Koci iV. who is
booked tu conduct his Pcaaock I ariusirr»s
and 'l'htatre °cornue at a Fcstis -ti !Lill con CCIt at which FischerDicskau %sill contribute .1 group of Kixi:ily songs.

Low Costs, Good Acoustics. Mainspring
behind Everest's \ \'althanuunv doings is a
rotund and blandly expository being called
Bert Whyte. the label's classical must-andrepertory- manager. Bert is short for Albert,
"but I never use 'Albert.' because nolxxly
knows who he is." Everest's scheduled May Junc.l l% at \Valthamstow will be its fourth
since it went over to 35- millimeter magnetic
film.
"Why," I asked Whyte, "do you cant
over here instead of staving home to record?"
I

BEST IN EVERY

I<

BBC last year it taled Symphonies 4, 5. and
S (the " SymphonV ut a Thottculd ") ac well
Da: klagende
as Ihr; Lied ran der Isrde.
Lied. and the .Seca; ¡,ax .Song;. Still awaiting
release over the air at this is riling. thew
perfornnnecs should Ix lit 't r .i te 1.rcpar:won

lis answer was the classic one.

"Because," he explained, "it's cheaper to
record in Britain than in America, owing to
the outrageous rates tor symphony recordings
charged by the American musicians' union.
When you've transported a group of people
over here and fed and housed them and pawl
the musicians fees, 0'01 then it adds up to :I
considerable saving oscr What could be done
in the United States."
"Any other factor ?"
" Vcs: the dearth of gaol halls in New
York from the acoustical standpoint. There
are lots of suitable halls throughout Englund.
Not all of them. admittedly, are as good as
ICingswav Hull. We'd like Kingsssav very
much for ourselves, but it is tied tip far ahead
for other companies."
Wien last here (not for the Beethoven
Krilxcchedule, which musical director Raoul
Poliakin managed), Whyte recorded a run
nÌ ihirtren symphonies or symphonic works
hut. as a matter of marketing tactics, declined to name more than a few of therm.
Ile put his 1960 classical recording budget
at half a million dollars, most of which
was to be spent in Europe.
CIi att.rá Mu,,

DYNACO

DYNACO, INC.
PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.

3916 POWELTON AVENUE
CABLE
(

ADDRESS: DYNACO, PHILA.

:11((11.E 16 ON

READ: n-SI:RVICr. CARD
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THE FISHER 101 -R
Store, FM -AM Tener
Sen,ittvlrr 0.. S microvolt for al dh
of coletin9. GOLDEN CASCOOE ftF ,toga.
loar IF tropes, S229.30

/fr Ir ta.

a

,I

a

I, ,lit,Iy.X-.

THE FISHER FM -100
Stereo FM Tune,
Sancltir;rr 0.8 micr,volr for 20 db
Of oviarfnp. GOLDEN CASCOOE RF ;og..
lour IF gaga*, $169.50

a

II!

f

THE FISHER X -202
Steno SO -Wen Control /Amplifier
Exclu,,.. Cantor Channel Volurca end

i

Stereo Oin.ns,on Continu. Fro+;Son

for R,-+o4 Control

oxrouon. S22940

e

ÿ

s

i

i

I

>t

.

IF

IF

e

w
SLÀ

THE FISHER X -100
Servo 36 -Wen Central/Amplifier

N

Swilch.controlled Conio, ChonnI ov7u1,
I: IronFponel controls. Hum, noi, and
óbiorlion coapferel, ,ac.d;ble. S159.50

0 e

P,;cL Slight:, Hight, in the For Welt

Your
Search For Quality
Ends Here

THE FISHER®

STEREO TUNERS

STEREO CONTROL /AMPLIFIERS

If'you are buying `for keeps' buy the best first!
Buy the product whose every :ast part, whether you can see it
or not, is selected as though it were the most important part.
Buy the product that only the FISHER twenty -three -year
tradition of quality -in design, in workmanship -could have
made possible. Buy the product that has had to pass muster
through the most elaborate alignment and final test procedures in the industry- procedures in which even the possibility
of 'human error' has, through automation, been eliminated.
Here is an example of traditional FISHER reliability:

,.
1_,

Station WAIN uses a FISHER tuner to rebroadcast the
programs of an FM station 102 miles away. The tuner is in a
remote location, and it is unattended
time -clock turns it
on and off! FISHER tuners are easily the most stable and
most sensitive tuners in existence.
To match the quality of FISHER tuners, the Control/
Amplifiers shown bere are no exception to the FISHER rule
to make the best, every time and for every purpose...
with more distortion -free power, more features, more of
everything you need now, or may need in the future!

-a

-

*The FISHER RK -1 Control adds the luxury of Rr?morI CONTROL operadon. Designed for the FISHER 202 -T, X -202 and 400 -CA. Only $17.95

WRITE TODAY for our fully documented and illustrated brochures!

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25
CIRCLE

44th DRIVE

44 ON

LONG ISLAND CITY

I,

NEW YORK

READER- SERVICE. CARD
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ANOTHER FACTOR IN
"INTEGRITY IN MUSIC"

does your
speaker system
CHANGE

P10

the
music`

RS.406 12" Acoustical Labyrinth System

When a speaker system has the unique facility of reproducing every sound within the effective hearing range
without adding or subtracting from the music-you enjoy "Integrity in Music." This facility in StrombergCarlson's Acoustical Labyrinths -our famous quarter
wave length duct enclosure -results in five systems
which offer you maximum performance.
Most popular of the five is model RS -406. It has a
12" soft skiver woofer, a 5" mid -range and an induction
tweeter -all Stromberg- Carlson products. Its effective
frequency range is 30 to 20,000 cps. Over the range of
48 to 18,000 cps its IM distortion is 0.8 %. It's shelf
size, too-227/8" x 13%" face, 127/8" deep. Complete
with crossover network, set up and prewired at the factory for only $119.95.*
Other Acoustical Labyrinth systems range from the
RS -401 with 8" woofer plus cone tweeter, at $44.95,* to
the RS-424, a superb system featuring a 15" woofer, for
$199.95.* Decorator cabinets in contemporary, period
and traditional styles and finishes are available for all
Acoustical Labyrinth systems.
Stromberg- Carlson now offers 16 equipment cabinets
in a wide variety of styles and finishes. They are designed to house complete Stromberg- Carlson stereo
component systems and are factory assembled. They
reproduce as faithfully as separately mounted components because of a unique mounting method that isolates the speaker systems from the other sensitive
components.
Scc your dealer (in Yellow Pages) or write for a

complete component and
cabinet catalog to: 1419 -04
North Goodman St., Rochester 3, New York.
'Prices audiophile net, Zone 1,
subject to change. Decorator cabinets extra.

FOR INTEGRITY IN

MUSIC...

"There is nothing finer than

a

Stromberg- Carlson"

STROMBERG -CARLSON
DIVISION o0 GENERAL DYNAMICS
A

CIRCLE

9S ON

RE1

F:n- SERVICE (:AItD

Is

Huat FIUCt.III \L\GV.I\r.
www.americanradiohistory.com

TAPE RECORDING PROBLEMS -AND HOW AUDIOTAPE HELPS YOU AVOID THEM

Listening to a recording with excessive harmonic
distortion is like looking at a picture through
a thin film of translucent material.

Reducing the distortion is Iike removing a curtain
that was hanging between you and the sound source
ail tones are Clear and sharp.

-

Lifting the "film" of harmonic distortion
sounds "fuzzy " -as if the music
were coming to you through an invisible curtain harmonic distorticn may well be your problem. This
rather formidable term is simply the engineer's way
of expressing the cegree to which harmonics or "overtones" of a fundamental frequency are altered or
distorted in recording or reproduction. Obviously, a
good tape recording should have as little distortion as
possible. Some of it may be introduced by the circuitry
of your recorder, or be caused by recording at too
high a level -but it can also be caused by the tape
itself. A good check on where it's coming from is to
record on a tape that is known to have lore di.'torlion
and see if any difference is noted.
Audiotape is especially formulated and manufactured to provide the lowest possible distortion -so low
IF a TAPE RECORDING

that it is impossible for the human ear to detect. One
reason for this distortion-free quality is that the minute oxide particles in Audiotape are magnetically
oriented, so that they all point in the same direction.
This means that all oxide particles are magnetized
uniformly, and playback at maximum effectiveness.
No matter how you measure tape performance,
you'll find that professional -quality Audiotape will
al ways give you the cleanest, clearest sound which
your recorder can produce. It is available in a size
and type to meet every sound recording tape need. Ask
your dealer for Audiotape- made by audio engineers
for audio engineers -and backed by over 20 years of
research and manufacturing experience in sound recording materials. It costs no more than ordinary
recording tape -and its performance speaks for itself.

Make a "sound diary" of your youngsters
Hoa many times have you listened to your tiny youngster "talking" himself to sleep' Haven't you wished that you could preserve
those cute mispronunciations forever' With a tape recorder you
can make yourself an unrehearsed "sound diary" of your children
(or nephews or nieces) as they grow up. We suggest you use
a 5" reel of tR Audiotape (type 961) on durable -mil "Mylar."
This will give 24 minutes of uninterrupted recording time. Or you
can use type 261 (in the self -mailer package) for a shorter version.
1

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ava,.
In MollywOO(

CI It(:1.F. I I OR nE ADF.It-SF,Its'ICF: (LSHD
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THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN KIT DESIGN

. .

.

WITH

THE ALL -NEW, ALL -EXCELLENT

STEREO AMPLIFIER -PREAMPLIFIER IN ONE

LOW -COST PACKAGE!
FOR YOU WHO WANT A FINE QUALITY,

LOW COST MANUAL
STEREO RECORD PLAYER...
AA-SO

$7995
MOD

a...

$11.00

mo.

AD-10

$3395
Every modern feature and convenience has been incorporated
into this new stereo amplifier
truly remarkable instrument
at its low, low Heathkit price. A complete 25/25 watt stereo
power and control center (50 watts mono) ... 5 switch -selected
inputs for each channel including tape head input ... new mixed
center speaker output
stereo reverse and balance controls
. special channel separation control ...separate tone controls
all of these
for each channel with ganged volume controls
deluxe elements assure you of quality performance for years to
come. With the AA -50 you have these five inputs for each 25
watt channel: stereo channel for magnetic phono cartridge,
RIAA equalized: three high level auxiliary inputs for tuners,
TV, etc. There is also an input for a monophonic magnetic
phono cartridge, so switched that monophonic records can he
played through either or both amplifiers. The special center
speaker output fills the "hole in the middle" sound sometimes
encountered, or lets you add an extra speaker in the basement,
recreation room, etc., through which the automatically "mixed"
stereo program material is reproduced monophonically. Nearly
all of the components are mounted on two circuit boards, simplifying assembly, minimizing possibility of wiring errors. 30 lbs.

-a

...

...

Macle by famous Garrard of England. the AD -10 is a compact
4- speed player designed to provide trouble -free performance

with low rumble. flutter and wow figures. "Plug -in" cartridge
feature. Rubber matted heavy turntable is shock -mounted, and
idler wheels retract when turned off to prevent flat spots.
Powered by line-filtered, four -pole induction motor at 16, 33íA,
45 and 78 rpm. Supplied with Sonotone STAB -SD ceramic
stereo turnover cartridge with .7 mil diamond and :3 mil sapphire styli. Mechanism and vinyl covered mounting base pre assembled. arm pre -wired; just attach audio and power cables,
install cartridge and mount on base. With 12' record on table.
requires 15' W. x 1:3" D. x 6" H. Color styled in cocoa brown
and beige. 10 lbs.
HEATHKIT AD -30: Mechanism only; less cartridge, base, cables.
S lbs. $22.85

QUALITY FM PERFORMANCE ...
WITH PROVISION FOR
MULTIPLEX STEREO

LISTEN TO FM
IN STEREO!

MX-1

$3195

FM-4

$3995

.

Enjoy- the treasures of FM programming in STEREO! An ideal

companion for the Heathkit FM -4 Tuner (left), the MX -1
))Multiplex adapter may also be used with any other FM tuner
to receive FM stereo programs transmitted in accordance with
the Crosby system of stereo broadcasting. If your present FM
tuner does not have a multiplex adapter output, it can he easily
modified following the simple instructions given in the MX -1
manual. Features include a built-in power supply, plus versatile
stereo controls. The function selector switch offers choice of:
Stereo operation: main (FM) channel operation: and multiplex
(sub -channel) operation. Also included are a "dimension" control for adjusting channel separation, "channel balance" control
to compensate for different speaker efficiencies, and a phase reversal switch. S lbs.
ON nun nt :tt-seuvtc 1: CARD
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Bring the magic of FM programming into your home with this
low cost, easy to assertible Heathkit FM Tuner. A multiplex
adapter output jack makes the FM-4 instantly convertible to
stereo by plugging -in the style -matched MX -1 FM Multiplex
Adapter kit (below). Design features include: better than 2.5
microvolt sensitivity for reliable fringe area reception; automatic frequency control (AFC), eliminating station "drift ";
flywheel tuning for fast, effortless station selection: and pre wired, prealigned and pretested, shielded tuning unit for easy
construction and dependable performance of finished kit. The
clean -lined design will enhance the appearance of any room
of your home. $ lbs.
CII :LE so
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HEATHKIT" COMPONENTS

!lank

...

.

,,.<.,,:-

DAYSTROM, .ecoRoRATio

MADE FOR EACH OTHER
AND FOR YOU
AN ECONOMY -PLUS STEREO PAIR!
.

EAT H KIT

I

str

.

IT COSTS HALF WHAT YOU'D EXPECT
TO PAY
WHEN YOU DO IT
YOURSELF THE HEATHKIT WAY

...

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Fill out the order
blank below, giving us your name and address
in the space provided below. Include charges for
parcel post according to weights shown. Express
orders are shipped delivery charges collect. All
prices F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich. A 20% deposit is required on all C.O.D. orders. Prices
subject to change without notice. Dealer and export prices slightly higher.
ITEM

Although the two new Heathkit models are designed as companion
pieces, either one can be used with your present stereo system. The preamplifier (AA -201 features 4 inputs in each stereo channel and gives you a
choice of G functions. It will accommodate a magnetic phonograph (RIAA
equalized), a crystal or ceramic phonograph, and 2 auxiliary sources
(AM -FM tuners, TV, tape recorders, etc.) and is completely self- powered.
Shpg. Wt. (AA -201 8 lbs.
Two hi-h rated 14 -watt high fidelity amplifiers, one for each stereo
channel, are packaged in the single, compact, handsomely styled amplifier
(AA-80r. Suitable for use with any stereo preamp or with a pair of monophonic preamps, it features individual amplifier gain controls and speaker
phase reversal switch. Output terminals accommodate 4, S and 16 ohm
speakers. Shpg. Wt. (AA -30) 21 lbs.

Ship via.
Parcel Post

MODEL NO.

Express

C.O.D.

PRICE

Best Way

G..

.
FREE CATALOG
describing over 150 easy to -build Heathkit models
in hi -fi, ham radio, marine, test and general
interest lines.

FREE ... "Best Seller" stereophonic tape
and record listing!

MONEY SAVING SHORT -CUT TO STEREO
MIXED LOWS STEREO CROSSOVER NETWORK

A

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor 8. Michigan
Please send:
FREE Heathkit catalog

AN -10

FREE

199s

"Best Seller" tape and record listing.

Name

Address
City -Zone

Convert to stereo using just one bass "woofer ": saves buying second bass
speaker, permits using more economical "wing" speakers. Delivers non directional bass frequencies of both channels below 250 cps to the woofer
and passes higher frequency stereo channels to a pair of wing speakers.
Rated 25 watts per channel. Matches 9 or 16 ohm woofers, 8 ohm high
frequency speakers, or Heathkit SS-1, 2, 3. 10 lbs.

State

ORDER DIRECT BY MAIL
OR SEE YOUR HEATHKIT DEALER

The convenience

of Local Heathkit Sales and Servico
a tore dollars more.

costs but

CIRCLE Sl ON READER -SERVICE C.tItil
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MANE YOUR STEREO TO ORDER

O the 'Times! O the Manners!
SIR:
I am sure that one need not be an apologist
for singers of the past to take exception to

a!

Ekotape®

COMPONENTS

-

Each is matched to the other for high
Extend your enjoyment of stereo
make your own to order! Off- the -air quality performance. Controls are simstereo via simulcasts, stereo disc or tape plified, operation is versatile, yet
recordings offer you excellent sources uncomplicated ... in short. Ekotape
to build up your tape library. And, with stereo components are well within the
Ekotape components is easy to achieve capability range of the serious amateur
professional results.
as they are to the confirmed audioThese superbly crafted units are phile. Ask your Ekotape dealer for
outstanding values in the stereo field. a demonstration
!

taoert

nz

6tOt

STEREO
TAPE DECK
Records and ploys bock four- channel and

two

channel stereo and monaural lapes. Only
three controls for simple operation: channel
selector adjusts head for half-frock or quortertrock; speed control and off/on switch are
combined to neutralize the tope mechonism
when in "off" position; central control selects
lope direction. Avtomotic tope -out switch,
program selection finder. Horizontal or
vertical mounting.

ramm

STEREO RECORD -PLAYBACK PREAMP
Finest corstrvclion and superb performance of
o professional unit
yet it carries a modest
price tag. The GLO4 is the ideal dual- channel
control center for recording, erasing and playing stereo or monaural topes. Ten controls
pius o professional -type meter for each channel permits batoncing volume visuolly for both
recording and ployirg bock.

-

-

ooeeccri"

It

r
e
DUAL -CHANNEL
PREAMPLIFIER -AMPLIFIER
Full 40 wort amplification without drop or distortion! A precisely engineered component
with exceptional fidelity. The GL 20-20 is a
combined control, prearr p and amplifier center for either two- or four- channel stereo or
monaural playback
it one compact unit.
Single selector switch for tuner, ceramic or
magnetic phono cartridge, tope playback
head. 20 watts output for each channel.
Frequency response: flot within
db. 20
to 20,000 cps.

-

1

CIRCLE

III

MICROPHONE MIXER
Versatile unit for recording live stereo. It has
provision for vp to four crystal, dynamic or
other hìgh impedance microphones, or two
microphones and two radio tuners or record
players. The sensitivity of each one can be
independently controlled.

COMPONENTS D V S O N
WEBSTER [01 ELECTRIC
I

I

I

wuIRACINE-WIS

ON nt Utt'.II-SF.RYICt. I.

Alan Wagner's article ["The New Golden
Age of Opera ") in the January issue.
It is not merely that Mr. Wagner virtually ignores the glories of the past. He
attacks the past-and largely out of ignorance. What is worse, he is enthusiastic
in his ignorance.
His first premise is that the present age
of singers outnumbers the past, always a
dubious basis for making an aesthetic judgment. Mr. Wagner therefore lists a few of
the very greatest bassos of the beginning
of the century and against these lines up
every modern bass he can think of, even
consenting to include Nicola Moscana and
Dins Borg. Vet hose many great bassos of
the past arc not even noticed-e.g., Jose
\Vhitchill, VanniMarcloncs, Clarence
Marcoux, David Bispltam, Michael Bohnen,
and many others? Is Mr. Wagner attempting
a comparison? Is Jerome Hines then the
equal of Pol Plançon, whose fabulous technique included trills and rapid coloratura,
yet who also possessed a sense of drama
which makes his recording of "Ella giarm»ar
nl'arno ' a masterpiece of vocal acting, dcspite the feebleness of the reproduction?
Or again. one has only to listen to recordings of the Drum- Major's air front Le Caìd
as made by Plançon and then by Fernando
Coresla to sec what has happened to the
vocal art...
Mr. Wagner goes on to laud the "versatility" of modern singers. It must be
understood that Mr. Wagner's definition of
the word indicates the ability to sing roles
by more than one composer, though there
arc present -day singers who can hardly
manage that. :\ singer who is uuh "nut
limiter) in scope" can range over the entire
repertory with assurance in every part, as
did I.illi Lehmann, who sang Violetta and
Briinnhildc and has left reeo:slings made in
her old age of "Semprr libcrc" and "Komm
11r>j)'ntrng" to prove that ter reputation
swas w'cil dcsCrs'NI.
Or Iliac was Lillian
Nordica singing Philinc at:d Brünnhddc
in the same season, or Emmy Destrnn complaining that the Met would give her ooh
fourteen different roles a year. Yet Hilde
Gorden is called versatile because she can
sing Rosalindc and Musctta.
.

Continued

on.

page 24
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Better Performance

the

tape

that
cost

,

,

Soundcraft Tape with the new FA -4

to perfect!
á:zY

formula-

tion, Designed to meet the unlimited challenge of
the most exciting new era in recording history
Only years of research...and the most modern and advanced
tape manufacturing facilities in the world ... could have perfected this tape! Soundcraft's new FA-4 FORMULATION is
frequency adjusted to provide the superlative sound reproduction demanded in this exciting era of new discoveries and
innovations in tape recording. You'll hear "highs" as never

REEVES

SOUNDCRAFTco
crItCLF:

r\PUtt.

Nh

!

before... the full frequency spectrum for perhaps the very
first time!
Insist on Soundcraft Tape with the new FA FORMULATION
before you run another reel through your recorder ...you'll
never settle for inferior sound reproduction again!
Pasture Rd., Danbury, Conn.
Los Angeles: 342 N. LaBrea

RPGreat

Chicago: 28

E.

Jackson Blvd.

Toronto: 700 Weston Rd.

ON RF:AM:It- SF:11N ICF: CARD

!`JGD
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LETTERS
Continued from page 22

IMPORTANT NOTICE

But Mr. Wagner anticipates all corners.
arts I stacking the cards," be says.
Nor is he. He is simply discarding all the
kings and queens and asking us to play
with deuces-and jokers. He cites Lisa
Della Casa, for whom the forgetful Mr.
Wagner can cease ro recall the silvery tunes
and superb art of Elisabeth Rethberg. And
does Eleanor Steber really outclass "any
Mozart soprano you'd care to mention"?
Does she really surpass Emma Eames,
Johanna Gadski, Geraldine Farrar, Emmy
Destine, Elisabeth Schumann, Maria Cebotari, and Frida Leider?
Mr. Wagner's greatest error lies, I believe,
in his assumption that, because a singer is
singing now, all predecessors can be forgotten or their merits argued away. I never
saw Olive Fremstad's Isolde (did Mr.
Wagner?), but I would doubt that Flagsud
really dwarfs the memory of hcr in the
minds of those who did hear the "immortal
Olive." And Frida Leidcr's recording of
Isolde's narrative suggests that there was
something in the part which Mme. Flagstad
did not show us. But even the Great
Kirsten is not safe. Mr. Wagner cites only
hcr most recent achievements, leaving thc
glories of the late Thirties to be forgotten
with the rest. After all, there is Birgit
Nilsson, just as there is Inge Borkh for
W eli tse h. O temporal 0 motes'
Mr. Wagner concedes us the right to
enjoy our nostalgia, but the precious metal
which he tells us to seek in the present is
all too often fool's gold.
James C. !<Fon
New York, N. Y.

"Nor

TO HIGH FIDELITY

BOOK BUYERS
After May 15, 1960 we will no longer fill orders for books crap those published
by The Wyeth Press. The Wyeth Press is an affiliate of Huis Fin¢nr Magazine
1958
and at the presenr time has two books in print: Ricottas tN Ravisw
1959 (Price: $5.95).
(Price: $5.95) and Rscoans tN Rsvtsw

-

To expedite the closing of our Book Department we offer the following
titles at greatly reduced prices. The quantity of each title
is limited.

HIGH FIDELITY: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOUND REPRODUCTION. Compiled by K. J. Spencer. Foreword by G. A.
Briggs. Contains approximately 2,600 entries that represent
the whole field of published information and research
on high -quality sound reproduction, from the very early days
8290
up to and including June 1957. Was $6.00. Now $1.00.

HI -FI YEAR BOOK 1956. Edited by Miles Henslow and
published in England. Was $2.25. Now 50¢.

#291

MICROPHONES. By the Staff of the Engineering Training
Department British Broadcasting Corporation. Published in 1951.
#292
Was $3.25. Now 50¢.

Royalties to Gilels
A few copies of the

following titles are available at regular prices.

Hron Ftost.rrr Reeoan ANiauar.
Hsoa Fton.rtY Racoon ANNUAL
CotrveasATiores

writ ToscANuNn

Order your copies now

to

-

1955. $4.95.

1201

1956. $4.50.

#237

by B. H. Haggir,. 44.00.

#287

avoid disappointment

Beek Department
MIGH FIDEUTY Magazine

Great Barrington, Mass.
for which please send me, postpeid, the books indkoted by the circled narnbers
nc'OSe $
below. (No C.O D.'s or charge orders, pleose.l Foreign Orden sent 01 buyer's risk. Add 25t per
book for postoge on foreign orden except Conodion.
I

HIGH FIDELITY RECORD REVIEW INDEXES-Sot Boch

n

1951

U

1955

1956

1957

1958

-65i roch

NAME

201

290

237
287

291

ADDRESS

292

Sin:
In reviewing the Monitor recordings of thc
Beethoven Fourth and Fifth Piano Concertos as performed by Emil Gilds and the
Leningrad Philharmonic (February 1960),
R.C.M. makes the false statement that
Angel Records is the only firm which pays
royalties to the artist.
On behalf of Monitor Records and Leeds
Music Corporation, we wish ro advise you
that this statement IS unjustified and incorrect. Under an agreement with Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga, Moscow, Leeds bas the
right to license these performances to American record firms. Monitor Records has licensed these performances from Leeds and
pays royalties for the releases in question.
Michael Stillman
Leeds Music Corporation
New York, N. Y.

The question remains whetber Mezhduoarodnaya Kniga turns over the royal.
ties it receives from Monitor to Mr.
Gilets. -Ed.
Continued on page 27

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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GO STEREO
with 100 watts peak power

ALTEC 353A STEREO:
AMPLIFIER

- PREAMPLIFIER

...0W........,..

Check the specs -compare

it for sensible orice!

-it

delivers the best specs
The Altec 353A is popular for a reason
at a realistic price. 100 watts peak, 50 watts rms continuous, 25 watts nominal per channel, stereo or
mono. 2 or 3 channel stereo, dual mike inputs, 14 stereo or mono outputs, 6 stereo or mono inputs. Simplified controls handle 13 separate conditions. Response: 20-20,000 cps at 25 watts, ±0.5 db; 10-30,000 cps
at 1 watt. Feedback type equalization brings distortion to 1% THD at 25 watts 100 cps, each channel.

Start into stereo at the

100 -watt peak.

Low noise level, and too many desirable specs to mention here. With cabinet, just $225.00.

345A

355

STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER

MONO AMP -PREAMP
No peer in its price class.
20 -watt output, 20. 22,000
cps frequency range, 7 in-

puts, 3- position scratch filter and rumble filter, 4 volume
controls, separate power switch, adapts to stereo, features eyeletted pr nted circuitry. Less cabinet, $111.00.

308A

305A AM -FM TUNER

FM TUNER

with wide slide -rule dial,
automatic lock -on frequency
control. 3 IF stages for clear station separation, between
station silencing, stereo multiplex adaptor, FCC radiation certification, low metal cabinet with platinum pink
or gold panel. With cabinet, just $120. 307A FM TUNER
duplicates 308A except for slide -rule dial. Less cabinet,
only $99.00.
-

AL®

features shielded 6 gang
condenser, chassis -mounted for perfect grounding:
stable, long -lived dry rectifier. Exceeds FCC radiation
requirements. AM section features 3 IF stages, providing
maximum band -width with very sharp skirt attenuation.
FM section features Foster -Seeley (Armstrong) detector,
"Cascode" low -noise mixer stage, 2 limiter stages. Less
cabinet, $199.50.

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION

Write Dept.

1.1F

-40 for free cote/ogua

Manchester Ave.. Anaheim. Calif. 161 Sixth Avenue, New York
A Subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics, Inc.
1515

S.

CIRCLE

APRI1.

Packs two 100 watt peak
channels in one package,
60 watt rms continuous, stereo or mono. Flexible controls
for 9 separate stereo or mono conditions. Response:
±1.0 db 10- 100,003 cas. $270.00.

s ON

READER -SERVICE CARD

t96q
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New York

j

guild -crafted
by Philips of the

Netherlands to give you

THE CLEANEST
SOUND AROUND...

LOUDSPEAKERS
V0(ß
dlim
featuring Lowe cog magnets of

(30", more pourrfut 1hanAtrnco V)

This new line of 5" to 12" loudspeakers is designed to match the quality requirements of the discriminating music lover ... at surprisingly moderate prices.
The world's greatest buys on the basis of listening quality, the T -7 series
incorporates voice coil magnets of Ticonal-7 steel, the most powerful
of modern magnet alloys, for maximum efficiency ...dual cones
for wide frequency response ... constant impedance, for
an extremely straight response curve...longer effective air -gaps and extra high flux density to
eliminate ringing and overshoot ...everyIn,.ra
thing needed to guaranteecompletely
C.IA
ng
NN
EXHIBITION Acoustically
unadulterated audio realism.
i

designed to

moderate size without
SPEAKER achieve
loss of bass response or
ENCLOSURES wideness of dispersion.

rKonal.r
Nlor

n4gn.I

Perfectly matched for bass
response of the NORELCO
T -7 speakers... ideal for
most quality 8- to i2"
speakers. Available in three
sizes. in hand -rubbed

Mahogany. Walnut. Blond
or Chrrrv.

/Voreko

orefco
MAGNETO -DYNAMIC
STEREO CARTRIDGE

DESIGNED for highest vertical

compliance to provide ultimate fidelity. both stereophonic and mono phonic...DESiGNED to completely
safeguard the full fidelity of your
records...DESIGNED for compatibility with virtually any tone arm.

%oreco
CONTINENTAL '400'
TAPE RECORDER (EL3536/54)

STEREO /MONAURAL
RECORD CHANGER
.4

I

rsu::ir.:

.ost record

changer offering years of dependable, recording and playback
3 tape
trouble -free stereophonic and mono- speeds
completely self- contained,
phonic reproduction ...both manual including dual recording and playand automatic operation ... Four back pen-amps. dual power amplifiers.
speeds (78, 46, 33',. 16% rpm)... 2 Norolco wide -range speakers /2nd in
automatic
IO', and 12- intermix. lid) and stercodynamic microphone.

For additional descriptive literature, write to:
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., New York

r.

tore/co
STEREO PLAYBACK
MONAURAL RECORDER
3-SPEED

,t locl.i l: i.,
the favorite of the nation's school
and voice and music teachers. Th.
added advantages offered by sere¡
as ¡celi as monaural playback-facili
ties. has made this the World's great
est buy in a monaural tape recorder

The

CIRCLE: 78 ON ItEAOEK- SEI(vI(:E (:AItI)
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LETTERS

from England...

Continued from page 24

Disenchanted

where the finest is a tradition

Stn:
I

am disgusted and disillusioned.
As a Christmas present to myself

vected my monophonic
to stereo.

I

con-

hightidebty system

After investing a goodly soin for the
"best" components, I have what I think
most would consider An e«cllcnt system.
And now I wonder sshv parted with the
1

stoney anti spent time buckling kits. It
isn't that listen isn't CScrvthing and even
more than I had been led to believe. It is
because record manufacturers, except for
one or two. do not take the tune or trouble
to produce stereo records with quiet stir.
faces. Sonic of my fate brand-new stereo
digs sound like they were recorded during
a hjclstorm. I have rettoned fisc iecords to
their manulhcitirets for replacemcni. and
several more arc scheduled for return.
I also wonder what has happened to the
flat disc. Have you received any unwarpcd
records lately? Record manufacturers had
better wake up. If they don't. they will
force those interested In good stereo sound
to install tape playback equipment.
Stuart Syhasler

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Accolade for Ella
Sc R:

Stereophonic
High - Fidelity
by Bearer -Echo

Model SL 71
Stereo Two
Speaker
System
40-20 cps
complete.
$89.95
Audio Net

I wish to compliment you on the review
entitled "Ella Meets the Gershwin with an

Assist (root Nelson Riddle" by John S. Wilson in the January 1960 issue. In my estima

non Miss Fitzgerald has one of the world's
most vibrant voices.

r

Zarin Arumr

,.

'r

r.

Skokie, III.

Tombs and Turntables
Sta:
Now I know why the Egyptians built the
pyramids {"Egyptians in \'ucnna," January)
-they were Irving to devise a steady base
for their turntables. They then must have
discovered that even a thirteenacre stone
base vibrated. So, plagued by acoustic feedback, the frustrated pharaohs used their
turntable bases as tombs.
Ruth Curtis
Washington, Conn.

Verdi Devotee

Model SPA 11
Nigh Fidelity

a

-30 -watt Stereo

''30" Amplifier,

$149.95 Audio Net

of opera in general and Verdi in
particular. I was delighted with your excel-

DL 7.35 Basic 50watt Amp
Idler (loo watts peak). with 2
units. 100 -watt stereo wile SP 21:

200 wins peak
Audio Net

stereo.

Michael R. Dexilo
Berkeley, Calif.

YEAR FULL WARRANTY ON ALL COMPONENTS;
TUBES 90 DAYS.
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies.

BEAM-ECHO INTERNATIONAL, LTD., Dept.
820 Greenwich St., New York 14, N.Y.

HF -4

PLEASE SEND ME FREE CATALOG
AND NAME OF NEAREST DEALER.

$159.95

lent discography in the January issue. I also
enjoyed the article on Sant' Agata. I ant
looking forward to similar features in the

future.

Automatic

lifetime investment in tiutelcss listening
enjoyment. The rewards of owning Ream -Echo
are many; among them the knowledge
that yours is -and will remain -the best
quality stereophonic-high fidelity ever produced.
1

Model

As a lover

8M611- Deluxe

FMAM Tuner. 8 tubes plus rectifier;
magic eye: neon balancing; illuminated
panel. $149.95 Audio Net

traditionally the finest' -and very likely the
only sound reproducing equipment to represent

1

SIR:

Mode!

Model SPA 21 -S0 -watt Stereo High Fi
delay "a -D" Arplifier. $229.95 Audio
Net

Name
Address
Model SP 21 Stereophonic-Monophonic -Pre.Amplifiner Control Unit.
$159.95 Audio Net

CIRCLE

City
19

Zone

-State
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Years Ahead
NEW BOGEN SRB 40 STEREO RECEIVER
NO ONE BUT BOGEN,

builder of over one

million high -fidelity and sound distribution components, could have
engineered this new high -fidelity stereo
receiver, the SRB 40. A superb all -in -one
stereo instrument, it's a highly sensitive
FM -AM stereo tuner, it's a versatile
stereo audio control center, it's a magnificent 90 watt (20 per channel) stereo
amplifier, and it's yours for only $269.50 -a price you'd expect to
pay for a comparable tuner alone)

largest

BOGEN'S ENGINEERING STAFF,

Of

any sound -equipment maker, designed
each circuit stage of the SRB 40 as an
individual unit. By concentrating on each
stage separately, they can pack more
value, more clean performance in less
space than is otherwise possible. The

separate stages arc then carefully,
logically arranged in an overall circuit
of proven superiority. This new Bogen concept eliminates wiring
clutter, prevents hum and distortion, provides savings which are
passed on to you.

Bogen 's engineering excellence, crystallized during 25 years of
building specialized sound systems for schools, theatres, industrial
plants and offices, is yours to enjoy in the new SRB 40. Put it in a
cabinet or on your bookshelf (it fits easily ). Ask your Bogen dealer
to show it to you today.

BOGEN - PRESTO

SERVES THE NATION WITH BETTER SOUND.

fM
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Tuning. Separate Bass and
Treble for each channel (lock for simultaneous control of both).
Volume for each channel (correct imbalance, then lock for simultaneous control). Separate On -Off Power. FM On -Off and AFC.
AM On -Off. Multiplex.
CONTROLS: Selector, FM Tuning. AM

Send for illustrated booklet, "Understanding High Fidelity." 04page explanation of hi -fi and stereo. Enclose 25e please.
OBOGENPRES'O COMPANY

P. O.

BOX 500. PARAMUS,

C1R(:1.F:

21

NEW JERSEY

ON 1tF:.\IIF:It-SERVICE

A DIVISION OF THE SIEGLER CORPORATION CnOe{eTM
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U.S. PATENT 2,775 3 0 9

There are hundreds of United States
Patents on loudspeakers. Most of them
relate to minor improvements; a few have changed the face of the speaker industry.
AR's patent on the acoustic suspension speaker system has had far -reaching effects. A very large number
Of speakers has been produced under the patent by AR and its licensees, and speaker design in general
has been given a new direction. In our opinion this patent has proved to be the most significant
issued in the speaker field since 19:32, when Thuras was awarded a patent on the bass -reflex enclosure.
The basic idea of the acoustic suspension system is that the speaker works against an elastic pillow of
air sealed into the cabinet instead of against mechanical springs of its own. This design makes possible
vastly improved bass reproduction (particularly from the point of view of lowered distortion), and
simultaneously dictates small cabinet size.
The acoustic suspension principle is now used in four AR models -the AR -1, AR-2, AR-2a, and
AR-3, priced from $89 to $225. We invite you to listen to these speakers at your dealer's, or, if you
live near New York City, at the AR Music Room in Grand Central Terminal.
Literature on AR speakers is available for the asking.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

24 Thornlike Street

Cambridge 41, Mass.

IMMMIlmat

--

CIRCLE

1

ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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we'll meet you

halfway

to introduce you to THE REPORTER

Only

$2.50

for 20 issues

For less than a penny a day, those twenty issues will bring you the most penetrating reporting published
in America.

Interpretive reporting that is so important (and long -lived) and so timely, articles that are so often first with
the important facts that CBS' Eric Sevareid says: "I am constantly discovering fresh information and fresh
points of view in The Reporter that I do not find anywhere else. The magazine now seems to me almost
indispensable in my own work.

'he Reporter

is indispensable because of

firsts Ilke these:
its reports of revolutionary unrest in

its pioneering report on radioactive
tollout, a year be /ore the official UN
i'port
its study of Jimmy Hoffa and the
Teamsters, before the Senate investigations
its analyses of newsmen's influence on
government and public -relations manipulations of government
its stories on wiretapping and the use
of lie- detectors in government agencies

Hungary and Poland, before the
uprisings
its publication, the first in English,
of sizeable excerpts from "Doctor
7,hivago"
its publication of tine first comprehensive analysis of Khrushchev's visit to
the U.S.

By bringing you all the relevant information and putting it into proper perspective, The Reporter keeps
you ahead of the headlines. That's why you'll find the next twenty issues of The Reporter indispensable
this important, election year.
And you can't fall to get more out of The Reporter with writers Ilke these:
Max Ascoli

A. A. Berle, Jr.

Dean Acheson
John Kenneth Galbraith

Isaac Deutscher
General Thomas R. Phillips

Henry A. Kissinger
Robert Ardrey

Marys Mannes

Sydney Hyman

John Cheever
Nat Hentoff
Santha Rama Rau
Robert Bondiner
Alfred Kazin

Douglass Cofer

The Reporter's writing of the news is clear and concise. And you'll find the same standards of accurate and
responsible reporting in its review of books, plays and TV ... in its studies of the contemporary scene ...
its travel reports, poems and satirical pieces.

THE REPORTER

Less than a penny a dayl
... is all it costs to

Please enter my half -price subscription to The Reporter
for 20 issues (40 weeks) and bill me for $2.50.

discover The Reporter
with this special
half -price offer.

Only $2.50 for 20

Name

issues (40 weeks)

Address

Zone-State

City

cutct.K
30

o.pt.f

660 Madison Avenue, New York 21. N. Y.
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MONAURAL CONSOLE OWNER

-WHY

DON'T YOU RELEGATE THAT ANTIQUE RELIC

TO THE ATTIC AND GET INTO STEREO THE EASY WAY WITH THE PILOT

MONAURAL COMPONENT OWNER

-

YOU'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO PERFECTLY MATCH

"602 ".

YOUR PRESENT EQUIPMENT. GET INTO TRUE STEREO WITH THE PILOT

MONAURAL EAVESDROPPER

-

"602 "?

STOP LISTENING TO YOUR NEIGHBOR'S STEREO

"602 ".

WITH ONE EAR. GET A STEREO SYSTEM OF YOUR OWN WITH A PILOT
rüTsieaa

.

56
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10010?104 .06
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55
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6J 65
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1,160
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ACtual Size

-51/2" High

x

1544" Wide

x

',h'tti

1134" Deep

INTO STEREO THE EASY WAY WITH THE AMAZING NEW PILOT

o

"602"

t' IT'S

A STEREO FM /AM TUNER

IT'S A STEREO PRE-

AMPLIFIER mi IT'S A 30 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
DUCES STEREO OR MONOPHONIC SOUND I"

MATIC TEST PANEL

-

®

II

IT REPRO-

IT FEATURES PILOT'S NEW SIMPLI-

BALANCE OUTPUT TUBES USING YOUR SPEAKER SYSTEM

WITHOUT EXTERNAL METERS í_
FILL

140

IT'S ONLY 239.50

-

IT FEATURES PILOT STEREO -PLUS FOR CENTER

IT'S THE

Controls: Master Volume /Power, Automatic Shutoff, Loudness, Stereo Balance Dual
Track Controls (Bass Channels A g B. Treble Channels A & B), 8 P.:notion
sltion Wetter.
tuning. AM tuning. Inputs: 2 pair non-shorting for permanent simultaneous con
nection o f multiplex
adapter, tape
recorder or TV -1 pair
for turntable or changer.
i
D
p
Outputs: 4- Channel A á B tape. Multiplex 1 d 2. Sensitivity:
h FM -2uv for 20 db of
1
b
antenna; AM-3uv
AM J
for
1
Ouleting on J00 ohm
volt DC at detector: Phono-3
P
mill luttes:
MWhplex -110 millivolts: Tape recorder 110 millivolts. Tube complement:
18 tubes,
D
tuning Indicator, 4 slhcon diode
{
power rectifiers.
f'
3 g
germanium diodes. S D raker
Impedances: 4 8 an d I 6 ohms. Weight:
A
26 lbs.
b
ter
Write
complete specifications.
TVA

1

"602"

ONLY PILOT COULD HAVE BUILT THE NEW
FOUNDED 1919

PILOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37.02 36 STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY
ei t(1.1:

82 ON

Itt:.tlrER- F:10 tCF.

(\Itl)

:Arien. l9(it)
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first

Repeat of our Announcement (in December 1958) of the

avvza/a.di MODEL 4HF
This precision single play unit was acclaimed instantly, and it has been in such demand during these
16 months that we have deliberately withheld any further advertisements. We arc now repeating our
original announcement for the benefit of those who have entered the market during this period.
Model 4HF is a four-speed deluxe transcription turntable and transcription tone arm, combining in
one unit the distinguishing qualities of both. Already mounted on a single unit plate for simplest
installation, the 4HF forms a superb instrument.
complete at only

$5950

Pushbutton system for auto.trip mechanism.

A

touch of the finger dicen

gases the tone arm completely from the player mechanrsm,and arm becomes
independent as if mounted separately.
Auxiliary stop mechanism built into lone arm rest. Unit shuts off when the
arm is placed on rest.

Professional transcription tone arm newly designed with plugin universal
shell to take all stereo and monaural cartridges. Simple, accurate, weight
adjustment.
Four speed unit with variable -t- or -speed adjustment on all four speeds.
Ileavy duty turntable, 12 inch diameter; heavy weight steel with rubber
traction mat.
New center spindle housing with pressure lubricating system, for long life
and dead quiet operation.

There's

a

Garrard for every high fidelity system. Fully wired for Monaural and Stereo records.

New Comparolet Guide -FREE
Garrard Sales Corporation, Dept. GD -'0
Port Washington, New York.
Please send your new comparator gulas
which compares all Garrard players and
their advanced features.
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Name

132.10

Address

n.nr

City

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION,

PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.

Conodton tnovcrlt to Chat. W. Poivron, Lid.. 6 Atcino Ave., Toronto
Territories other than U.S.A. and Canada to Gorrard tegleeortna S Mip. Co., ltd., Swindon, Wilts., England
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Our New Equipment Reports
PI'you,
'you, like us, read

your magazines at random instead
of in steady sequence from page to the end, you
may already have noriced that in this issue the Equipment Reports are no longer in their customary place.
They now precede rather than follow the record and
tape reviews. The Equipment Reports have also been
redesigned. A wider column, a different type face, and a
more prominent display of charts and photos all combine to create what we think is a more appetizing and
L

/

'

more easily read section.
But there are other changes iii this month's Equipment Reports --less immediately apparent but actually
more significant--that deserve some comment here.
They herald what amounts to a new test policy for
Hrcrt Fiorurry Magazine.
To begin with, uipment for testing is now coming
from dealers"
rather than directly from manufacturers. This new method of procurement has several
advantages. First, we (and you) can be sure that the
reports deal with regular production -line equipment.
Second, we can choose for testing the equipment most
likely to interest you; reports need no longer watt upon
a manufacturer's decision to submit equipment to us.
Third. and most important. we can speed up our reporting on new equipment; as soon as a new model reaches
dealers, it will be available to us for testing.
Mother change is the absence of the Manufacturer's
Comment from our test reports. Valuable as the reader
may sometimes have found these comments, their solicitation took time. Publication of a report was often
held up for as long as two or three months while a manufacturer prepared his comments. By omitting them we
take another step towards speeding up our reporting oe
new equipment.
There will be no change in icrr Frnaerrr's testing
facilities and personnel. Ourt'equipment reports will
continue to come from the respected Hirsch -Houck
Laboratories, a testing organization entirely independent of this publication. These reports appear in print
exactly as submitted by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories and
are so signed. Occasionally we may want to report on
more new equipment than Hirsch- Houck can handle in
one given month. When this happens, the overflow
will be tested by Hrcn FioaerTY staff members or by
other, responsible testing services working under Hirsch Houck's direction. These reports too will be signed.
The repositioning of our Equipment Reports has entailed the abandonment of the self- contained "Audiocraft" section. But we by no means intend to abandon
the features published under the familiar "Audiocraft "
designation. Quite the contrary. We shall, as present

sve

KS THE

ZnIVCiRS

plans materialize, give increased space to do-it- yourself
articles. The coming months will show that the old
"Audiocraft" spirit is very much alive in these pages
\V.hat about rating the equipment we test? This is an
omnipresent question. Hardy a day passes without some
queries by phone or letter asking our opinion of what is
"best" in various categories of equipment. Invariably
the request comes from someone who insists that we
have the power to divine which equipment is best for
him and who confidently believes that we withhold
the information out of sheer perversity or cowardice.
We are thinking, for example, of a Vermonter who
phoned the other day co ask us which was the `best"
of three top-rated tone arras. They were all sturdy units
that had been carefully designed and produced. Each of
them would give excellent service for a long time. To
have singled out one as "best" would have been manifestly unfair to two other fine products. We could only
recommend to the man in Vermont that be read our
test reports of the three arms, evaluate the special
qualities of each, and choose the one offering the most
of what he considered desirable.
We are thinking too of the reader in Iowa who recently wrote in for tuner ratings. He enclosed a selfaddressed postcard on which be had listed the names of
several tuners with a series of four check-boxes after each.
By putting an "X" in the appropriate box, we were to
tell him whether the tuner in question was Excellent,
Good, Fair, or Poor. Anticipating sinister motives on
our part for not answering his request, he sought to get
us off the hook. "No signature is necessary" said- a line
at the bottom of the card.
There are thousands like the Vermonter and the
Iowan who want to buy the "best" system of component
equipment. They want our help-and we can give it
to a point. But we cannot completely obviate their
seeming agony of choice. however much they would
like us to do so. Oversimplification is misleading and.
in a sense, dishonest. Moreover, it serves to rob high
fidelity of much of its interest and fun.
We do not score one piece of equipment at 73 and
another at 74 on what must necessarily be an arbitrary
scale. If one component is better than another by one
point, it seems fair to ask "One what ?" We cannot
answer that
or can we say that one item is "bit."
Best for . om?
Long efore Madison Avenue discovered the smoker
who chinks for himself, Him] Frneerev discovered the
listener who thinks for himself. Ourequipment reports
are written for him. We believe that they are well worth
his attention.

SEE

RALPH FEPEAS

by

JOHN M. CONLY

IIIef1eCtiollS
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Go o dly Fellowship
An act of gratitude, the author calls this, to

someone who knew his own worth and could not, by any

powers, be deflected from his objective -which was us.

II

HUCIA

',KENAILKVts to say that I collect Beethoven. although it has been said. The opposite might
Kt.

nearly true. that Beethoven collected me, more
than a quarter -century ago, when I was about eighteen.
Still, I do not like the wording, and I am sure Beethoven wouldn't have, either. One does not collect
friends, and that is what he is to us who know him well.
I say friend, and without either presumption or sentimentality. This was his strongest wish, as is patent in
his music, and was if his life. He lived long after living
had become a burden to him, and worked when work
be more

34

roust have been an anguish, since he could not evert

what hr had completed.
In return we can do no loss than our lest. which is
to pay our good money for the music, learn it. and call
upon it when it will serve us. (I have a feeling that
Beethoven would have been absolutely delighted with
the phonograph, and with the idea that anyone who fdt

sense

want for the allegro of Opus 31, No. I could satisfy
it immediately, whatever the hour of day or night.) I lis

a

want was to encourage personally, his success has been
that he could.

I-I Ict I FIDELITY MAGAZINE

I Ierein is meant nothing against I3ach and Nlilton,
Shakespeare arxi Wagner, \fo-r_vt and Keats. We can
benefit much inni the high pulpit. the glowing stage,
and songs sung from halfway up a rainbow. But down

his own language as he went along. This brings to mind

here we Iiyc %acre midnights arc just plain Iaack. not
magical. and where dawns arc just tinted way of telling

ability to examine themselves.

au

us

that troubles are alxout to begin again. People \vho

can pray should do so. Those who cannot must rely on

human fellowship. The lest I have found -and there
must be countless like me -has been that of Ludwig
van Beethoven.
Now, I cannot completely explain this. Neither do I
want to foist the feeling on anyone who has no need for
it. (Nor would Beethoven, who was working for some
particular thousands, among the millions.) Maybe the
selective clue is the solitary verbal quotatio:t of any
a

memorable quality that we have front him. He said
"Matt, help thyself." He said it once in words, amt some
hundreds of times in music, in a hundred different ways,
never without conviction, never without force behind it
that almost car.not be withstoxxl. by the right bearers.
There is always in it the jog, or the joke. or the jolt, or
the sweet plea, or the trumpeting yell that will get us
back on our feet and moving in our right direction, however weary we may have thought ourselves. The man
would have made a terrific line sergeant, and maybe
that's what he was.

theory about him -and naturally there is one,
after twenty -seven years' acquaintance -must
ss'ait upon an excuse I have to make first. This is supposed
to be an article about compiling a Beethoven library.
'fy initial aim, to make it a simple narrative, was foiled
by the tines. It began to emerge as an enumeration of
records that I own, or have owned, and that you can't
get-because they're out of print -and that you probably wouldn't .want anyway. since most of them sound
now rather old and rather tinny. There
would lx no SCnK in writing an article that
would he half exasperating and half tedious.
It seems letter to balance the past with the
prospects, and work a little on the 'florin;
oper,uuli, that is, the why and the how.
Lei mrd Bernstein said once that Beethoven's main talent was the ability to put
the right note after the note before, a typically clever
remark expressing half a truth. That talent was surely
there. but it has been just as surely present in. say,
Puccini or Richard Roxigcrs, and we do not think of
these men in the same way Nye do of Beethoven. 'I'hc fact
ignored -or largely so -is that he was one of the last and
best philosophers from the era of our greatest phil-co'
pliers, the Age of \lam that fell mostly into the eighteenth century. He was a contemporary of Kant and
Goethe, and his thinking went much in parallel with
theirs. I think he was more directly ckxpuent than they,
but that was because he had the advantage of making up
My

the man he scenic closest akin to in his genius, David
I fume (who died when ßccthovcn was six).
What the two had in common was an almost terrifying
I fume. in the Ïreati;e of
Human . \'ruöre, tore the foundations out from under
%shat sve thought we knew and understood, a deed later
to give us William James's psychology and Einstein's
physics. He was by nature a calm man -read Adam
Smith's account of his death! -and his investigation was
mostly into his own cerebration. But his work was so
original that he, too, invented his own language to

describe it.
Beethoven's self-examination was in the field of
emotion, and his peculiar ability was to feel an excess of
passions, then pin them down, so to speak, analyze them.
and tell us about them. He was not

a

cairn unan! The

of passions probably cane naturally. but they
were not the passions of a madman: they were just a
little stronger than most of.ours, which is what gives

excess

clarity when strained into
them their force and set
musical forip:'Neither were they altogether personal
its
passions. It
hard for us to sense today, but it had been
a dreadful shock for Mankind to find that it was a small
and perhaps transitory- phenomenon in an illimitable
tine of pitiless science had begun, and our
universe.
half -divine destiny was thrown in doubt. Even the religiously orthodox Were shaken. 'flic unshaken Iran, who
could look all doubts in their shadowy faces, with an
almost savage pride in his humanity. became a treasure
to his kind. Beethoven was, and he knew he is -as to be.
This was not arrogance, but merely an acknowledgment

Ile

of the fact and a duty.
It is an artist's fate to be divided up. My primary
division of Beethoven is into two parts: works in which
he intended important content, and which were %written
for listeners, and works %which were purely musical,
and which were intended perhaps mainly for
performers, including himself. There arc
two other schemes of division. One is the
Three Styles, or Three- Periods, which is
real enough but has been talked about too
much. The other is the three apprtxtchcs.
(There arc obviously cross -connections
among these. but they hold up well.) To
wit: first, the tallo was his Laboratory, where lice expennented: we know he could not write the Ninth Symphony (which had been commissioned) until after he
had written the Ilantmcrl'Lrrdcr Sonata (which no one
wanted), because he tried. Second. his autobiographical
expression is mostly in the string quartets. third. his
final and considered declarations, exhortative and sermonic, came forth mostly in the large -scale works -the
symphonies, the concertos, the two Masses; the solitary
opera and its overtures: the concert overtures, and such
allusive music as the incidental accompaniment to
Coethe's Egmont, which he enjoyed writing so much
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that he refused payment for it. This was a quixotic
gesture he certainlyjx uldn't afford, but that is the kind
of man he was. He thought of us as something valorous,
good, and noble. Maybe some of us are,

literature T consider to be:
Three
to Nine, excepting none;
the symphonies from
the piano concertos from Three to Five; the Violin
Concerto; Fidedio and its overtures (4); the Missa
i-the
Solemnis; the string quartets from Opus
135
is
one
of tbe
(wherein
First Rasurnorsky --to Opus
life
Socrates
drank
loveliest, manliest farewells to
since
sonatas.
Among
his hemlock); and a scattering of piano
early piano works, I think only Opus 10, No. 3 gets a
raring, by virtue of its slow movement, an anachronistic
vision. Next we get to Opus 28, called "Pastorale" by
someone who heard in it something I don't, but a
gripping piece of continuing strong whimsey nonetheless, with a wonderful march theme slowed down to an
andante in the middle. Then comes the miraculous triad
called Opus 31, which 1 think is the best piano writing
Beethoven ever turned out. Apparently he was living
lonely at the time, and had been reading Shakespeare,
which can have a surprising effect on anyone. It did on
him, anyway, because the music comes forth as a sort of
euchanted journey, its alt sorts of paces, through a
boundless world of imagination. (There is a lot more and
better moonlight, incidentally. in 31, No. 2 than there
is in the so- called Moonlight, which always has struck me
as uncharacteristic and rather a bore.) A further brave
sunrise gallop is given us in the Waldstein, which has
always sorrowed me a little after the lofting effect of
listening, since there is in it so patently the germ of a
symphony that never got written. The Appassionata, a
little later, did germinate, into the Fifth Symphony.
Then there are the quiet sonatas say quiet in a psycho logicaense- -Opera 109, 110, and 111.
The last is the greatest, and illustrates a paradox. The
man we deem our finest warrior sought all his later life
for an avenue to resignation, and cairn. It was rather
like Sir Lancelot entering a monastery, as Malory says
he did. Opus III is a record of the search, or the exploration. All courage and high attention are still there,
but together with them is an honest longing for oblivion
and rest. Visions of these illuminate the latter movement
of the sonata, and they are tempting visions.
I have got here rather deeper than I expected to into
the piano sonatas, but that is no bad thing. They yield
the most continuous personal history of the man we are
after. He was a fair violinist and a better violist, but
his workbench was the one afroot the keyboard.
The essential Beethoven

/
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own first acquaintance with. Beethoven was by
way of the Eroica. Through an odd happenstance,
it was also by way of the first symphony concert I went
into on my own initiative. The Rochester Philharmonic
played it (1 was at college in Rochester). I don't remem
My

ber what else they played. In fact, I don't remember
anything else at all that occurred that day; it was as if
I had discovered a new world. 1 aro all in favor of discovering Beethoven through the Eroica. The Fifth is
not bad, but it is harder to get to. being a little more
labored. The Seventh does not make its impression at
first hearing. The Ninth is all right, except that hardly
anyone plays the first movement properly, which puts
all the burden of conviction on the Handelian finale,
and gives a very wrong concept of what the work is
about and what its composer was about. After the
Eroica, my choice of introductory works would be the
Emperor Concerto. Even the worst performers cannot
easily botch the Emperor.
ohe history of my delving into recorded Beethoven
would not be a very interesting one, for reasons given
above. There were records that could be borrowed at

the university's students' club and at the art gallery.
They weren't very good but they were good enough. In
the orchestral vein they seemed to feature, mostly,
Albert Coates and an organization called, with admirable
brevity, Sym. Orcli. There was also one Weingartner
(the Fifth Symphony) and a Hamilton Harty (the
Fourth). Both of these were on thick old Columbia
discs that resembled nothing so much as Prussian -blue
flapjacks. Despite their thickness, though, they warped,
so that it was at least a year before I knew how the
Fourth Symphony started. Each collection contained
but one piano concerto, the Emperor, performed by
Wilhelm Backhaus and an orchestra under Sir Landon
Ronald. The art gallery, however, had a very fair assortment of the quartets, with the Leiser Quartet playing.
Accordingly I was able to immerse myself with delight
in the Rasumovskys and with awe in Opera 130 to 135.
Parenthetically I shrill point out that, with this glorious,
if screechy, trove at my disposal, I saved enough of my
summer earnings, my junior year, to buy a phonograph.
It was a portable, and the head weighed about a pound,
but I rigged a sort of swinging boom, with two corset
whalebones
do not recall where T got those) and a
rubber band, that took some of the frictive weight off
the records. I was a man of vigorous conscience in those
days, which may have come of listening to too much
Beethoven.
My first actual purchase of a classical album, for the
record, was of course an Eroica, the one then brand -new
by Mengelberg and the New York Philharmonic.
Symphony. There were co be many more purchases but
most of them cannot have been memorable performances, because I can't remember them. Except that, in
those days, any new Beethoven album was memorable,
because there were so few. The bulk of the Weingartner symphonies and the Schnabel piano works did
not arrive over here until about the time I finished
school and made my exit into the world of the Depression. In a moment of idiotic
Continued on page 108
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FITJtTWÄNGLIF R
AN EMPIRE DIVIDED

For better or worse, probably the latter, avid
listeners have split into two factions on the matter of interpreting
the Beethoven symphonic canon. Mr. Pirie manages to take
both sides without backing away from a single issue.

I

to imagine a sharper polarity in
the art of interpretation than that afforded by the differing views of Toscanini and Furtvünglcr on the reading
of Beethoven's orchestral music. There is no doubt that
tcxlay the Zeitgeist favors Toscanini; everyone criticizes
Furtwiingler, but any criticism of Toscanini savors of
blasphemy. Vet it will be my thesis that the latter's
view of Beethoven is not the only possible one. and may
even be considered incomplete; and that incompleteness
of comprehension. even if covered by the sheer dynamic
of genius, leaves a dangerous legacy for those of lesser
talent. remains a fault in spite of genius, and may perpetuate a false impression of the composer. And although
I believe that Furtw :ingber (because he is an antithesis
and not a balanced corrective to the conducting style of
Toscanini) cannot be unconditionally endorsed, I maintain that he is nearer to the true tradition of Beethoven
conducting, and possibly to Beethoven's original conT WOULD BE DIFFICULT

ception, than is the Italian maestro.
I have suggested that Toscanini's view of Beethoven
is incomplete. We arc reminded of 'l'ovev's dictum:

APRIL 1960

"Beethoven is a complete artist. If the term is tightly
undcrsuxxl, he is one of the completest that ever lived."
Living over the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, Beethoven stands poised at the juncture of the
classical and romantic styles, and forms a bridge between
them. He is the supreme sonata form composer. :old his
work the climax of the sonata style; yet in tha_ very
climax are elcmen:s foreign to the music of the no less
perfect ilozart. "Those elements have much in common
with the romantic style, without ever belonging nholly
to it: the expressive elements (Beethoven's own tern))
are invariably turne-d to account as points of form; or
points of form are marvelously turned to expressive purposes: it is imposs:ble to say which. Form never exists
for its own sake, as in classical music. and expression never
overruns firm. as in much romantic music: the equipx)ise
is perfect. Similarly, we here meet the classical key
structure. which is the very soul of the sonata style.
at Its highest point. Beethoven used it to serve structures
that were larger than any that had been conceived up
to his day, and impart to them an extra dimension of
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what be expected from a goxl performance it may well
be safer to refer to his remarks as they have come down
to us. and his practice, than to his metronome narks.
The latter are notoriously controversial: they indicate
and
a very Last speed indeed. in the majority of cases,
of
the
those
altered
it is well knottn that Beethoven
the
halving
Ninth Symphony towards the end of his life.

Schnalel's attempt to play the first movement of
the Nannucrklaricr Sonata at Beethoven's metronome
mark merely inclicatte% that it is impossible to do so;
the result is sufficient proof of the inaccuracy of this
marking. And of all conductors, it is Toscanini Mx) most
nearly accords with Beethoven's metronome marks.
Beethoven's ideas on the subject arc best given in his
own words: "Tho.ugh the poet carries on his monologue
or dialogue in a progressively marked rhythm. yet the

speeds.

Furru:inglcr: stands squarely in the Wagner tradition.
time. I pis is the greatest and almost the last confirmation
of the old principles of tonality.
Thus technique: we should now consider the "cxpressnr elements." The heavy- browcd Beethoven Of legend.
hurling his thunderbolts. is but half the truth. There is
a story that rchats how, when one of the innumerable
gcxxd women wlmo clustered round Beethoven was halfdemented with gnef at the loss of her child. the master
came discreetly and in silence to play fot her until her
health and reason were restored. (He has done tote same.
since then. for innumerable men and women he could
never know.) This is the Beethoven of the Fourth Symphony. the Violin Concerto. the Fourth piano Concerto,
the Sonata in F sharp. ()p. 7ti. This is the delicate and
sensitive tone poet. tender and gentle. It is when we
,CC how gentle and tender his music can be that tsc realize how strong is its strength. Only the very strong can
he truly gentle. and strength without its foil of gentleness is mere Violence, and Ins no place in art. POI' thiS
mason any interpretation of Beethoven's music that
strives to raise its dramatic strength to the highest
power, while pushing the tenderness and delicate imagination into the background, is incomplete.
We must also consider the great scherzos and the

Eighth Symphony. In these we have every aspect of
humor ---than divine attribute, the most human of the
emotions: if a mental patient can be mach to laugh.
laugh with the comic and heartfelt inconsequence of
the humanly ridiculous. then the battle for his sanity is
won. .\ great gale of laughter bursts from the music of
Beethoven like the wind of April. bringing with it
health. it makes the task of those who would prove him
fundamentally unbalanced extremely difficult. tic Was a
whole man, as well as a complete artist: no normal
human emotion is missing from his music. and it is there
in just the balance and measure that informs every
aspect of his art.
It is said tha: if Beethoven missed a performance of
one of his works, the one question he always asked about
it was -What were the tempos like ?" For information on
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declaimer. for the most accurate elucidation of the sense.
must make cacsurts and pauses in places where the poet
could not venture on any interpunctuarion. To this
extent. then. is the style of declaiming applic::ble to
music... ... Further. Anton Schindler, Beethoven's
friend and biographer, tells us of his practice that he

-played without constraint as to the rate of the time.
I k adopted a tempo rubato in the proper sense of the
term. according as the subject and situation might
demauxl. without the slightest approach to caricature.
Beethoven's playing was the most distinct and intelligible
This is clear enough, even if we
declamation..
cannot be quite sure what Beethoven meant by "progressively marked rhythm." and it confirms the practice. within their individual styles, of Furtwiinglcr,
KIemperer, Ja ht :m, and Von Karajan. But it does not
confirm that of Toscanini: Beethoven's observations and
practice seem to indicate not only a more flexible tempo,
but a slower one. than that of the metronome marks.
Furtw;ingler stands squarely in the Wagner tralmon.
His incompxtrablc readings of The Ring are a clinching
proof of hots near he k to this- the main stream of ( krman conducting. Moss near that tradition may be to a
true Beethoven style may be gauged by \G'agner's remarks in Iris look On Conducting where in terns that
suggest familiarity with Beethoven's words quoted
alxwc he lays down the principle "tor Beethoven and all
Romantic music" of "perpetual moxlihication of tempo."
One may say, then, that the tradition of Beethoven
conducting in Germany and Austria favors the "rhetorical" style: not the fast, steady tempo one would
naturally adopt in a Mozart or Haydn allegro. but on::
that adapts itself to the inherent drama of the music:
not a sentimental tempo rubato, but a dramatic emphasis declamatory in style. Since Beethoven was not, as
tvc have seen, wholly a romantic composer. the result
is that conductors in the Wagner tradition tend te- render
his scores In() massive and sluggish of tempo. Nevertheless, I feel the root of the natter can be found in this
tradition, whatever its occasional excesses.
We might inquire if Toscanini also belongs to a trudi-
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svhich his brilliant mind required.
[1i. YDN TO M.\XIMILIAN
FR:\NZ. The Elector of Cologne.
The opportunity presented itself
Bonn. Written in German. Only sigin the year 1790: Haydn. accomnature sr title in 1- laydrn's own hand.
panied by the impresario Johann
Serene Electoral I lrghness!
Peter Salomon (who, incidentally,
I humbly take the liberty of sending
was born in Bonn), arrived in
Your Serene Electoral Highness some
Bonn shortly before Christmas.
musical works, vii., a Quintet. an
On Sunday, December 26, Haydn
eight -part Farthie. an oboe Concerto,
Variations for the fortcpiano. and a
attended the 1We- ripelle, where he
Fugue. compositions of my dear
heard, to his surprise and pleasure,
pupil Beethoven. with whose care I
one of his own Masses. Afterwards,
have been graciously entrusted. I
he was summoned to go to the
Batter myself that these pieces. which
Oratorium (where the orchestra
I may recommend as evidence of his
assiduity over and above his actual
had assembled), and there he was
studies, may be graciously accepted
greeted by no less than the Elector
by Your Serene Electoral Highness.
ltlaximilian Franz himself, who inMaximilian Franz, Elector of Cologne
Connoisseurs and nonconnoisseurs
troduced Haydn to the orchestra.
must candidly admit, from these presWhen Haydn returned from
ent pieces. that Beethoven will in
of
one of Europe's greatest composers,
time
fill
the
position
London, in the summer of 1792, the orchestra gave him
and
I shall be proud to be able to speak of myself as his teacher:
a reception at the Redoute, or
summer castle, at Bad
I only wish that he might remain with nie a little while longer.
Godesberg, a few miles tip the river. Here. Beethoven
While we are on the subject of Beethoven, Your Serene
was presented to him, and showed him one of his new
Electoral Highness will perhaps permit me to say a few words
cantatas (either the Cantata on the Death of Joseph II or
concerning his financial status. 100# were allotted to him during the past year. Your Serene Electoral highness is no doubt
the Cantata on the Installation of Leopold II as Emperor.
yourself convinced that this sum was insufficient, and not
probably the former). Haydn was impressed. and offered
even enough to live front: undoubtedly Your Highness also
to teach the young Beethoven if he accompanied hint to
had his own reasons for choosing to send him into the great
Vienna. Haydn went on to Frankfurt to the coronation
world with such a paltry sum. Under these circumstances, and
of Leopold II. and Beethoven left for Vienna the followto prevent him from falling into the hand of usurers. I have in
part gone bad for hot and in part lent hint money myself.
ing October. There is preserved a little St,ttnmGuch in
with the result that he tisses me 500 Il., of which not a Kreutzcr
which all his Bonn friends wrote him farewell messages.
W25 spent unnecessarily; which sum I would ask you to send
That they believed Beethoven was a genius, and that
to him here. And since the interest on borrowed money grows
they had immense and unshakable faith in his ability,
continually, and is very tedious for an artist like Beethoven
is seen in a short notice written by Grunt \\'aldstein on
anyway, I think that if Your Serene Electoral I lighncss were
to send him 1,000 11. for the coining year, Your Highness
October 29, 1792:
would tarn his eternal gratitude. and at the sane time relieve
bun of all his distress: for the teachers which are absolutely
You arc now traveling to Vienna in fulfillment of

your innermost dream. Mozart's genius still mourns and
weeps for the death of her darling. She found respite
at the indefatigable Hayden (sir]. but no refuge; through
him, she w'isltes once more to be reunited with someone.
By steady labor you shall receive: Mozart's spirit through
'latrdeds hand.

is necessary of he is ro
Continued on page 106

essential for him, and the display which

gain admission into numerous

Beethoven arrived in Vienna in the final months of the
year 1792. He began to study counterpoint and composition with Haydn. who was busy with large numbers of
commissions for a new English trip. Haydn taught him
rather hastily, forgetting to mark all the parallel fifths
and octaves in Beethoven's counterpoint exercises. and
Beethoven, discovering this, went to another teacher.
the famous cantrapuntalist Albrechtsbergcr, with whom

to offend Haydn.
a lot warmer than has
In fact, the relationship
hitherto been imagined. The following letter from
Haydn to the Elector is self-explanatory; curiously
enough. this document was till recently practically
unknown in English, although it was discovered in
Vienna nearly twenty -five years ago:
he studied secretly, so as not

was
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The Beethoven Symphonies in Stereo
by Robert
no seventh sense to predict that the early
years of stereo would give prominence to two -channel
editions of such fundamental repertory as the Beethoven
symphonies. What was uncertain was the actual volume
of these releases and their quality as compared with the
excellent monophonic sets already available.
Both doubts have now been resolved. This compilation, which views the scene from the perspective of early
1960, includes no fewer than three stereo editions for any
Beethoven symphony and more than a dozen for the
dominant Fifth. Moreover, the quality of these recordings is surprisingly high. The truly atrocious performances, the engineering failures of irritating magnitude
appear rewardingly far apart.
Held to the standard of the best of the monophonic
sets, the stereo discs compare favorably in sonics but
sometimes fail to dominate musically. The finest performances in the monophonic listings- representing as
they do the accumulated successes of many seasons of
recording -have not in any sense been consigned to
obsolescence. This is particularly true of some of the recent Klemperer editions, where the monophonic engineering is excellent and the stereo represents a relatively early use of the two- channel technique. It is wisest
to hear these things in the form in which they are hest,
even if it means abandoning stereo.
Every discography involves certain compromises, and
those operating here ought to be made clear. The listings
that follow are an examination of the Beethoven Nine
as they are represented in the current stereo catalogue,
with secondary consideration given to the monophonic
alternates of these stereo editions (when such duplicates
exist) and to monophonic recordings of particular merit
that remain in print. What I have not attempted at this
time is a historical survey of recordings of the Beethoven
symphonies, and almost no mention is made of the most
remarkable of the editions now unavailable though they
include such important matters as all the Beethoven
recordings of the late Wilhelm Furtwänglcr.
Earlier Beethoven discographies in this magazine by
G. G. Burke (Spring 1952; Mar. -Apr., May -June,
July -Aug. 1953; Jan. 1957) contain his appraisals of many
of these historic releases, as well as of some monophonic
sets that are still being pressed. In the majority of instances I am in sufficient agreement with Mr. Burke's
conclusions to have no hesitation about permitting his
judgments to stand for mine. The material considered
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here, therefore, will be primarily that which has appeared since Mr. Burke's discography of January 1957.
Preparing a discography subjects one to the temptation of selecting "the best" version of every work considered. Sometimes this is possible. Limited representation in the catalogue, engineering failures, or the demand
for a particular stylistic flair can create a situation in
which one particular edition of a score is plainly superior
to all its rivals. But recordings of the Beethoven symphonies rarely make possible such conclusive choices.
What happens in circumstances of abundant riches is
that the discographer becomes not merely a critic but an
interpreter and selects the performance tha; best represents "the way I would play it." This is a venial sinevery listener is apt to commit it to some degree-but it
limits the critic's usefulness to those whose musical preferences are similar to his own.
Taking the position of Artur Schnabel that, the greatest works of Beethoven are "inexhaustible" music that
remains "always better than it could be played," I have
tried here to indicate all performances that seem to present a persuasive and consistent development of a point
of view reconcilable with the score Beethoven left us.
Every Beethoven symphony presents a wider range of
content than may be included in any single approach to
its realization. This is why anyone who is genuinely
devoted to Beethoven ought to own the symphonies in
multiple editions, carefully selected to exhibit the various aspects of these scores. (For this reason, the loss of
the Furtwängler recordings, mentioned earlier, is a
particularly grave deprivation, since that conductor's
outlank was unique.)
In preparing these comments I have tried to find performances that are musically authoritative and engineered in a manner that makes successful use of stereophonic technique. The first performance in each listing
represents my choice under those criteria, but undoubtedly there is a subjective element in these ratings that
cannot be eliminated. T am required to listen to a lot of
Beethoven during the course of a year, and I naturally
respond to those performances which depart from the
dreary orthodoxy of a "standard reading" to achieve
something fresh and revealing. I may not agree with
every departure from tradition that I hear but I enjoy
the mental exercise of making an evaluation of it. I
hope that many of those who read this discography will
share my own sense of adventure.

H:cH Ft1ext.xrY MACh2tN8

Symphony No. 1, in C, Op. 21 (6
stereo versions)
Some think that the Beethoven First, completed in ß00, belongs among the symphonic
works of the expiring eighteenth century.
Actually, its ties to Mozart and Haydn are
considerably less important than its evidence of the maturing individuality of its
E

thirty -year -old composer. Among harmony
teachers its most celebrated innovation is its
opening chord (in technical terms a secondary dominant) that starts us off in F rather
than in the announced key. It yields one of
the grandest effects in Beethoven, by which
the composet seems to open the curtain and
for three bars heightens our anticipation
of what is coming, until the arrival of the
proper dominant (that of C) sets us on our
way. This device was actually not new
(C.P.E. Bach had used it repeatedly), but
this is its first appearance in a symphonic
work of enduring substance_
To hear the symphony well you must have
a chance to hear those chards balanced between the strings and wind instruments,
in the manner of the Klemperer monophonic
version. Unfortunately. in stereo the Klemperer suffers from a loss of sonic focus as well
as a diminution of high frequencies. Stereo
is not worth that sort of sacrifice, and the
Klemperer should be regarded as a monophonic set of exceptional worth.
Happily, Keilbcrth provides a stereo version in which the opening passage is faultlessly recorded, and the entire performance
is marked by a feeling for rhythmic force
and large outlines that makes this work sound
like a convincing precursor of the Eroica,
Fifth, and Seventh. It is a very Fine edition,
more than worth its modest cosost.
Jocbum offers a relaxed account of the
score, with qualities of lyricism and tonal
shading you will admire, and yet with no
serious loss of strength. My copy, however,
suffered in the louder passages from some
ratdes and buzzes which I take to indicate
a badly cut master. By the time you read
these pages: this flaw may have been corrected. You can check on the opening chord
of the final movement.
Walter brings us the youthful romantic,
with a touch of the poet and 'a feeling for
bravura as well as sentiment. It is a unique
performance and a pleasing one, but you may
want your young Beethoven to be more of a
thunderer. The registration here is of chamber orchestra proportions with the :rinds
rather strong in relation to the strings and
dominating in that opening passage.
Rosenstock's reading, well recorded and
projecting a disciplined German provincial
orchestra effectively, is one of musical competence rather than any strongly individual
character. As for Paray's overaccented performance, this edition is eliminated by
wretched sonies in any case.
Monophonically, there are several desirable sets, among them the Klemperer on

Angel 35657 and Toscanini's performance,
unchallenged in its classicism and polish, on
RCA Victor LM 6009 (with the Ninth).
Both the Scherchen and Von Karajan discs
also remain impressive. The Jochuni, without raides in its single -channel form, is
Decca DOM 12025.

--J. Kcilberth, Bamberg Symphony Orch.
Tar EPUNKr;N TCS 18004 (with Sym. No. 8).
-

$2.98.

-E.

Jochuni, Bavarian Radio Symphony.
Deems DGS 711025 (with Sym. No. 8).
$5.98.
-B. Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
CoauaraEA MS 6078 (with Sym. No. 2).
$5.98.
Rosenstock, Mannheim National Symphony Orch. JANUS 2002 (with L.tonore No.
3 Overture), $4.98.
--O. Klemperer, Philharnionia Orch. AuGEL S 35657 (with Sym. No. 8). $5.98.
--P. Patay, Detroit Symphony Orcb. Mast CURY SR 90205 (with Sym. No. 2). $5.95.

-J.

Symphony No. 2, in D, Op. 36 (4
stereo versions)
The Second Symphony followed directly
upon the First, the dates of composition
biting 1801 -02. The First performance was
in 1803. Lon; slighted for the sake of irs
more popular brethren, the Second appears
fatally to be coming into its own. It is in fact
a superb work, notable not only for its remarkable first movement but for the sustained brilliance of the whole score.
The first three recordings listed below are
all excellent, and therefore I cite them ac-

cording to the seniority of the conductors.
(The Paray is a rather heavy version, made
even less attractive by inferior recording.
No further comment is needed.) My own
preference is for the Beecham. Not only do
his readings of extracts from The Ruins of
Athens make the second side unique in current Beethoven listings, but Sir Thomas'
superb feeling for pulse and phrase is
exactly what the symphony itself needs to
be heard at its best. Although the recording
tends to get a bit muddy in spots and there
is some grumble and groan in place of
dean bass, in general the sonies arc pleasing.
Walter makes use of a smaller orchestra
than Beecharn's and h isrecording has a clarity--at times even a chamber quality
which Sir Thomas' does not match, largely
because the latter conductor was not after
this effect. I find it lovely. Walter's reading
is quite emphatic in its rhetorical stresses,
however ; and since this is a score that contains a large number of such possibilities, the
effect in the long run is somewhat inferior to
that secured by leas emphasis on these derails
of the structure.
Jochum's recorded sound best duplicates
the effect of an orchestra in a hall, and his
reading of the score, though somewhat less
imaginative than that of the others, is blessed

-

a union of orthodoxy and musicianship,
If sound seems of primary importance, this

by

your best bet.
Monophonically, there are fine transfers
of the three preferred stereo editions. A
Klemperer recording will be available when
you read this. and the Von Karajan, Van
Beinum, Scherchen, and Toscanini editions
all deserve attention, even if none of these
four is really competitive with the newer
is

sets.

-B.

Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
MS 6078 (with Sym. No. l).

COLVMBiA

$5.98.

---T. Beecham, Royal Philharmonic Orch.
ANGEL S 35509 (with Ruine of Athens),
$5.98.

-E.

Jochunin, Berlin Philharmonic Orch.
DOS 712006 (with Ruins of Athens,

DECCA

Prometheus Overtures) . $$5.98.
Panay, Detroit Symphony Orch. Mettc-JaY 90205 (with Sym. No. l). $5.95.

-P.

Symphony No 3, in E flat, Op. 55
( "Eroica") (9 stereo versions)
Beethoven began sketching material for the
Eroica within a few days following the first
performance of his Second Symphony, and
the new work was completed before the
close of 1803. There is a 'tendency to exaggerate the difference in scale between this
work and its immediate predecessor, a practice that not only needlessly downgrades
the Second but distorts the perspective of
Beethoven's musical development.
The Eroica, true enough, is a far greater
concept and, strictly as a piece of musical
architecture, proved the most impressive
example of symphonic construction Beethoven's musical public bad yet seen. Its greatness lies in its form and substance, however,
rather than in its instrumental writing. Any
group that could play Haydn or Mozart
could perform the Eroica, provided a third
horn player could be found.
A conductor cannot bombast his way to
success in this score the stay he can, at
times, io the Fifth or Seventh. To make a
strong effect, one must find the notes and
play them with musicianship and strength.
Solti's version, in addition to superlative
recording and ensemble playing, offers a
reading that may be regarded as a synthesis
of the two principal interpretative approaches to this music. Ir bas the spacious
ness and majesty that dominate the Keilberth performance, yet its rhythmic quality
is strong and yields a feeling of propulsive
movement nearly as forceful as the intense
playing one bears tinder Walter, or -with
even greater stress-under Scherchen and
Munch.
To manage this, as Sold did, with an
effect of artistic unity is an accomplishment
of some distinction, based upon an impressive
ability to choose exactly the right tempo
needed for a
Continued on page 85
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by Norman H. Crowhurst

t

Can
Loudspeakers
Be
Tested
It

?
H

argumentative lot, gut few
subjects uxlay arouse more passionate debate than the question

IGII-FIDE.I.IT.IRI.\VS are, in general, an

of which is the best loudspeaker. The answer can, of course, be prejudiced. It can also be objective ;Ind informative. The intention of this
article is to help the layman form a reasonable judgment of what he
reads and is told -and ultimatcl to help him select the loudspeaker that
is best for his particular needs.
Usually, people choose what they
on the Ixtsis of one or more of the
or test results: the theory of how
This paper will discuss the varying
these standards

believe to be the best loudspeaker
following criteria: its specifications
it works; how it sounds to them.
importance which can be given to

of evaluation.

Most reputable manufacturers have good testing facilities, and for
present purposes we'll assume that they maintain the specifications

HIGH FIDELITY \LwAZtXE
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they claim. \lost try to do so, with some succeeding
better than others. But %chat, actually, do performance
specs mean in terms of how the loudspeaker will sound,
even granted that a testing facility, for instance, finds
that the manufacturer has, in fact, met his published
secs? Several research groups have investigated the
matter, and they all find that it is a question not to be
answered simply.

Frequency Response

For one thing, in components other than speakers, the
property first considered is usually frequency response.
But where an amplifier can be flat within a fraction Of
a db to frequencies beyond the limit of human hearing,
a loudspeaker is never that good. Not only ties it deviate
'indict from flat, it dues su much ntutc iucgul:ul).
The best way to test a loudspeaker's frequency response is in an anechoic room
place Tike a super padded cell. Here there arc no sound reflections to
set up standing waves at different frequencies. as happens
in most actual listening roosts when single test tones
arc used. Only this kind of room reveals what the loudspeaker itself does and makes it possible to secure repeatable results.
(here arc other methods of testing a speaker's frequency response, but %cc will not take up space herein
comparing their relative merits. Interpreting the result
is what we are concerned with.
However cucfclly it is measured. a good louthpcakcr
is apt to vary its response at dillercnt frequencies be
several db, although its over -all effect may be almost
flat. For example, the response at 1,050 cycles may differ
by 4 or 5 db from that at 1,000 cycles. It may go up
and down in this way throughout the frequency range.
But if you average out the bumps, the effect looks
fairly uniform.
It might then Ise deduced that one loudspeaker's response is flat within 5 db over the audible range. Another
may stay within 3 db over the same range. On this
basis, one might assume that the latter is much s.iperior
and will sound :ouch smoother. And one might be
quite wrong in drawing this conclusion. Why?
Suppose the first loudspeaker takes from 1,000 cycles
to 1,700 cycles to rise 5 db, and from 1,700 to 2,500
before it drops. say, 4 db, and so on. lazily wandering
up and down within its 5 -db spread: suppose the second
one makes a change of 3 db between 1,000 and 1,050
cycles, and :tiniest as quickly goes back again. Obviously, although the second stays within closer limits,
it lias a more jagged and therefore a rougher response.
There arc certain effects that a measured response
cannot show -specifically, buzzes and birdies foreign
to the test tone, %chick are set in motion by certain
frequencies. Such effects arc not uncommon. The only
way to spot them is by listening or watching on an

-a

oscilloscope

microphone.

the waveform

picked up

by

the

test

Transient Response
Music does not consist of the steady tones (or slowly
gliding one) used for measuring frequency response.
Tones start abruptly at various fixed pitches (frequencies) in accordance with the mchxly or harmony. And
the way they start, sustain, and die depends on the instrument playing them. the very beginning sound of
a tone -the attack of the instnutent -is quite different
when played on, let us say. a saxophone than when
played on a piano. This is equally true of the way instruments sustain a tone and the way the tone decays.
The ability of a system to reproduce these special
characteristics of various instruments is stated by engineers in terms of transient respntsc. Many feel that
transient response is much more responsible for how a
loudspeaker sounds than frequency response as normally
measured, and gcxxl reasoning supports this view.
Unfortunatcl, the first result of this reasoning was
that some audio experts went off "half-cocked." A
variety of wave that would produce a checkerboard
pattern on a TV screen had been successful in discovering some defects in amplifiers believed to be related to transient response. So, after these "square
waves" were used to test amplifiers, they were applied to
loudspeakers. While we will not argue here the validity
of square wave testing of amplifiers. it seems reasonable
to ask -with regard to their use in loudspeaker testing"we know what a checkerboard should look like, but
who knows what it should sound like ?"
You can, of course, pick it up with a microphone in
an ancchoic roost, amplify it, and look at it. But the
possibility Of getting all that additional equipment to
handle a square wave without distortion is very remote.
So the testers settled for measuring the result right
across the voice coil terminals, thus ignoring acoustic
problems and not bothering about whether the loudspeaker was making a square wave sound to correspond
with whatever waveform appeared at the voice coil.
Although such waveforms have been rublishe as

-

d

evidence of the transient performance of a loudspeaker,
they only indicate how the amplifier used for test behaves Mien the loudspeaker is connected instead of how
it behaves with the usual resistance dummy load.
Further, since the amplifier used is unidentified, the
result is completely valueless.
Finally, the fact remains that a square wave of any
frequency is not a transient in the musical, or program,
sense. It is a continuous tone with a lot of harmonics,
If the amplifier. loudspeaker, or any other component
changes ever so slightly the time relationship or relative
magnitude of these harmonies, the squar Hess of the
wave disappears completely. Yet there may not be any
audible effect on the tone.
The Informative Tone Burst

of test comes much closer to finding
out how the system (particularly a loudspeaker) will
A fairly new form
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The three curses above indicate the frequency
response of (top to bottom) an inexpensive loadspeakrr system. a more expensive loudspeaker system of the same type and, finally, the toical respouse of a good amplifier. The reader, accustomed
to an amplifier "curse" that can almost be drawn
with a straight-edge, may regard the jagged response curse of a good loudspeaker with some
alarm. More significant to oar purpose here is the
difference between the two loudspeaker curves. The
less expensive and lower quality unit (top) shows
many more variations over the measured frequency range than the more expensive unit of the
same tape (middle chart). And the amount of
variation of the less expensive nisil is greater.

Already we've discovered plenty of difficulties in evaluating speakers. There arc many more. What about distortion. directivity., dynamic range, and efficiency?
Measuring distortion in a loudspeaker is by no means
as easy as measuring it in an amplifier. Particularly
at low frequencies, a loudspeaker produces much more
distortion than any good amplifier. microphone, or other
component. And distortion is not always easy to mc-acure.
The total "spurious" sound that the microphone measures has to be picked up, and it may be the noise of a
passing train or aircraft. Ancchoic test rooms help. but
true low level distortion, as thc music listener trill
usually hear it. may not be picked up. This is the kind
that makes a loudspeaker sound "fuzzy."
There arc other problems in measuring a loudspeaker's
distortion. For exam; ;le, it may be caused by thc amplifier although it doesn't show up in the amplifier's test.
Correlation of results is far from easy without going
into every conceivable cause of discrepancy. In fact,
measuring different loudspeakers tinder identical conditions so that the results are useful for direct comparison
of performance is virtually impocsiblc.
Directivity of loudspeakers has received too little
attention. Some have assumed that the sound should be
distributed uniformly in all directions and at all frequencies. Maybe this was ideal --at least in some rooms
-for monophonic reproduction. But stereo has altered
the picture. Ideal directivity is very much involved
with the acoustics of the room and the way the loud
speakers are placed in it. lore of that in a moment.
Directivity is also coupled with frequency response.
If thc latter is mcisurcd straight in front (on axis) and
the higher frequencies are projected in a narrow beam,
the curve obtained will shots better response than the
speaker really gives. Thus a frequency response ssithout

directivity !neacurement does not really convey
much useful information.
Dynamic range has been rather overlooked in loud.
speakers, although the rest of the system has heard
about it. It was assumed that a loudspeaker must reproduce different levels proportionately to the power it
receives if its distortion and frequency response are to
be satisfactory.
This, in fact, isn't necessarily so. Some loudspeakers
definitely nerd a certain lower level before they become
audible. Not that the sound produced is too low in
volume level to be audible. but their diaphragms do
not move at all until sufficient power is applied to overcome certain friction elements. This can severely restrict dynamic range, especially listening at a reasonably
quiet level. It is undoubtedly one reason why some play
their high-fidelity systems at maximum volume.
While dynamic range tells how well a loudspeaker
handles the whole range of music. front pianissimo to
fortissimo. efficiency is a measure of how sensitive it ishow much or how little power is needed to create the
some

sound with music. This is the tone burst test. instead of a
tone's being used continuously. it is stitched on and off
at intervals. :\ microphone picking up what the loud-

puts out shows whether the tone reniaii s
steady during the hurst, and whether sound stops immediately as the tone k stopped.
The test should he made in an anechoic mom, or else
speaker

the microphone should be put so close to the loudspeaker
that sound direct from it drowns out any room echo.
Neither condition corresponds with a natural listening

situation, but this test does find out how closely a loudspeaker can follow the initial contour of various notes
as played by different instruments.
For tone burst tests to be meaningful as a basis for
comparative evaluation. each loudspeaker would have
to be subjected ro the test at a wcry large number of
frequencies and the effects would have to be analyzed
very carefully. A tone burst test at frequencies where
odd things show up in the frequency response can,
however, be highly informative.
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fortissimo. This is another factor that is not may to
measure exactly. Electrical input power is fairly easy
to measure. Btu acoustic output has to include total
sound energy radiated in all directions. For our purpose,
a rough comparison is all you need-whether a 10- or 25watt amplifier will be enough co drive it. All speakers
can be compared with the same one, used as an arbitrary reference. Whether the reference one is high, low,
or medium efficiency is not too important. It enables
you to know how much more or how much less power
any other type needs.
As the above paragraphs have indicated, there's more to
measuring the performance of a loudspeaker than is

generally =fixed. Undoubtedly such measurements have
played a part in developing better loudspeakers and
will continue to do so. But the correlation between
measurement and the effect of various deficiencies in
reducing fidelity has beeo poor.
As for evaluating loudspeakers solely on the basis of
theory, preconceived notions of the necessity of a
particular type of enclosure or a specific variety of
tweeter seem to me quite fruitless. Not only the experts
are affected here. Others, with no knowledge of so- called
theory, follow what the experts say. A special type of
woofer or tweeter is a foregone conclusion for their
choice. It is performance, not conformity to our pet
principles, that counts.

Listening Factors

What about just plain comparative listening? Can't
we switch from unit A to unit B and find out which is
the better, then proceed to compare other units with
the better of the first two so a complete relative evaluation will result? Of course we can, and many have done
so. But there is no guarantee that any two sets of such
tests will yield the same, or even similar, results. Three
sources of difference - acoustic environment, listener
conditioning, and program used-make it almost, if
not quite, impossible to coiirdinate the results of tests
made on this basis alone.

With monophonic presentation, the shape, size, and
acoustic treatment of a room somewhat influence the
directional patterns that give hest realism. But for
stereo, the interdependence becomes tremendous. Now
the relative placement of loudspeakers for each channel
enters the picture, as well as the acoustic environment
in which they are heard.
The importance of these factors can be recognized
both by measurement and by subjective evaluation.
But now comes something that exists only in the sub
jective realm: listener conditioning. In some respects
this is the most unpredictable factor of all. We can best
illustrate how it works by a few typical case histories.
One listener has a loudspeaker with a screaming
peak at about 6,000 cycles (not an uncommon place for
one). He's been living with it for several years, listening

APRIL 1960

to all his favorite music reproduced from it. When he
listens to a loudspeaker without this peak, his first
reaction is that it is deficient in highs, the reason being
that his hearing faculty has a built-in correction for a
6,000 -cycle peak; if the peak isn't there, the response
seems Lacking. Mother listener has become used to
boomy bass, not the kind that accentuates just one note
-that's too obvious and he's a sophisticated listener
but a range of almost an octave at the bass end. As a
result, a system with measurably better fidelity seems
to him deficient in bass. And even educated high -fidelity
ears have had to make some adjustments in their listening habits in view of the spatial and other characteristics
of stereo sound.
Then there are short -term conditioning effects, which
probably present the biggest problem in establishing
subjective relationships with measurable quantities.
You are comparing sound A with sound B. When the
switch is thrown from A to 8, or vice versa, you can
tell there is a difference. But after a few minutes' listening, each may sound satisfactory, until the switch is
thrown again. As a result, you find it difficult to know
which sounds better, or which possesses the peculiarity
you were told to listen for.
This aspect of conditioning has an effect opposite
from the long-term one. The difficulty is in knowing to
what extent your hearing makes a temporary adjustment
of this short -term variety, and to what extent it may be
semipetrnanentiy distorted by a long-term effect -your
listening rig at home, for instance.

-

-

Another important factor is program material. This
is not so much a matter of whether the material is jazz,
classical, or what -have-you (although it may be connected with that) as of how individual peculiarities may
combine with those in the speakers. Ac least one prominent female vocalist uses a specially doctored microphone. if she uses any other, or if anyone else uses hers,
the result is horrible. If microphones need tailoring to
the oddities of specific voices, obviously some speakers
will suit some programs better and vice versa. Almost
any poor speaker can sound good on something.
Taking all these factors of the problem into account,
one can easily see how radically opinions may differ.
There is no doubt that our hearing is more comfortable
the less it has to make compensation for system deficiencies. We should, finally, get the most pleasure from
a system that does not have the kind of deficiencies that
produce long -term conditioning, even though our first
reaction may mislead us.

The Impossible Absolute
System deficiency is not all in the loudspeaker. It is
therefore impossible to arrive at any absolute speaker
evaluation, even with the most unconditioned listening
in the world. The ultimate performance involves a
combination of variables: the program source and the
way in which it was miked;
Continued on page 107
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
AT A GLANCE:

The Garrard Model 210 is an intermix changer with a number of
desirable operating features. Our tests indicated that it has a relatively high rumble
level, and an audible amount of flutter which may limit its use to less than a high quality record playing system. Priced at 549.50 (less cartridge), the 210 is finished in
white, black, and chronic.

IN DETAIL: The

Garrard 210
Record Changer

designers of the Garetr Model 210 have achieved an excellent
combination of operating simplicity and flexibility. The 210 is fully intermixing, with
no adjustment required for 7-in., 10.in., and 12 -in. records. which may be stacked in
any order. A sliding lever makes the selection for each of the four playing speeds
provided.
Separate controls arc furnished for manual and automatic operation. The automatic
control has the usual OFF -ON- REJECT positions. The overhead arm, which normally
rests on the record stack, may be swung :side, and the turntable switched in.; by means
of the manual control. The arm may then be placed on the record manually. At the
conclusion of the record it returns to rest. and the motor switches off. .4s with most
record changers offering a manual playing position, the trip mechanism is always
operative, thus preventing the user from setting the pickup on the record near its
center without tripping the changer mechanism.
An additional operating convenience is provided by the manual control. By moving
it to the ore position the playing of a record may be interrupted at any time; by
moving it to ox, playing may be resumed without rejecting the record.
A unique feature of the Model 210 is the arm lock. A small lever under the pickup
rest locks the arm firmly, preventing damage to the stylus if the changer is moved
about. or even turned upside down. The luci: is automatically released when either the
manual or automatic control lever is operated.
A turntable brake stops the turntable within a second after the arm comes to rest.
The speed accuracy of the turntable is excellent, and does not vary significantly when
a stack of eight records is on the changer, or with hot voltage variations from 100 to
130 volts. The variation of stylus force over a I -in. change in pickup height is about
0.5 grams (at

4

grains).

The tracking error of the arm is less than 3 degrees over the entire record surface
and is good for the short arm used in a record changer. The arm resonance (with an
Empire SS cartridge) is about 20 to 25 cps, at which point tracking becomes poor. An
unfortunate result of the resonance occurring at this frequency is that the rumble
(slightly below 30 cps) is accentuated. The rumble level was measured at -24.5 db
relative to 5 cm /sec at 1,000 cps, and reduced to -26 db when the two channels were
paralleled to cancel vertical rumble. The latter figure would have been considered
quite respectable in the days before stereo, but the presence of vertical rumble, coin-
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bincd with the lower recorded levels on stereo records. requires the use of speakers
with limited bass response, unless playutg volume is kept lose.
the hunt field from the motor of the Model 210 changer is reasonably low, though
some hum can be heard as the pickup approaches the inside of the record.
Induced
hum is sufficiently below rumble level so that no difficulty should be experienced with
stereo cartridges of recent manufacture.
The serious fault showed by our tests was in speed fluctuation (wow and flutter).
Each measured 0.25 %. Wow occurred during a brief portion of the turntable rotation. and was not particularly audible. Flutter. however, occurred at a 28 -cps rate and
was clearly audible on certain sustained notes. Flutter may be considered
the most
serious fault of the Model 210. but it might be overlooked by the casual or inexperienced listener. Since it is possible that this varies from unit to unit. we recommend
that anyone considering the Garrard shskl 2111 listen critically to the changer or
arrange with the dealer for exchange if it should not be satisfactory in this respect.
I1. I1. lanes.

AT A GLANCE :The Pickering 380.\

is one of the finest cartridges. mono or stereo,
which cce have tested. It is outstanding in smoothness of responw. channel separation,
high output, hunt shielding. and ability to track high-Iced recorded passages without
breakup. The price of the .380:\ is $34.50.

IN DETAIL: The Pickering

380.1 is fully encased in mumetal to prevent induced
limn from external magnetic fields. The stylus assembly inserts through an aperture
m the end of the cartridge lxxl, simplifying stylus changes for reasons of sear or using
separate stylus for 78's. The effectiveness of this design is protc when the cartridge
is connected to a preamplifier having a low internal hum level. No trace of increase in
hum was found sehen the cartridge was connected to the preamplifier input, as compared to the lend without anything connected to the preamplifier. la fact, at maximum gain there is no audible hum. Inertly the usual tube hiss.
This is all the more remarkable when the unusually high output level of the 380A
is considered. It delivers 12.5 millivolts per channel at a stylus velocity of 5 cm /sec
at 1,000 cps. lo our usual hunt sensitivity test we hold a tape head demagnetizer one
inch from the stylus of the cartridge and measure the huni output relative to the output of the cartridge from a test record. We were unable to measure any induced hum
in the 350x1, even with the demagnetizer touching the cartridge.
The stereo frequency response from the Westrex I:\ record shows a smooth, peak free response all the way to 15 kc. The two channels arc matched to within I db over
the entire frequency range. Channel scpnration is unusually gaol, being letter than
15 db up to 15 kc and better than 25 db over most of the important stereo range.
With channels paralleled, the monophonic response to a Cook 12 test record is also
very smooth, with a resonant rise of about 4 db at 15 kc and usable response to beyond
17 kc. The shape of the plotted curve below 6 kc is duc to the equalization of the rcc
ord and our pre:mtp, with cartridge characteristics becoming visible above 6 kc.
First hint of the remarkably high compliance of the 380.\ stylus came in attempting
to measure the low frequency resonance with the Cinn1xlntnts 1109 sweep record
(100 cps to 10 cps). Apart from a slight and smooth drop of level there was no resonace evident down to 10 cps. We played the record at half speed and found the
resonance at approximately 7 cps (mounted in an Empire 9S arm). This is about an
octave lower than any other cartridge we have tested.
Such high compliance suggests that the cartridge should be able to track large
amplitudes quite well. Our standard tracking test involves the playing of the Cook 60
chromatic scale record. The amplitudes of the lowest frequency bands of this record
are so great that few cartridges can track theta at any stylus force. In fact, prior to our
1

Pickering 380A
Stereo Cartridge

Equipment tested by High Fidelity is taken directly from dcolers' shelves. We report only on regular
production -line models. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with High fidelity's editorial dcoort
men?. Most equipment reports appearing here are prepared for us by Hirsch -Houck loborotories, o
completely irdependent orgonizotion whose steal was responsible for the original Audio league Reports.
A few reports ore prepared by members of the High Fidelity staff or by other independent testing organ.
izotions working under the general supervision of HirschHauch loborotories. All reports ore signed.
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rather expensive integrated
test of the Pickering 380.-\, only one stereo pickup
design -had proved capable of doing this.
The 380A tracked this record perfectly at a stylus force of 2.5 grams.
Listening quality of the 380A, as one might suspect from the test data, is very
smooth and clean. It was found to be quite different in character from that of earlier
Pickering cartridges, sshich tended to be on the brilliant side, if not at times strident.
The 380A has a deceptively mild sound, completely free from hiss or record noise.
When either the upper or lower limits of the sound spectrum appear on a record, they
are reproduced without strain or fuzziness.
Needle talk is moderately low and in a quiet room is not audible more than a foot
or so from the pickup.
Construction of the 380A is such that it should have a long lift, since the coil and
magnet structure is fully encapsulated. In spite of its high compliance the stylus appears to be quite rugged. and is easily replaceable.
H. H. Lass.

ABOUT THIS REPORT: This

is the lint of a series of equipment reports on loudspeaker systems. Some of the problems encountered in mcasunng and evaluating
speaker performance arc detailed in the article by Norman II. Crowhurst elsewhere
in this ,ssuc. Inasmuch as there is no single test, or group of tests. accepted as coin pletely defining the performance of a loudspeaker, we will, for our evaluations, rely
heavily on listening caulxtrisons. using as our frame of reference loudspeakers with
whose- smnd we are familiar, as well as laboratory measurements.
Our reference speaker is a popular bookshelf -sized unit selling in the 5100 range.
It is in no sense the "best" system, but is widely' recognized as having a natural,
balanced sound relatively free from distortion.
Our laboratory measurements will be of four basic types. Frequency response
curves sill be taken, ont-of- doors, with the loudspeaker facing upward to minimize

Altec Lansing's

Monterey Speakers

reflections. Our microphone is a calibrated Altec 21BRI50. which will normally be
five feet above the center of the speaker. The response curves obtained in this manner
are quite representatise of the on-axis performance of the speaker at frequencies
above 100 cps. Most speakers will not propagate low frequencies efficiently into a
180 -degree solid angle (which is approximately what the speaker sees tinder these
conditions).
The second teat is a measurement of total harmonic distortion, for frequencies below abort 200 cps. The actual values of distortion, of course, will depend on the level
at which the speaker is driven. We will attempt to operate all speakers as near 35 possible to the sanie acoustic output level. In any case, the manner in which the low frequency distortion of the speaker increases as frequency is lowered is an excellent indication of the low frequency performance of the speaker.
The third test is a measurement of the polar response of the speaker at high frequencies. Using a fixed frequency. in the order of 7 kc, the speaker is rotated and the variation in sound pressure output is plotted against angular position. This is a measure of
the directivity or beaming effect of the high frequency speaker or speakers.
The lnurth, and in our opinion the most important, test is a tone hurst measurement.
A high frequency tone is applied ro the speaker in short bursts, and the acoustic
output
is examined on an oscilloscope. An ideal speaker will reproduce the input waveform
without delays in build -up or any continued ringing after the tone is cut off. The picture obtained in this test varies considerably with one's choice of frequency, so we will
scan the frequency range of the speaker and photograph those patterns which
appear
to be typical of the over -all behavior of the speaker. There is good reason to think that
the listening quality ofa speaker is closet related to its response to transient signals, of
which the tone burst is one type.
In our listening comparisons. the speakers will be listened to by themselves, at well
as in the previously mentioned : \ -R comparisons with a reference
speaker. This will
normally be done in several acoustic environments, by several listeners. Divergent
opinions where they exist, will be presented.

AT

A GLANCE: The Alice Monterey and Monterey Jr. arc closely related
in concept. with a mingle 8-in. woofer in the Jr. and two of the same type in
the Monterey.
The Monterey uses a Model 3000ß horn type tweeter, and the Monterey- Jr. u.cs
a
Model 20008 cone -type tweeter.
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The sound qualities of thc two speakers are closely related, yids the larger :end more
expensive Monterey having noticeably smoother highs and much solider lows. Both
speakers have plenty of presence, as well as a tendency for too bright highs which introduce a sharp attack sound on voice sibilants and similar sounds.
The units represent the firm's entry into the small-speaker field. Both arc available
in rlrnr finishes: walnut. blond, and mahogany. The Monterey (834A) treasures 14
x 25 x 141, in. and is graced at $174. The Monterey jr. (835/1) measures I13¡ x 23 x
I I J4 in. and sells for $79.50. At $69.50, the Jr. is available as an unfinished unit.

IN DETAIL: The Monterey

Jr. will be considered first. Compact, light, and inexpensive, it is finished on four sides, and since its tweeter is a cone. it can be mounted
in any position without problems of high frequency directivity.
With the exception ora peak and hole in its high frequency response. its frequency
response is within plus or minus 7.5 db from 100 cps to 13 lie. The small free-edge cone
tweeter runs into difficulties shortly after it takes over. with increased roughness
compared to the woofer and a sizable peak at 9 kc. We also found a "birdie" or spurious response at about 4,7(10 cps, where the tweeter sang at a uouharnonically related
frequency.
The sound of the speaker at high frequencies tended towards stridency. For example. the sound of a flute solo was noticeably altered by the peaky nature of the highs.
The loos sounded fairly greed, with a certain amount of false bass introduced by distortion of very low frequencies.
As the harmonic distortion curve shows, the low frequency response of the Jr. is
adequate down to 70 or 8o cps. The response improves and distortion is lowered sehen
the speaker is used in a normal home environment. This response may be considered
adequate for a speaker of this size and efficiency.
The polar response of the fr. at 7 kc. is very good. The data was taken with she
speaker an a horizontal position. but since the tweeter is near one end. its response is
not symnUi t rival. Nevertheless, the 7-kc response is within pins or minus 5 db over a 65degree angle, and would cover 90 degrees if the speaker were mounted vertically.
The tone burst pictures are representative of the best and watt obtained from this
speaker in the region from 2 kc upwards. In the case of the 6 -kc tone. the speaker continues ringing s'itlh hardly diminished amplitude when the tone is cut off.
Since the Monterey has two woofers and something like twice the volume of the Jr.,
one would expect it to he appreciably letter in low frequency performance. It is. 'Die
sound is full and seen balanced. without the thin quality that sometimes characterizes
its smaller relative. Bassdrums cant through well, where they may be entirely missing
in the Jr.
Bass distortion is also lower in the Monterey. It does not break badly until 40 cps,
though appreciable amounts of distortion arc present between 411 cps and 60 cps.
Frequency response is clearly smoother than that of the Jr. The peaks are fewer and
of smaller amplitude. The holes in the region of 250 -300 cps are probably interference
effects due to thc petition of the speaker during the measurements. Disregarding the
holes. the response is within 5 db up to well beyond 15 kc (allowing for the response
drop of the microphone). The polar response of the 3000B (torn tweeter is excellent,
covering well over 90 decrees at 7 kc. .1 here is no tendency to beam highs.
In spite of the general smoothness cif the frequency response, the tone burst tests
shooed the transient response to be rather poor. At 4.7 kc (the worst point) the output actually increased sehen the tone ceased, and continued throughout the "oil"
time. A slight change of frequency, to 5 kc, changed the picture, but not for the better,
The sound of the highs on thc Mummy is smooth, but quite crisp and bright.
Some of the sane alteration of harmonic strueture on flute tones that we noticed on
the Jr. was heard un the larger system. There seemed to be an overeinph,isis eau sibi-
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with the \lontcres's tweeter level control.
Listened w by itself, the >lontcrev sounds good
fact. impressive at titres. When
compared to the reference speaker. it was unanimously judged (by five listeners) to
lack extreme lows and to be excessively crisp in the highs. Its quality on male voice
was excellent. without any trace of Ix7omincss. The sound of the less expensive Monterey Jr. is not as gcxxl as that of the Monterey, having some stridency and thin bass.
Beth speakers are of moderate efficiency. somewhat lower than most \Itec speakers.
The Ir. is approximately 3 db more efficient than the Monterey when judged from
white noise measurements.
The Ir. may appeal to many by virtue of its relatively low price. .\ pair may be suitable for a low - priced stereo system. or a single unit may be used as half of a stereo system with another speaker having more extended bass response.
'Me Monterey is better able to stand on its own feet. so to speak. !Many people
prefer a bright. crisp sound, and the Monterey offers just that. That small group devoted to pipe organs or big drums arc the only ones likely to feel the lack of deep
bass.
I -1. H. LAes.
dents, cymbals, and wire brush sounds which could not be reduced

-in

.

AT A GLANCE:

The Bogen SRB20

complete sterco receiver. including separate
a pair of nominal 10 -watt amplifiers.
At $219.50 it ís relatively low- priced, meets its specifications, and is capable of being
used as the nucleus of a medium-quality stereo music system. Attractively styled, with
a gold -colored front panel. it may be used on a shelf or installed in a console.
is a

AM and FM tuners, stereo preamplifiers. and

Bogen SRB20

Stereo Receiver

IN DETAIL: The

Mogen SRB20 lacks many of the features found in more elaborate
(and expensive) stereo systems. but is nevertheless capable of fulfilling its intended
function. For example, the two channels have concentric volume controls, which arc
not clutched or ganged ill any svay. The two controls track well when they are set
initially to the same point, but if they arc offset even slightly. they can hardly he said
to track at all. Thus to change volume. it is necessary to adjust each channel separately
in order to balance the stereo position.
There are three positions on the input selector. One is for either a magnetic phono
cartridge or a tape head. Only one or the other may be connected at a time. however.
The second is for radio, using the builtin AM and FM tuners. The third is for a high level auxiliary input or a crystal phono cartridge. Input impedance of this circuit is
several megatons. making it especially suitable for a ceramic stereo cartridge. :\ pair
of outputs arc proeklcd to drive a tape recorder. Provision is made for adding an ex
ternal FBI multiplex adapter.
Bass and treble tone controls arc concentrically mounted. and separate for each
channel. Separate tuning knobs control the AM and FM receivers. A somewhat
unusual (and possibly confusing) system is employed to switch between the AM and
FM tuners. Each has its own slide switch. with three positions. At the left position,
the tuner section corresponding to each switch is turned otf. At the right position, each
tuner switch,
tuner is on. as they would be used for AM -FM stereo reception. The
in its center position. cuts oil the A \1 signal and substitutes die output of a multiplex
adapter. should one be connected. The center position of the FM switch cuts off the
. \FC on the 17M tuner.
An important omission from the SRB20 is that of a means of paralleling the two
channels. or of feeding either channel to both speakers. :\ so- called "stereo -mono'
switch is located in the rear of the unit, but this merely teals channel output (including the FM tuner output) to loth speakers. In this condition. the AM tuner is not
usable. One cannot parallel the two outputs of a stereo cartridge for planing a mono
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Performance of the amplifiers of the SRB20 is adequate for their intended use, and
is as gcxxl as 011C would expect in a low -cost amplifier. The intcrmcxlulatton distortion
is quite low at usual listening 1es-chi. and each channel delivers its rated 10 watts at less
than 2% IM distortion. This power is available over thr useful audio range. with the
usual moderate drop -off at very low frequencies. Incidentally. the Bogen specifications
refer to the power output rating of the SRB20 as a "music waveform rating." This

HMI' FIDELITY MAGAZINE

it applies ccith transient signals, as approximated in an intcrmolulatiun
distortions tcst. The maximum continuous pxswcr output is approximately 7.5 watts
per channel.
Frequency response and phono equalization accuracy of the SRI120 arc satisfactory.
I-here is a slight rolloll above 7 kc, which can Ix corrected adequately by means of
the tone controls if desired, though it is doubtful that anyone could hear it in the first
means that

pIicc.
preamplifier inputs, and arc inaudible at any
I lum levels arc low on the various
likely -to -be -used gain setting. Stereo channel sep aiation is 40 db at 1,000 cps. or well
beyond the performance of records or cartridges. It %vas interesting to find that the
Ixn%rr amplifiers of the SR13111 were hardly affected by large capacitive loads, and
were stable under such operating conditions.
To summarize, the amplifiers of the Bogen SR1320 arc as good as we have seen in an
instrument of its price, and arc capable of delivering excellent sound quality when
used %with reasonably efficient speakers or if placed at sensible volume levels.
The F' tuner of this receiver also proved to be of remarkably good quality. (If we
seem surprised at this discovery. It is merely because the SRB20 is obviously trade to
sell at a highly competitive price and compromises inevitably arc ittade in the design
of such equipment. In this case. the compromises arc ;dl in matters of flexibility and
convenience rather than performance.)
Usable sensitivity, by 11-1FM Standards, was 5.S microvolts. The ACC action was
very effective, with almost no change in audio output level when the input signal svgs
increased from IO microvolts to 100.000 microvolts. The distortion rating of the F\1
tuner in Bogen's specifications is 1.5Ç'-. (presumably at !O(' modulation). and it was
measured as lest than 1.4% for signal strengths from 100 microvolts to several thousand microvolts.
There is no tuning eye, but the intersection hiss is strong enough to sere as a good
guide to proper tuning. The . \FC is effective, without being so strong that it will
cause one to miss stations sandwiched between two strong signals.Although it continues for at least 30 minutes. the warm -up drift is ntoticrate. and since the AFC is
goad enough to compensate for it, no retuning is required during warm -up. Stability
against line volt :ge changes is good.
The rudimentary AM tuner is comparable in quality of sound to a table radio. Its
value in AM -FM stereo broadcasts is questionable, though enough high frequency
Ixx st can be int:oduccd via the tone control to make it tolerable. The built -in loop stick antenna offers adequate sensitivity for local reception. Incidentally, the I'M section may be used with a built -in antenna connection, making use of the power
line. This gives gtxxl reception within twenty -five miles or so of an FM station.
A final small criticism, valid only in those areas served by a great many FM stations,
is that the FM tuning dial is calibrated at 4- megacycle intervals, and a certain amount
of hunting around may be required to find a given station.
H. H. Lnns.
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AT A GLANCE: The

I-leads FM -4 is a rather basic FM tuner, similar in many ways
to its somewhat less expensive predecessor. the FM -3a. Construction has been simplified and performance enhanced by use of a preassemble(' and aligned "front end."
Without any alignment by the builder, it meets or exceeds its specifications in all
important respects. The FM -4, measuring -1% x 13% x 5!,;. in., has a vinyl -clad steel
cover and a black -with -brushed -gold -trim front panel. A very good value at $34.95 in
kit form.

IN DETAIL: Heath engineers have extracted ai: amazing amount of performance
from only live :ulxs in the F \I.4. The front ctrl is supplied fully assembled and
aligned. Included within it is the silicon diode voltage -variable capacitor which provides AFC action. Lone tube is grounded -grid RF amplifier, mixer, and oscillator.
The IF amplifier is conventional, with two stages of gain and a limiter. A single tube
contains the two diodes of the ratio detector and a cathode follower audio output
stage. A silicon diode is used in the power supply.
The dial mechanism is smooth and easy to operate and is wdl illuminated by an
edge -lighted lucite dial face. The FM -4 has a front panel mounted volume control and
AFC ()N-OFF switch. but no suning eve. In additions to the low impedance audio output, a multiplex output is taken old ahead of the dcrntphasis network.
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Heath FM -4
Tuner Kit
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Our sensitivity measurement, are made in accordance with the 1111 ,N1 Tuner
Measurement Standards, while I Icath's specifications are based on another measurement procedure. lltcrcfore. no direct comparison is passible. According to the I1iFM
procedure. the usable sensitivity is 7.5 microvolt, which is excellent. Unfortunately,
the audio output from the FM -4 is quite low until input signals of perhaps 20 microvolts or greater are used. One would require a 35- microvolt signal to develop 0.5
volts of audio when modulated IOO5i. which suggests this as a reasonable lower limit
of sensitivity with most preamplifiers.
Above lOO microvolts the limiting is fully effective. and there is no further improvement in performance with stronger signals.
We measured swarm up drift. ss ithout \FC, and found that an initial drift of some
25 kc occurred in the first minute. followed by a slow and steady drift amounting to
some 100-kc total in five minutes. -Ilse AFC action was on the mild side. reducing drift
and mistiming by a factor of only two. Fortunately, the IF and detector bandwidths of
the FM -4 are sufficiently svielc so that this moderate drift is not troublesome. 'flic
frequency of the FM.4 oscillator was strongly affected by line voltage. Most localities,
however, :lo not have widely, rapidly fluctuating power line voltages. If such a condition shoukl exist. it might prove troublesome.
line :\ \1 rejection of the F\14 is unusually good. It is aided by the combined action
of a limiter (two stages on strung signals) and a ratio detector, which is inherently
insensitive to AM.
the frequency response of the tuner is within plus or minus 0.8 db from 20 to
20.000 cps. and its low impedance output is unaffected by any reasonable amount of
cable capacitance.
Two cr.ticislns of the FM -4 seem worth stating. Tuning is a trifle uncertain due to
the lack of a tuning eve. Interstation hiss is very lost and frequently one cannot tell
when a station is tuned in unless tuning Is done at highvolumc control setting. "Iltis is
likely to result in blasting from strong stations.
The second problem can be easily resolved by the user. The output jack is directly
coupled to the cathode follower. alxl is at a potential of approximately 15 volts. If
this is coanectcel to a preamplifier or pocv:r amplifier without an input blocking
capleitor (such as the I)vnakit we used), the result will he either excessive distortion
or (in our case) very noisy and "thumpy" volume control action. We strongly recommend putting a blocking capacitor of 0.05 or 0.1 mId between the output tube cathode
and the connector. There is also a possibility of damaging the output tube of the tuner
if the output circuit becomes accidentally short-circuited (some preamplifiers ddliberately short all unused inputs). Fortunately. the remedy is easy and inexpensive.
To sun up. the Heath FM -4 is a goal quality tuner. especially at its price, capable
H. I I. Lass.
of delivering ac gaxl performance as many manufactured tuners.
.

AT A GLANCE: 1-hc I I:IrinanKardon Citation II is a dual GO -watt power amplifier
employing adsanccd circuit design and the finest components and construction
practices. Available in kit fern or prcssired, it ranks among the finest amplifiers made.
Its impressive performance specifications, which it lives up to easily. do not by any
means tell the whole story. Its listening quality is superb. and not easily described in
terms of laboratory measurements. Listening is the ultimate test, and a required one
for full appreciation of the Citation II. The price of the kit is 5159.95, of the factory wired version 5219.95. Each is finished in charcoal brown and gold.
IN DETAIL:

to our

knowledge, the Citations II is the only dual (.0 -watt amplifier
is large, rugged, and est (MCI v heavy ((0 lbs.). No pains
have been spared to achieve the highest performance, and this. of course, is reflected
in its price.
Extensive use is made of multiple internal feedback paths in order to extend frequency response at least two octaves beyond the audible range at both ends, with a
minimum of phase shift. Ten tubes arc used, but of only two types. 'lltis sensible dcsign makes it practical to keep quires on hand without undue expense. The power
supply uses silicon rectifiers with a resulting excellent regulation which makes it
possible to deliver full power continuously from both channels.

made on one

chassis.

It

I
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A built -in metering system makes it easy for the user to maintain the amplifier in
proper adjustment as tubes age or are replaced, thus insuring continued top performance.
We did not measure its performance outside the limits of 20 to 20,000 cps. There
is no point in plotting frequency response and power response, snce the former is
perfectly flat and the latter down less than 0.7 db from full power at the 20 and
24,000 cycle points.
Intermodulation and harmonic distortion fell to the residual levels of our test equipment at usual listening levels of a watt or less. Both harmonic and IM distortion
curves rise gradually as power is increased. They are both very low, though not as
low as we have measured on some other fine amplifiers. It is interesting to observe
that the 20 -cps harmonic distortion curve lies directly on the IM curve, indicating
that the small amount of distortion we were measuring was in the circuits proper and
probably not in the output transformers (usually the weak link in any power ampli5et design).
At 20 cps, the maximum power (at the 1%a distortion level) was about 55 watts,
but the TM curve, more representative of the power which can be realized with
music waveforms, extended to over 75 watts at 1% distortion. The amplifier was
stable under any load conditions we could devise. Below 10 watts, hum and noise
were 75 to 80 db, a completely inaudible level.
Our tests were made on a unit which had been io use for a time. Before making
our measurements, we performed the balancing and adjustment procedure outlined
in the instruction manual. It seems likely that our test results are typical of what
can be expected of a Citation II after a period of home use
s1 far, except for its great power and ingenious design, the performance data described herein might appear to be no better than those of a number of other fine
amplifiers. Because of unexplained factors such as phase shift, overload recovery,
etc., we have always been skeptical of claims that "Amplifier X sounds better than
Amplifier Y." In most cases there is no audible difference between good amplifiers.
However (and here we depart from the laboratory and rely on our ears), the Cita
Lion II seems to have a special quality which may be unique. Without a full- fledged
A -B comparison among a number of amplifiers, this would be difficult to prove
perhaps impossible. Be that as it may, there is a solidity, combined with a total ease
and lack of irritation, which sets this amplifier apart from most others.
At low levels, this difference is not particularly apparent, but we found that the
listening volume of the Citation II (as compared to some other very fine amplifiers
of comparable power rating) can be increased considerably without introducing
any annoyance or distortion. Furthermore, one can employ full titbit and bass boost
to a degree which would be intolerable with most amplifiers, and hardly be aware of
the boost. Possibly this is due to its ability to handle its full power throughout the
entire audio spectrum without overload.
Whatever the reasons, the more one listens to the Citation II, the more pleasing
its sound becomes. This quality is not likely to be discovered in the usual A. -B listening comparison; it becomes apparent by listening over an extended period.
The construction of the Citation IT is no job for a beginner, and the kit builder
must be prepared to take considerable time. But anyone who will settle for nothing
H. H. Lass.
less than the finest will be well advised to look into the Citation II.
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NEXT MONTH'S REPORTS

Dynakit PAS -2 Stereo Preamplifier
Acoustic Research AR.-2a Speaker System
Stromberg-Carlson PR-500 Turntable
and others
Paco SA-40 Stereo Control Amplifier

...
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I;IVING ISTEREO to

Ilium *St RI.LF

This collaboration of

a

master pianist and a

new star among violinists is an event of the

Bttbovn

KREIITZER and SPRING

first magnitude. It

is Rubinstein's

NEWEST HITS

first record-

OF THE

ing ever of the "Kreutzer:' And Szeryng, you

GOLDEN 60's

remember, won the 1959 First Prize of the

...ON RCA VICTOR

"Académie du Disque Français" for his RCA

Everything concert strings can do (and they

4 LIVING !STEREO

are unique among instruments for plasticity

STRINGS
MORTON GOULD

of texture and color), Morton Gould has them

if you think Gould's best -selling "1812" and "Bolero" are something in
do here. And

stereo, you'll hurry to hear Mr. Stereo's set-

tings of favorites like "Pizzicato Polka."
4
F

LIVING

;

STEREO

COIFR BoSToN POPS

MUSIC

koM MINN

..l

p

in Living Stereo and regular L.P.

Victor album of the Brahms Violin Concerto.

RUBINSTEIN' BZERY NG

vllatlE#ARFICE

` t15
'

i

t

Music from the best -remembered movies of

CI3MME2 the past twenty years is here given full symDom MoYfS
phonic treatment by Fiedler and the Boston

"Warsaw Concerto," "Intermezzo," "Laura,"

tion more than once in

"Moulin Rouge," "Gigi," "Cornish Rhapsody."

generation;' says Groves

ÿ LIVING

.

STEREO

. ..

panion- Tchaikovsky's 4th, with

the Boston

completes Monteux's cycle of

the last three Tchaikovsky symphonies.

Dictionary. Here is the
Gigli of the 20's, with
his most popular selec-

are synonymous. This reading, with the
Vienna Philharmonic, is stunning! Its com-
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listeners, the "Fantastique" and Monteux

-

in his peak years_

you've ever heard, in hi -fi or stereo, of the

Two Monteux 85th birthday albums. For most

Symphony

tenor

"The type of singer he
represents is not to be
expected in his perfec-

Pops. Examples: the most stirring recordings
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Beniamino Gigli: the

tions (monophonic only).
Berlioz

Saint -Saëns: 3rd Sym-
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phony. Charles Munch

MONTEUX VIENNA
PHILHARMONIC

and the Boston Symphony in a hi -fi and stereo
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Budapest Academy. He remained

BART OK Nu= wSIP*.
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REINER /CHICAGO SYMPHONY
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Reiner studied piano under Bartók at the

..

a

devoted

admirer, introducing much of Bartók to
America (e.g., the "Sketches "). "Music for
Strings, Percussion and Celesta," an exciting
addition to the Reiner repertoire, reflects
his 50 -year rapport with Bartók's music.

triumph. Munch, a longtime Saint -Saëns specialist,is an enthusiastic
devotee of the "Organ"
Symphony.Here,with audio experts, he achieves
a

sound masterpiece!

the world's greatest artists are on. .. RCAMÇJ
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THE MOST POTENT partnership tai
the annals of recorded music -that of
Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Orchestra- -has been reactivated after
a lapse of nineteen years. This winter
the seventy -seven -year -old conductor returned to his former podium to make a
series of guest appearances

with the
Philadelphians.
The reunion turned out to be a great
one. Stokosyski was in his very best form,
and the orchestra (still essentially his
creation) surpassed even its usual high
standard. This conductor and this orchestra were obviously made for each
other. They were also obviously made to
make records-a fact duly noted by
Columbia. Scheduled for release this fall
are the first new Stokowski- Philadelphia
discs in almost two dcc..adcs
Bach
collection and a coupling of Falla's El
amor brujo with the conductor's "symphonic synthesis" of Tristan.
We met Stokowski on the morning of
the recording session at Philadelphia's
30th Street Station and taxied with him
to the Broadwood Hotel, where Columbia now records the orchestra. This
change of recording locale from the old
Academy of Music purled the conductor. "The Academy has always been one
of the world's great recording halls," he
said, "and I do not understand why we
should not make records there." The
young man from Columbia who accompanied us explained that it is possible to
achieve much better stereo separation in
the Broadwood than in die Academy.
"All, that is a g x d reason," Stokosyski
commented. "It is essential to have
proper separation between the three
channels. Otherwise we might just as
well listen to a monophonic recording
over two speakers. Stereo is similar to
pointillism painting. It is a fusion of
sounds. But to achieve the right effect
you must have good separation."
We arrived at the Broadwood and

-a

went up to the Grand Ballroom, an
auditorium similar in size and appearance to the Manhattan Center Ballroom
in New York. Stokowski made a quick
survey of the room. the microphone
placement. and the seating, then asked
that the mws of string players be spread
further apart. We could see that he did
take separation very seriously indeed.
Howard Scott, the recording director in
charge, told us later that Stokowski
favors a considerably more widespread
seating arrangement than is customary
for Philadelphia Orchestra sessions.
At eleven o'clock, with the chairs in
their new places. Stokowski began to
conduct the first piccc on the day's
agenda, his transcription of the Bach
chorale- prelude Ich ruf zu dir. He kept
on for about twenty seconds, then
clapped his hands and announced:
"We're ready for a take." After running
through the piece once (it lasts about
four minutes), he told the musicians to
take a rest and scent out into the anteroom to hear the playhack through three
KLH speakers. As the music started,
Stokosyski looked at the engineer's control panel and noticed that the three VU
meters for the three channels were not
registering. The chief engineer explained
that the meters work only during recording. not for the playback. "But I roust
sec these working," the conductor pro-

tested. "What sounds here- in this room
one thing; what sounds on the tape is
quite different. It dots not matter so
much now, but for the Triçtrrn I must
have VU meters. I won't know what I'm
doing without them." The engineer
promised to sec what he could do. When
Stokowski returned from a short lunch
break, he found a special set of VU
meters installed for his benefit.
Stokowski seemed at all times intensely
aware of the three sound sources. His
eyes kept shifting from speaker to
speaker, as if he were seeing beyond them
to the specific instrumentalists on whom
he was concentrating attention. While he
listened he kept up a running conunentary on the details that needed rectification. Howard Scott noted them all
down on a pad of paper. At the end of
each playback, Stokowski took Scott's
notes with him to the podium and gave
instiucaiotu to his players. The procedure, Scott admitted, made the recording
director's lot a fairly easy one. "He does
all the work. He doesn't say to us 'Can
you fix this?' He fixes it himself."
Midway through El amor brujo it was
time for us to return to New York.
"You left much too soon," Stokosyski
chided the next day when we met at a
cocktail party. "The session lasted until
midnight. I've never deice so much
recording at one stretch in my lift. I
think the results may be good." To
judge from what we heard at the Broad wood, the results ought to be spectacular.
is

THREE WEEKS before the Philadel-

Stokowski: he fiscs things himself

phia Orchestra session, Stokowski and
the Symphony of the Air gathered in
Manhattan Center to record Ernest
Bloch's America, "a rhapsody for orchestra in three movements." This is the
first in a series of recordings of American music to be sponsored by the
William J-laIe Harkness Foundation in
coöperation with Vanguard Records.
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... performed by

the finest jazz

artists in the world. Carefully selected material,
representative of the truly great jazz of

SATCHMO PLAYS KING OUYER
in the early 1900's

On favorites born

this decade, brilliantly recorded to bring you

...

immortal classics that have withstood the test of time
music that is as vibrantly alive today as the day it was
written. Satchmo played all the selections
in this album with King Oliver, and, many of the
selections were written by King Oliver himself.
Listen now to Louis Armstrong play such classics at
"Saint fames Infirmary," "Frankie &
Johnny," "Jelly Roll Blues," "Big Butler & Egg Man,"
'Hot Time In The Old Town Tonight,"
"I Ain't Got Nobody," Dr. Jan," "Drop That Sack," and
AFLP 1930 /AFSD 5930
others.

1

the utmost in high fidelity reproduction.

Unforgetable performances reproduced with
presence and clarity never before achieved.

Truly great jaa, dramatically and artfully
showcased on the finest recordings

available today.
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HARRY BREUER.

startling and exciting sounds of genuine Ragtime in
effervescent rhythm played in the authentic happy
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manner of mallet virtuoso Harry Breuer. Selections include:
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Beethoven Piano Sonatas in Stereo

Inaugurate New Horowitz Series
by Robert C. Marsh

Vladimir Horowitz
ITHOSE immortal words of pressagcntry,

which You will find flapping from a slip
on the front of this record sleeve, Vladimir
Horowitz is "a pianist who is a legend in his
own time."
The cliché in this instance states a fact.
Horowitz at My-five can Irx)k back on one
of the most remarkable careers any virtuoso
instrumentalist has enjoyed in the past century. Indeed from the time of his New York
debut -when he was only twenty- three-

until

seven years ago, he was very probably

the dominant

force among pianists, the
representative for our time of the supreme
technician, the man who could do anything.
I do not think that i- lorowitz's reputation
among his colleagues is any Ices potent today
than it was in the past. but for the music
audience seven years is a fairly long time.
There must now be many listeners who never

Amt.

have had an opportunity to hear I lorowitz in
recital and who try to gauge the original
from a pupil or imitator. I have thought at
times of writing a study entitled The Baleful
Effects of Horowitz on the /by of Pianinn. but
whenever I came to (raining charges, 1 always realized that a similar indictment could
be brought against any great performer.
Horowitz himself has always been a sufficiently remarkable musician to sec and avoid
the excesses that stimulate the would -be
Horowitz to his worst.
The I lorowitz the public knew from 1928
until early in 1953 has been supplanted by a
Horowitz. met only in recordings. Their evidence shows that during his sabbatical years
he has lost none of the technique that went
into the making of the legend; it also reveals
a depth in some of his work that did not
appear to be there before. His editions of

the Beethoven Moonlight and Il'ald;rcin
Sonatas, released in 1957, were competitive
with the work of Beethoven specialists such
as Rudolf Serkin
state of affairs that

-a

hardly fitted the Ilorowitc stcrcotYpcs.
This latest Victor rel:asc -made in Car
ncgie Hall and inaugurating a nest series of
Ilorowitz recordings (his first, incidentally,
in stereo) -is another scholarly product.
lice Appattionara, which, for all its oscr
walling popularity he has here recorded for
the first time, is presented in a carefully built
performance based upon a )hotographic
copy of the original manuscript in the Paris
Conservatoire, although apparently Horowitz studied all the standard texts in the
process of forming his interpretative conclusions. These I find remarkably convincing,
more so, indeed, than his statement of the
earlier sonata that completes the disc. One
61
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of the great problems in the .1ppassionata

is

pacing the work so as to provide a convincing
shift from thy Allegro ma non troppo that
opens the final movement to the Presto that
closes it. If the Allegro is toot fact, the effect
of the Presto is lost. either because the
pianist cannot play rapidly enough to provide a strong contrast or because in attempting to do so he reduces the final Ixtgcs to a

jumble of wrong note.
One can hardly charge Horowitz with a
lack of technique or an overly cautious approach. Listening to the rising series of
chords in the opening of the first movement
you will hear his playing. particularly in
sterco, with an impact greater than you may
ever have experienced in the concert hall.
It is his sense of balance and proportion that
keeps hint from rushing headlong in this

nttisic and the results could racily be the
most interesting recording of the Appasstonata to appear this ycr.
The heart of the Op. lo, No. 3 Sonata is
its slow movement, a Largo that must be
heard with the full sustaining power of the
piano used to advantage. The cruelest thing
one can do to any Beethoven sonata record.
ing is to play it against the Schnabel version,
and if you do this to the Horowitz, you will.
I think, discover two things. First, that
Schnabel gets somewhat more from this
music than Horowitz does; second, that the
Horowitz recording. which of course is in-

comparably superior technically. can with.
stand this comparison letter than most.
Indeed it may be the very strength of the
recording. with its startling "you are there
under the piano lid" quality. that appears to

give this work a weight of tone more appropriate to muddle period Beethoven than
Opus 10. (For all the proximity, inciden.
tally. an automobile horn front Seventh Ave.
intrude <at one point of the slog' movement.)
But this is a sot :dl matter, as. indeed, are any
quibbles about this disc that ignore the central issue: Horowitz is once more at work for
the microphone. and these new recordings
could be the finest of all his fabulous wars.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano: No. 7,
iu U, Op. 10, No. 3; No. 23, in F minor,
Op. 37 ("Appassionata")
Vladimir Horowitz. piano.
RC:\ Vic risk I.\4 2366.

LP. $4.98.
RCA \'ucroi LSC 2366. SD, $5.9S.

by Harris Goldsmith

Honoring Both Composer and Performer,

Three Discs of Robert Casadesus
For a toyert) -Jrjth anniversary.

.x."K
n I.

three generatwns of American concertgoers have
responded most wholeheartedly to the lush
tone. romantic fervor. and physical excitement %%pica characterize Slavic playing.
The more restrained and objective French
school. on the other hand, has been regarded
With reservation. of not with outright antagonism. Vet one of the relatively few
French artists to be widely acclaimed in this
country is Robert Casadesus, whose proportioned style. rhythmic thrust, and clean
technique mark him particularly as a classicist. It is in honor of the twenty- fifth
anniversary of his American debut that
Columbia now issues these three discs.
One record is devoted to Casadesus the
composer. the other two feature hint in his
more familiar role as a concert pianist. If one
can draw conclusions from the sleeve notes,
Casadesus would like to be known as a
French pianist and as a Spanish composer.
I lis grandfather Luis Casadesus was a Catalonian. and both compositions recorded here
FOK svu

Kl..c%ON. at least

make use of Spanish dance forms and arc
permeated with Spanish color. I myself was
most impressccl with the Sextuor. composed
in 1955 and written in a style close to that of
Poulenc and I Ionegger. the first movement

in particular has a compelling rhythmic
thrust in which the piano'ss brass accents combine with the bright, slightly nasal ccoxxlwind timbre to suggest an exuberant folk
dance played on the accordion. The entire
piece. in fact, is lively, witty. and concise; it
should gain many admirers. Perhaps the
presence of strings inevitably makes the 1949
Nonctto more lyrical and softer in outline.
The annotation stresses the originality of
Casadesus' writing and his emphatic rejection of serial techniques. Nevertheless, I
found the Nonctto eclectic in style and
rather nebulous. The second movement
(especially the beginning for string quartet
alone) kept evoking in my mind obsessive
images of Shostakovich's \violin Concerto.
(Since the Nonetto preceded that work by
some four years and it is unlikely that the

two mien communed with each other. the
resemblance Hurst be purely coincidental.)
Perhaps further hearings will produce a
different impression of tic work. The performances arc presumably definitive, the
recording excellent in both versions.
Unfortunately. some of Casadesus's less
notable efforts as a composer are on exhibition in the disc which couples Beethoven's
First and Fourth Piano Concertos. The
pianist replaces Beethoven's cadenzas with
his own, which arc rather triccd-utuntling
and lack motivic development..-As for the
performances. I found that of the First rather
tame. Casadesus and Van Bcinuut favor for
the opening movement a deliberate "Central- European" tempo, which to be effective
needs more impetus and force than (:acadnus
provides. (. \nd like most of today's pianists.
Ci<:udc-susincorrectly pl y<app oggtatura%before, rather that on. the beat.) Similarly, the
almost flippant tempo chosen in the largo
does not conceal the blandly uninflected
line. (No pianist has equaled Schnabel in this

Htcat
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movement.) The Fourth Concerto is altogether more admirable. A Casadesus version of this work was previously available in
an older recording with Ormandy. This new
one reflects the progress made by the pianist
and the recording technicians. It is not at all
like the exquisite reading of Gieseking with
its Mozartcan grace. fluency. and beautiful
coloristic detail. nor does it have the asymmetrical phraseological clistcntinns and conversational "grouplcts" of the SchnabelFleisher performances. (asulccus s work is
cool -headed. shapely, and chiseled. His runs
arc pearly smooth, anti the superbly athletic
treatment of filigree passages (notably at
measures 204 -226 in the first movement)
could only come from a VCtcran performer.
And if his ideas arc occasionally a trifle
conventional, they are ;assays in gtxxl taste.
Van Bcinum and the Conccrtgcbouw give
tonally ravishing support to loth concertos.
The LP gave beautiful sound. In the stereo.
the piano. final placed slightly left of
center in the First Concerto, began in parts
of the Fourth to wander like a beacon light.
There was also considerable distortion and
surface noise on my tat pressing. I would
suggest that the buyer interested in stereo
sample his copy if possible. Even disregarding the distortion on the SI). I preferred the
closer. more immediate monophonic sound.
The Bach disc is, if am correct, the first
recorded example of Cacadesui s playing of
that composer. The artist concentrates on
clarity of outline and rhythmic propulsion.
He treats the piano as a percussive instrument and eschews tonal richness, crescendos.
and other pianistic devices. In the Italian
Concerto and once or twice in the Partita, 1
thought the pianist's nrartellato attack and
1

rhythmic emphasis were slightly overdrawn,
but it is refreshing to hear Bach played in so
zestful a manner. Columbia has captured the
characteristic harpsichordlike twang of Casa dcsus's tone beautifully.
M. Casadesus has dedicated a lifetime to
music: we wish him a happy anniversary.
CASADESUS: Sextuor for Piano, woodwinds, and French Horn, Op. SR; Noi,etto for Piano, IY'oodtrnrds, and String
Quarte!, Op. 45
Robert Casadctus, piano.

(u.tMill.% MI.

5448.

CoLCMnu.s MS 6121.

LP. 54.95.
SD. 55.98.

BEETHOVEN: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 1, in G Op. 15; No. 4, in
G, Op. s8

Robert Casadesus, piano: Amsterdam Con ccrtgebouw Orchestra. Eduard van Bcinum,
cond.
u.rsanr.s \IL 5437.
LP. 54.98.
:sinus MS 6111. SD. S5.98.

CCou

BACH: Partita No. 2, in C minor, S. 828,
Concerto in F, S. 971 ( "Italian "); Toccata arid Fugue, iu E. minor, S. 914
Robert Casadesus. piano.

Cr,lr usi.s

NIL 5446.
COLUMBIA MS 6120.
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SD.
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At the forefront of the avant -garde.

Li Retrospect

-the Music of John Cage

by Alfred Frankenstein
ALIFETIME dedicated to the pursuit

of

Innovation is compellingly
documente) in a new album entitled The
Twenty- Fire -Year Retro. peetity Concert of the
Music of John Cast. The concert itself took
place at Toss n ! lall, New York. un May 15.
1958, and the entire program is issued on
three stereophonic discs published by George
:\vakian and available from P.O. Box 374,
Radio City Station. New York 19, N. l'.,
musical

and at sonic record shops.
John Cage. pupil of Henry Cowell and
Arnold Schoenberg. once active on the West
Coast but a New Yorker since 19-13. has long
ridden on the front bumper of the avant.
sarde. 'Thera have been times when it seemed
as if any musical novelty could claim his
allegiance. but. as these records and their accompanying pamphlet show. this is not true.
In spite of momentary deviations this way
and that. there lus been a consistent line to
his work: it holds together. and the recorded
program clarifies the essential shale of his
career.
The six sides contain nine works produced
between 1934 and 1958. Throughout that
period. Cage was fascinated by percussive
sounds: hence the Constrrnetiou in .Vital. for
percussion ensemble: the Quartet for Twelve
TomTonts: the Sonatas and Interludes for
Prepared Piano; and the tong The II'onrlerftnl Widow of Eighteen Springs, for voice and
piano percussively treated.
A prepared piano is. of course. one whose
tone colors have been altered by the attachment to its strings of screws, bolts. rubber
erasers, and similar oddments. As Cage hier
cdf puts it. a prepared piano is in effect a
percussion ensemble under the control of a
single player. Eight of his sonatas and two
of his interlocks for this instrument arc included. and they fill two of the six aides. In
'Jiu Wonderful IVidwe of Eighteen Springs the

piano is completely closed and :hc performer
drums on it with his lingers :and knuckles:
four dnunming arecs are stipulated and provided for in the notation -the belly, the
top. and two spots on the key bard lid -and
the notation also makes it clear if fingertips
or knuckles are to be used. The piano part
of this song is a real feat of virtuoso drum.
ming and is one of the most extraordinary
things on the records.
In recent years Cage has taken an enormous interest in chance as a principle of
musical structure and has developed a technique for the creation of sonorous accidents
which is at least as clabouate as the Schoen bcrgian system for the conjuring of the inevitable. This reaches its climax in the stupendous Concert for Piano and Orchestra,
the newest work in the set and the one which
was clearly the high point of the Town Hall
concert. The piece has an absolutely cpical,
spine -tingling quality to it, rather like that
of Varèse's orchestral works but less massive,
and with an clement of humor in its Improvisation which Varèse never affords.
The pamphlet issued with the set contains
a facsimile of part of the manuscript of each
work, with comment on it by Cage himself.
For the Concert for Piano and Orchestra
two such pages arc pros iciest One is the
fifty -first page of the piano part; the other
is one of twelve pages for time trombone
player. Among a greet many other things,
we are told that the entire piano part contains sixty -three pages which may be performed in any order. The directions to the
trombonist arc even freer: -These pages may
be played with or without ogler parts for
other players. It is therefore a trombone culo
or a part in an ensemble. symphony, or con
cerf for piano and orchestra. Though there
arc twelve pages, any amount al then; may
be played (including none)." If the from
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bonist decides to hop aboard the ensemble
he is offered the opportunity to play with
his spit -valve open, with his slide removed,
with a glass at replacing his bell, and so on;
three different sizes of note -head are employed, refacing either to duration or intensity as the player wishes. And so on.
There is, I suspect, an element of blague in
all this, but not much.
For me, the total effect of the set is to
suggest primarily that Cage has a first-rate
intellect, capable of analyzing and synthesizing ideas about music in an extremely
brilliant fashion; but the music he writes in
response to these ideas is sometimes not firstrate, and in none of it do I find anything like
the creative pressure that lies behind the
music of another New York indeterminist,
Morton Feldman, whose first published recording was recently reviewed in this magazine. But there are some good pieces here,
especially, for my money, the Construction in

CLASSICAL
BACH:

Brandenburg Concertos (cum

ply)
Netherlands Chamber Orchestra, Szymon
Goldberg, cond.
Epic BSC 105. Two SD. $11.96.
To the surprising number of generally
satisfying complete Brandenburgs on records,
we must now add still another. Mr. Goldberg, who also plays the solo violin part in
Nos. I, 2, 4, and 5, and the first viola part
in No. 6, conducts performances that are
clean and brisk in the fast movements, flowing in the slow ones. His men respond with
warmth as well as precision.
Flutes are used instead of recorders in
Nos. 2 and 4, and an ordinary violin instead
of a tiolino piccolo in No. 1, but otherwise
even the most hard -bitten urist will find,
I think, little to cavil at. if the trumpet in
No. 2 is rather pinched and its intonation
at times only approximate, the horns in
No. I are crisp and always on pitch. Except
for a moment or two in the first movement
of No. 2, when the flute is covered, even the
troublesome problem of balance is solved.
No. 6 is played by a string sextet and a
harpsichord. The result is perfect clarity.
though some of us may prefer the dark richness obtained when there is more than one
instrument to each part. The sound is
N.B.
first -rate.

Metal, The Wonderful Widow of Eighteen
Springs, the vocalise called Sise Is Asleep, and
the above -mentioned Concert for Piano and
Orchestra, The sonatas and interludes for
prepared piano arc, to my taste, delightful in
small doses but rather a bore in so big a dose
as is provided here.
The only one of Cage's tape recorder
pieces included is a short one called Williams
Mix, which involves the montage of eight
separate tapes according to the laws of
chance. It is completely overshadowed by
other works in the set, notably the prodigious Concert for Piano and Orchestra.
The recording is extremely good and
makes excellent use of stereo for the very
special effects the composer demands. The
performers are among the best in New York.
They include Cage himself as pianist and
two other piano virtuosos-Maro Ajemian
and David Tudor -as well as the contralto
Arline Carmen and the Manhattan Percus-

sinn Ensemble. The applause following each
composition is recorded as well as the music,
and the protest that arose during the Con.
cert for Piano and Orchestra is clearly audible; it is quite in place, however, as part of
the wonderful hullabaloo. After all, if the
players are to do pretty much what they
please, why shouldn't the audience join in?
The accompanying pamphlet is one of the
finest ever issued. Record annotations could
be distinguished additions to literature on
music, but they seldom are. Avakian's'is, and
his booklet alone would be a welcome addition to any library shelf.

BARTOK: Music for Strings, Percussion,

can be, and the balance of weight between.
them is sometimes faulty.
A.P.

and Celesta
tMartin: Petite symphonie eoncertante
Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski, cond.
CAprror. P 8507. LP. $4.98.
CAPITOL SP 8507. SD. $5.98.

If ever a composition was made to order
for stereophonic recording, it is Bart6k's
Music for Strings, Pm-go-ion, and Celesta;
yet this is its first stereo edition.
The score contains elaborate directions
for the placement of the instruments on the
stage. The spatial relationship of tones is
one of the things with which Bartók was
experimenting here; the position of the
instruments to left and right and to front
and back is of the essence of the work. The
stereophonic recording does not simply
enhance the total dimensionality of the
sound, as it usually does; some sounds are
reserved for one speaker and some for
the other, thereby approximating Bartdk's
intention.
Frank Martin's symphony is also for a
divided orchestra, and it bas an extremely
subtle solo group composed of harp, harpsichord, and piano. Here, too, stereophony
.has been used to approximate the composer's
intentions with regard to sound -space, and
rather more closely than in the Bartók.
Iii addition to the extremely interesting
use of stereo, this recording is valuable
because of Stokowski's magnificent interpretations. The mystery, majesty, and brilliance of the Bartók are beautifully dealt
with, and the Martin is given a bigger
thrust and finer line than 1, for one, knew

it possessed.

BACH Partite No.

in C minor, S. 828;
Concerto irr F, S. 971 ("Italian"); Toccata and argue, in E minor, S. 914
2,

Robert Casadesus, piano.
Cor uMxrA ML 5446. LP. $4.98.
Cowmen., MS 6120. SD. $5.98.

For a feature review of this recording. see
page 62.

The record also has its deficiencies. The
orchestra is a pickup group. It plays very
well but not perfectly; there are slips in
intonation, flawed attacks, and other evidences of haste. And although the recording
realizes in its stereophonic version many
qualities of both pieces which only stereophony can cope with, tie sound is not of the
best in other respects; the timbres of the
instruments are not as well rendered as they
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CAGE: "The Ttomsty-Five-year Retro spective Concert of Me Music of John

Cage"
Arline Carmen, contralto; John Cage, Mare
Ajesnian, David Tudor, pianos; Manhattan
Percussion Ensemble.
Gannon AsAtciAN. Three SD. $25.

BEETHOVEN: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra No. 1, in C, Op. 15; Na. 4, in
G, Op 58
Robert Casadesus, piano; Amsterdam Con certgebouw Orchestra, Eduard van Beinum,
cond.
CottiMerA :vil. 5437. LP. $4.98.
s COLUMBIA MS 6111. SD. $5.98.

For a feature review of this recording, see
page 62.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 3, in C minor, Op. 37
Glenn Gould, piano; Columbia Symphony
Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
ContrMBIA ML 5418. L.P. $4.98.

s

CoLuMaaA MS 6096.

SD. $5.98.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestrer, No. 3, sn C minor, Op. 37;
Rondo in
Julius Katchen, piano; London Symphony
Orchestra, Pierino Gamba, cond.
Loi.roar CS 6096. SD. $4.98.
The sleeper here is the Rondo of 1795 (con temporary with Op. 4) which KKatchen uses
as a preface for the concerto. It is one of the
most appealing examples of youthful. Bee thoven-he was twenty -five when it was
written-arid a gratifying bonus.
Katchen has better recording and in the
Concerto an accompaniment superior to that
provided Gould, although the Gould set bas
a stronger sense of stereo directionality.
Moreover, the Katcher performance lias
firm, bright playing and a Lively finale.
Gould's execution of the solo part consistently goes beyond Katchen's to provide
a snore interesting and moving statement of
the music, and this, surely, ought to be the
making of the Columbia se' tt.1 am troubled,
however, by the insensitive-even crude
features of Bernstein's treatment ofthe instrumentai lines as well as by the washed -out

-
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quality of the orchestral sound with as
ersatz resonance only too conspicuous. The
Gould set is full of incidental noises, the
worst of which is a fine stereo cough during
flute solo in the second movement. These
failings arc alxxt the same in both the stereo
and mono versions of the set.
For a stereo Third, I contnue to recommend the Raikha;is crlirion which is without the faults of either of these. But both
the Rondo offered by Katchen and Gould's
performance. despite its setting, deserve consideration if the composer is of particular
interest to you.
R.C.M.
a

BOCCHERINI: Concerto for Cello and

he performs with both dash and feeling.
TO readers interested in authentic Bocclscrini and Vivaldi this disc cannot be
recommended at all. The literature for
cello and string orchestra is no doubt

Strings, in B flat
tVivaldi: Concerto for Cello and Strings,
in D
tVivaldi -Bach: Concerto for Cello and
Strings, in G
Antonio lanigro. cello; Solisti di Zagreb.
RC.\ \'tcrox LM 2365. LP. $4.9S.
RC.\ VICl'oK LSC 2365. SD. S5.98.

but it seems unfortucatc than a
performing group of this high caliber had
to descend to nineteenth century, soupedup arrangements of eighteenth- century
sic. The familiar Boccherini cancerto has
been shown to be largely the product of
its arranger. Friedrich Grützmacher, who
shifted the composer's material about with
great abandon. sweetened the accompnnisparse,

To readers who are interested primarily
in first -rate cello playing this disc can be
warmly recommended. lanigro has a ravishingly',autiful tone, he seldom scrapes, and

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano: No. 7,
in D, Op. 10, No. 3; No. 23, in F minor,
Op. 57 ( "Appassionata ")
Vladimir I loruwitz, piana.
RC.\ VICTOR l.M 2.366.

I.P.

RCA Vtc;nx I.SC 2366.
For

a

S4.98.
$5.98.

SD.

NEXT MONTH IN

feature review of this recording, sec

page 61.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5, in C
minor, Op. (17; Fidelio, Op. 72. Overtire
Bavarian
Radio Symphony Ore hestra,
Lugs; /odium, tond.
Drees IX is 712028. SD. 55.98.
Mere, finally, is a stereo Fifth which can
be regarded as competitive in every sense
with the best of the monophonic ad it ions.
la;hum'c performance is an excellent one
on ail counts, offering the breadth and
strength of the Gerrn:u; traditUNS 5 itlioni
bombast or pedantry. The first movement
repeat is °Incised, but co arc a great many

other niceties that mark the distinguished
performance from the superficial approach
to this music. If you play the recording
with the score, you will sec shat I mean.
The engineering is quite up to the Ierci
of the performance, providing a richly
multidimensional ensemble quality that
grows impressively for the climactic passages but can sustain with unusual effect the
quiet pages leading to the final movement.
No new Fifths should be needed for some
time to come.
R.C.M.

BLOCH: Concerto Grosso for Strings and
Piano; Concerto Grosso for Strings
bastman- Rochester Symphony Orchestra,
Hussard Hansom, could.
siusc ;1.Kr SR 90221

Everybody

SD.

$4.98.

knows Bloch's first concerto
grosso. It was one of the most famous pieces
of the 1920s. one of the outstanding examples of that period's neoclassicism. and
one of the works that established Bloch's
reputation throughout the world. Few people scan to know. however, that he wrote
a second concerto gross° in 1952. This one
is for strings aline, with a Corclli -like contrast of a solo group against the full ensemble. If ixnsible, it is an even filer piece than
Concerto Grosso No. I. Bloch's music underwent a certain concentration and clarification in the last years of his life. and during
this period he proxliical several masterpieces which the world at large has yet to
discover. It will not be long in discovering
the second concerto grosso. how-ever, thanks
to Ilamon's superb performance and Mercury'smagmficemt recording.
A.F.

high fidelity
Is Jazz Too

Respectable?

Ventilation may be better in the concert hall
than in the smoke -filled dive; but when wholesomeness
intrudes, does real jazz vanish?
by John S. Wilson

The Jauntiest Maestro:
Fiedler of the Pops

for the

Boston's urbane conductor makes music
masses. Not everyone knows that he makes
it for the connoisseur too.

by

R. D.

Darrell

Stereo Cartridges Have Personalities
What to look for when you shop for

a stereo

cartridge.

by Larry Zide

The Lapidary

of Agate Beach

Reminiscences of the composer Ernest Bloch and
his exceptional home on the Oregon coast.

by Philip Hart
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B flat Minor Scherzo in the two
instances points this up. for in the later
version the pauses arc just a shade longer,
increasing the musical tension and draina.
Yet there is no sense of calculation in this;
actually the newer concept sounds the more
natural. and the placing has the sane spxsnmucky. the ..une brilliance, drive. and
elegance as before. The process of minute
change is relxated throughout the recording,
producing performances more heroic and
richer than ever. Sonically, of course. the
new disc is much brighter. and surface noise
R.F.
no longer plagues the listener.

of the

DVORAK: Slavonic

Dances,

Op.

46;

this disc, since the work is amour; the best
of the master's pre- London symphonies.
Kcilberth offers a secure German Haydn
style with room for the strong nuIodic 'feature-, of this score to lind realization.
In the Clod, +you weal find none of the
wonders l'oscanini brought from this music.
but the performance remains a gexxl one.
Unfortunately, it is somewhat thin and wiry
compared to the pleasantly relined sound
of the earlier stork. Stereo effects arc gixxl in
both cases, however.

KODALY: Miry Janos,

Op. 15: Orchestral

Suite --Sce Prokofiev: Lieutenant Kije:
Suite, Op. 60.

Slavonic Dances, Op. 72
Alfred Brcndel and Walter Kuen. piano four-

MAHLER: Symphony No.

hands.

Lim Della Casa. soprano: Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Fritz Reiner. tond.
RCA \'icroi LM 2364. LP. 5498.
RCA Vtcyort l.SC 2164. SD. $5.95.

'ox

(iicctiiona Stud.,

Rubinstein: cren a great artist grows.
nient d la Nlendeleshhn. and substituted
an entirely different slow movement for
the original. I was unable to find the
Vivaldi Concerto in I) in Pincherle's catalogue. and suspect from its sound that
it lOO was metamorphosed somewhat by its
arranger, one Dandclot.As for the "Vis aldiBach, it has notlfing to do with Vivaldi
and little enough with Bach. Its source is
a concerto by Duke Johann Ernst of SaxcWeimar, which was tranxribcd by Bach
for organ solo. It was presumably from the
Bach version that a certain Kcleman made
N.B.
the present rctranxription.

CAGE: "The Twenty -Fire Year Retro spective Concert of the Music of John
Cage"
Arline Carmen. contralto; John Cage. Maro
Ajemian, David Tudor, pianos; Manhattan
Percussion Ensemble.

Geoff« i :\von
For

a

.

+>

.

Three SD.

525.

feature review of this album,

sec

page 63.

CASADESUS: Sextuor for Piano, Woodwinds, and French Horn, Op. 58; So.
netto for Piano, Woodwinds, and String
Quartet, Op. 45
Robert Casadesus, piano.
CoLusiei.s ML 5448. LP. 54.9S.
Cousus. MS 6121. SD. $5.9S.

For

a

feature review of this recording, sec

page 62.

1162(1.

I.I.

54.98.

I ant able to ascertain. this is the
first time that all sixteen Slatcnic Dances.
have ever been recorded in the composer's
original version for piano duct (it was only
Later that Uvoiák arranged them for orchestra). Bren<Irl and Kuen play these delightful miniatures with a real flair. as if they
were enjoying themselves. They manage to
put plenty of verse into their performance
without any of the hammering that too often
results when two pianists sit down at one
keyboard. They also manage to get all sixteen dances onto one disc without rushing.
though, as might be expected. there are no
bonds separating the individual dances. The
l'.A.
recorded sound is adequate.

As far as

HANDEL: Concertos for Organ and Orchestra: Nos. 13-16
Power Biggs, organ; London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Bonk, cond.
Cot.uxiRm.s M2L 267. Two LP. $9.96.
CoLussxtn M2S 611. Two SD. $11.96.
E.

These four works, with which \Ir. Riggs
completes his traversal of Handers organ
concertos, are largely transcriptions from
other pieces of his. While they do not, on
the whole, attain the level of the six concertos of Op. 4 or the six of Op. 7, they
are by no incans devoid of interest. The
first Allegro of NO. 13 (in F, sometimes
known as "The Cuckoo and thc Nightingale" because of the bird calls in this movement) is cheery and pleasant, and the last
Allegro has a delightful verve. The finale of

No. 14 is as British as Yorkshire pudding.
No. 16 is a big work in six movements %sith
woodwinds and horns. In the second movement there is some lively dialoguing between
the wine and the organ. Also presented
here are six little fugues for organ, whose

CHOPIN: Scherzos (4)
Artur Rubinstein, piano.
RC.\ \1cruR LM 2368.

PI.

authenticity
LP.

S4.9S.

If ever proof were needed that a great
artist continues to grow, here it is. And if
it seemed doubtful that any recording of the
Chopin scherzos stool! surpass Rubinstein's
earlier version, his new one does. There
arc no major or basic changes in the pianist's
interpretation, but there is more breadth
and depth in handling of detail. If the lyrical
elements become mellower and more singing,
the dramatic elements become more powerful and striking. Comparison of the opening

matter of controversy. Whichever way the verdict goes. it
will not affect Handel's standing in the least.
As in the other volumes of this series. performance and recording arc absolutely first N.B.
class.
has been a

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 85, i,: B fiat
( "La Reine' '); No. 101, in D ("Clock")
Bamberg
cond.

Symphony.

l'istCPU \KEx l'CS

Joseph
15014.

Kcilberth,
SD.

52.93.

fhc first stereo appearance of No. 85 is more
than adequate excuse for investing 52.98 in

4,

in G

The distinctive sound of the Chicago Symphony tinder the Reiner baton. the Jinn
clean registration of instrument,al lines to
fumi a composite of strong and sumptuous
tonal values, has rarely been captured with
complete success in its recordings. it is pleasing to find, therefore. that the Mahler
Fourth -a work in which these ensemble
dualities are essential -exhibits them as effectively on both monophonic and stereo
discs as it did in concert.
The Mahler Fourth is really a pastoral
symphony. but its landscape is no placid
scene but a stage on which angels and devils
contest for men's hearts. Its atmosphere
thus goes all the way back to \Veber's Der
1vris hritt, although \lahler infuses elements
Of Austrian folklore, which in this work and
its immediate predecessor he draws upon
more deeply than in any of his other scores.
Once you hear any Mahler work in stereo
you realize, I think. that no monophonic account can do it justice. There are several
good monophonic Fourths still in the catalogue, among them the lovely old Walter
version. Reiner's approach is somewhat
cooler than you stay expect. and in the final
movement, particularly. recollection of Walter's sensitivity may cause a moment's doubt
of the present interpretation. But this is a
line performance with integrity and conviction an its own terms. and with rehearing you
will come to admire both its concept and
R.C.M.
execution.

MARTIN: Petite symphonie concertante
-See Bartók: Music for Strings, Percussion,

and Celesta.

MOZART: Serenades for Winds: No. 11,
in E flat, K. 375; No. 12, in C minor,
K. 388
Everest Vtoodwind Octet, Newell Jenkins,
cond.
EVEREST LPBR 6042. LP. 54.40.
Evs.RrsT SDBR 3042. SD. $4.40.

It would be hard to imagine that two works
written by the cinte composer within a few
months for the same combination of instruments could be so different. K. 375 is pure
entertainment music, singing away as though
Continued on page 68

1-licit l'toet.rrv M.\c.yitcr.
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EIGHT
NEW
BEETHOVEN
RELEASES
FROM
EPIC

Symphony No. 9 in D Minor ( "Choral ");
Symphony No.
in C Major. Ingeborg
Wenglor, Ursala Zollenkopt, Hans.
Joachim Rotich, Theo Adam. with the
Leipzig Broadcasting Chorus and the
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Franz
Konwitschny, Conductor.
SC 6036 BSC 107 (Stereorama)
1

Symphony No. 6 in F Major ( "Pastorale "). The Vienna Symphony Orchestra,
Antal Dorati, Conductor.
LC 3611 BC 1038 (Stereorama)

Symphony No. 7 in A Major. The Cleve.
landOrchestra. GeorgeSzell, Cond uctor.
LC 3658 BC 1066 (Stereorama)

Symphony No. 2 in D Major; Overture
to "The Creatures of Prometheus." The
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Franz
Konwitschny, Conductor.
LC 3634 BC 1052 (Stereorama)

Symphony No. 5 in C Minor; Symphony
No. 8 in F Major. Orchestre des Con-

Symphony No. 8 in F Major. Hague
Philharmonic Orchestra, Willem Van
Otterloo, Conductor. (With Schubert's
"Unfinished" Symphony.)
LC 3642 BC 1059 (Stereorama)

certs Lamoureux. Igor Markevitch,
Conductor.
LC 3659

BC 1067 (Stereorama)

ALSO AVAILABLE ON EPIC

Piano Concerto No. 4 in

G

Major. Leon

Fleisher, Pianist, with the Cleveland
Orchestra, George Szell, Conductor.
(With Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 25.)
LC 3574 BC 1025 (Stereorama)

"Moonlight." "Appassionata." and
"Pathetique" Sonatas. Hans Richter.
Haaser, Pianist.

LC

3590

RECORDS...

Symphonies
Symphony No. 3 in E -flat Major ("Eroica "). The Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell, Conductor. LC 3385 BC 1001 ( Stereorama)'
Symphony No. 5 in C Minor. The Cleveland Orchestra, George
Szeh, Conductor. (With Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony.)
LC 3195
Symphony No. 2 in D Major. The Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam, Eduard Van Bein um. Conductor. (With Nicolai's
LC 3466
"Merry Wives of Windsor" Overture.)

Concertos
Violin Concerto in D Major. Arthur Grumiaux, Violinist, with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, Eduard Van Beinum,
LC 3420
Conductor.
Piano Concerto No. 1 n C Major; Piano Concerto No. 2 in Bllat
Major. Cor De Groot. Pianist, with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra.
LC 3434
Willem Van Otterloo. Conductor.
Piano Concerto No. 5 in Eflat Major ("Emperor "). Cor De Groot.
Pianist, with the Hague Philharmonic Orchestra, Willem Van
LC 3014
Otterloo, Conductor.

Chamber Music
Sonatas for Violin and Piano (Complete). Arthur Grumiaux, violinSC 6030 (4.12')
ist, and Clara Haskil. Pianist.
(Also available singly)
"Hammerklavier" and "Les Adieux" Sonatas. Eduardo Del Pueyo.
LC 3555
Pianist.

Ballet

ADDITIONAL APRIL RELEASES FROM EPIC
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique. Hague Philharmonic Orches-

tra. Willem Van Otterloo. Conductor.
LC 3665 BC 1065 (Stereorama)
DEBUSSY: Sonata No. 3 in G Minor for Violin and Piano. LEKEU:
Sonata in G Major for Violin and Piano. Arthur Grumiaux, Violinist.
LC 3667
and Riccardo Castagnone. Pianist.
the
Milhaud
conducting
MILHAUD: The Four Seasons. Darius
Ensemble de Soloistes des Concerts Lamoureux.
LC 3666 BC 1069 (Stereorama)
RAVEL: Gaspard de la Nuit; Le Tombeau de Couperin. Charles
LC 3589
Rosen, Pianist.

//I/ice

The Creatures of Prometheus (Complete). The Hague PhilharLC 3366
monic Orchestra, Willem Van Otterloo. Conductor.
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its composer had not a care in the world.
With the first notes of K. 388, however, we
plunge into the dark recesses of Mozart's
soul, and we do not come out into the sunlight until the last movement. It remains one
of the mysteries of the creative mind that
Mozart, tossing off a work in a great hurry
for the house band of sonic Viennese noble
man, should have written one of his most
powerful and passionate compositions. The
playing here is impeccable. as regards precision. intonation, and technical security.
Those readers who. as did, first got to know
and love the C minor Serenade through the
line RCA Victor recording made many years
ago with members of the Boston Symphony
will find no radical departures here from the
tempos and general spirit of that set. It seems
to inc that Jenkins should have achieved
more contrast between piano and forte (the
piano is seldom soft enough). and that the
dissonant suspensions of the Minuet of K.
388 could have had more bite, but otherwise
the performance struck me as excellent, as
N.13.
dud the sound on both versions.
1

PROKOFIEV:

Lieutenant Kije: Suite,

Op. 60

¡Kodály: Háry János, Op.

15:

Orchestral

Suite
Dus lordachescu, baritone (in the Prokofiev); Philharmonia Orchestra, Erich l.einsdorf. cond.
CArtrot. P 8508. LP. $4.9S.
C.srrrot. SIS 8508. SD. 55.98.

This seems to be the only one of the nine
recorded versions of the suite from Lieutenant Kijc to present the two songs as songs and
not as instrumental pieces. That is a good
reason for calling it to your attention. There
is also a good reason for recommending it:
this is perhaps the wittiest, lightest. most
sensitive, musicianly. and thoroughly delightful kije of the lot, baritone or no baritone. The IIJri JJno; on the other side is
equally line, and the recording of both is
superb. The stereo edition is particularly
brilliant.
A.F.

RAVEL: Ma Mère l'Oye; La Valse; Miroirs No. 4, Alborada del gracioso

Arthur Whittemore

and Jack Lowe. pianos.
CArtrot. P 8513. LP. S4.98.
CArtrot. SP 8513. SD. $5.98.

exceptionally tasteful and attractive
performances should give considerable pleasure, even though the works arc more colorful in their well- known orchestral dress.
The :Mother Goose Suite has more poignancy
and childlike innocence in the original fourhand version; Whittemore and Lowe's arrangement of the Alborada del gracioso does
little more than diside the problems that
make this work so difficult for a solo pianist
to bring off satisfactorily; and Ravd's own
transcription for two pianos of La Valse is
a superb example of transferring effects from
one nudunn to another. Whittemore and
Lowe take the first and last movements
of the Suite too dowdy for my taste, but
everywhere else they play most sensitively,
with beautiful tone and balance, and a fine
sense of drama and color in La false. The
piano tone on the monophonic disc is pure
and round. The stereo version lets it blossom
out naturally, and the two pianos have a
more separated sound. although the final
effect is perfectly blended. La Vatic, par
ticularl. profits from the more spacious
treatment that stereo can give.
R.E.

Singers and Instrumentalists of the Monday
Evening Concerts of Los Angeles. Robert
Craft. cond.
Cut.cstnts \(L 5411. LP. $4.98.
Cot.usrnt.s MS 6088. SD. $5.98.

"These

SARASATE: Zigeunertaeisen; Carmen
Fantasy -See Sibelius: Six Humoresques

for

Violier and Orchestra, Op. 87

and Op.

SCHUBERT: Sonata for Piano, r \'o. 17, in
D, Op. 53

Sviatoslav Richter, piano.

Mo,raox \IC

It takes
the

a

2043.

I.P.

$4.98.

truc virtuoso to bring off some of

seemingly

simple

piano

pieces,

and

Richter does just that for this Schubert
sonata in one of the most enchanting records
I have ever heard. C. G. Burke once referred
to this stork as "rather crazy," and one must
agree that an oddly giddy quality pervades
it. with its naively happy tunes. its rushing
about, its perverse rhythms. But only a lyric
genius could write it. and only a virtuoso of
the first order could reveal it for the buoyant
masterpiece it is.
!n observing scrup:dously all the markings
in the score -and thereby staking all its
effects -Richter insist at high speed sustain

transparent.

feathery

textures,

contrast

voices of piano andi pianissimo strength,
make long decrescendos from the piano level,
play soft repeated chords. bring out an inner
melodyl in thirds. He does this in such an
effortless manner that one's immediate reaction is Itosv wonderfully wares and sunny the
music is and hors "heavenly" is its "length."
Only later doses the realization develop of
what extraordinary technical triumphs the
pianist has achieved.
R.F..

SCHUETZ:

The Archive disc offers about half of the
collection of motets published by Schütz
in 1648 as Geistliche Chormusik (Religious
Choral Music). Included here is the marvelously beautiful Selig sind die Toren,
which readers may remember from its fine
performance

under

Paul

Sadler

in

the

Anthologie Sonore. Many of the other pieces
arc almost on the same level, and one, Dal
ist jcgcwisslich water, with its supple lines and
contrasts and chordal peroration, is a particular germ. -I'hc chorus is not too large (forty two singers) and performs with good tone
and intonation, clear enunciation. and just
balances. Wolters has a way of playing
down rhetorical effects and occasionally
gliding right over caesuras, but in general
these arc highly satisfactory performances.
With the Columbia disc we arc made
aware of performance problems. Craft had
the boldness to venture on territory that
has been hardly explored on records
Schütz's music for voices and instruments;
and if svc are not convinced that he has
solved the problems in every case, we most
give him credit for courage. He presents
eight pieces Irons various publications by
Schütz, six with Latin texts and two with
German. Among therm is the splendid and
elaborate motet Es ging ein .Sánirntn ails, in
which the four verses are sung by a quartet
of solo voices accompanied by a kw instruments, and after each verse there is a refrain
in which a chorus and four tromlxmcs join
the performers already mentioned. It seems
to me that there is in all these performances
a detachment. a ctwbtess, that casts a veil
over the expressive qualities of the music.
an effect that is not improved by thc unimaginative realization al the continuo. The
attempts to introduce unwritten dotted
rhythms, as in Attenrhtc, po,'rule soars and
Fill mi, Ahsalon, do not cent off. They
may or may not be historically justified m
this music, but they sound awkward on
the trombones. though they might not
$sand that way on the violins that Schutz
specified as alternative instruments. Clinch
ing proof. it steins to rte, that these rhythms
are wrong as used here occurs when the
trombone phrase so treated in Atte,,ditc
turns up in the voice, which instead of singing "propositions" in smooth. escn syllables
is mule to sung "pro-po -si -r:
" with
the first and third syllables shortened arid
the second and fourth lengthened. a distortion impossible to attnbt -te to Schutz,
one of the most sensitive prosodists among
composers.
First rate recording in both versions of

-

each disc.

N.13.

SIBELIUS: Six Humoresques for Violin arid
Orchestra, Op. 87

and

Op. 89.

¡Sarasate: Zigeunermeisen; Carmen FanGeistliche

Chormusik:

14

Motets

coil.

13

flat minor,

Op. 26

Aaron Ro,and, violin; Symphony Orchestra

Asicurvr.. RC 3122.

:\rtciovr..ARC

tasy

fTchaikovsky: Sérénade melaucolique. in

Norddeutscher Singkreis, Gott fried Wolters.
Richter.- Schubert warm and sunny.

SCHUETZ: Music of Heinrich Schutz

I.P.

73122.

S5.9S.

SI).

$6.98.
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-licit FIDELITY \f.\CA7.1NE

SR9O253/MG57253

STEREO
G.T

ANTAL
DORATI
'rX!r V1.NONV OFCIeTn,

THE MUSIC OF

STRAVINSKY

UV

+lrV.v.NWtv

,

LIVING
PRESENCE

t:Or+RT:Te

THE FIREBIRD

SR90276/MC30226

STRAVINSKY Le Sacre du Printemps. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati.
SR90253/MG50253

STEREO

STRAVINSKY The Firebird (complete). London Symphony, Dorati.
SR90226/MG50226

'

,

s.ti.
STRAVINSKY
MG50216

Petrouchka. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90216/

Other masterpieces newly available in Mercury Living Presence recordings:

Juan; Death and Transfiguration. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati.
SR90202/MG50202
STRAUSS Don

PERSICHErII Symphony; GRAINGER Hill Song No. 2; HARTLEY Concerto for
Winds; KHACHATURIAN Armenian Dances. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Fennell.
SR90216/MG50716

SR9022I/MC50221
and AUBER OVERTURES. OFFENBACH Talcs of Hoffmann; La Belle
Helene; Orpheus in the Underworld. AUBER The Bronze Horse; Masaniello; Fra
OFFENBACH

Diavolo. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90215/MC50215.
WIDOR Allegro from the Sixth Symphony; Salve Regina; DUPRI Prelude and
Fugue in G minor; Triptyque. Dupré, St. Thomas Church Pipe Organ. SR90169/

MG50169

("Military "); Symphony No.
SR90155/MG50155
Dorati.
( "Clock "). London Symphony,

HAYDN Symphony No.

100

in G

101

in D

SR indicate) the sre,co nt!'nrn nrunlKr, ;S(C, ;be manoarat atbmn mnrrber.

MERCURY RECORD CORPORATION
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of the Southwest German Radio (Baden.
Baden), Tibur Szökc, cond.
Vox PL 11600. LP. 54.98.
Vos STPL 1600. SD. 55.95.
1

The only violin work of Sibelius ever heard
with any degree of frequency is the virtuosi: Concerto in D minor. But the composer was an :accomplished violinist. and
his catalogue includes a number of smaller
works for the instrument. The six llAunorruleees -two in Op. 87 and four in Op. 89
-which date from 1917. here receive their
recording debut. It is most pleasant to
make their acquaintance. As their naine
implies. they arc short and light. Within
the small framework, however. Sibelius has
managed to crowd saint: colorful writing
for the soloist, though he has left the orchestra fairly much m the background. His
musical statements arc typically: Sibchan
though more lyrical than usual in their
melodic contour -brief and to the point,
with almost abrupt endings.
Rosand's playing of the Sibelius pieces.
as well as of the popular Sarasttc and
Tchaikovsky works. is clear, brilliant, and
free of manneruanc. and he invests the music
with a great deal of interpretative tire.
Of particular note are his crystalline harmonics in the fifth Humoresque and his
clean double- stopping in the Danse Bohèmr
of the Carmen Fantasy. Sziìke's orchestral
accompaniments arc most sympathetic and

well perforated. Vox's reproluction. both
in mono and stereo, is among the finest to
come (ruin that company; the balance between soloist and orchestra. however, is
better in the two- channel version.

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Ein Heldenleben,
Op. 40

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. I lerbert von
Karajan. cond.
DECC.s DGS 712022. SD. 55.9S.
Von Karajan's new policy of free -lance recording now brings him before the public
on still another label with his Berlin orchestra. Titis performance of liddudebee is very
close to the 7arathuura recently issued from
his Vienna sessions. The ensemble is very
lush and gorgeous. with episodes of rhapsodic
sensuality given prominence and the militant aspects of die score underplayed.
The stereo competition on discs is Leopold
Ludwig's version on Everest. If the issue is
to be decided on the basis of sound. the Ludwig is a more striking production. The Berlin
Philharmonic however. is a fier better ordon Symphony, and
chestra than the London
considerably more at home in the Straussian
idiom. If you will trade the intimacy of the
stage for first balcony sound and some softening of detail, the Von Karajan performance is
R.C.M.
one of greater musical interest.

of the music

a sympathetic stylistic treatment. but he does so with artistry and an
unfailing sense of proportion. Munch is one
of the best accompanists in the business, and
although lie knows exactly the sounds
Tchuikovsky requires. his Gallic sensitivity
to texture and line produces that s<nmd with
an ensemble quality free from impurities.
Although there are already two or three
satisfactory stereo accounts of this music in
Schwalm. none of them could be called a
perfect recording by any standards, am! the
Szcr'ng could well become the dominant
elution. The engineers have proyidal a
richly colored violin sound that offers strong
presence.:and the Boston orchestra brings
equally robust colors and minorities to its
role. In the loudest passages of the stereo
edition there arc moments of coarsened tone
which you will not lind set their I.P counterparts. but in general both versions arc
satisfactory examples of their type. R.0 M.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Sérénade mélancolique, ir, B flat minor, Op. 2O-See
Sibelius: Six Humoresques for Violin and
Orchestra, Op. 87 and Op. 89.

TCHAIKOVSKY:

Saran Lake,

Op. 20:

Orchestral Suite. The Sleeping Beauty,
Op. 66: Orchestral Suite
Philhannonia Orchestra, Herbert von Karajail. cond.
. \Nr:11. 35740.
LP. $4.95.
\xcu. S 35740. SD. $5.98.

.

Karajan's spar t- muxlcl brilliance as a conductor, the Philharmonia's superb playing,
and the warns massive sound of the recordings combine to snake excellent concert
versions of these ballet suites, although they
arc not relaxed and pliant enough for the
balletomane. The suites are virtually-but
not quite- standard in content. From Swan
Lake-Scene (Swan Thence); \V'altz from
Act l; Dance of the Little Swans; Introduction to Scene and Second Dance of the Swan
Queen; Csardas from Act Ill. From Sleeping
Brante- Introductias and I.ilac Fairy;
Adagio from Act i; Puss in Boots from Act
Ill; Panorama, Act 11; Valse, Act I. R.E.

Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in D, Op. 33
ilenrk Szcrvng. violin; Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.

Russian music by a Polish violinist
French conductor. The results arc
notably satisfying.
Szer)ng is able to give the Slavic elements

Oboes

and

Strings, in D minor, P. 302; for Oboe,
Bassoon, and Strings, in G, P. 129; for
Two Oboes, Two Clarinets. and Strings,

in

C. P. 74;

nets,

for Two

and Strings, in

Oboes. TWO
C, P. 73

Clari-

Glu Accademici di Milano. Piero Santi, cond.
DL 450. LI'. 55.95.
Vox STDL 500450. SD. 55.95.

Vox

Except for P. 74. these seem to be new to
microgroove. If the two Concertos in C
were indeed intended for cl :uutrtc -and a
pretty good case has been made for thisthey stay be among the earliest orchestral
work: to employ that instrument. which
was invented about 171)0. But the two works
have values in addition to historical con
siderations. Both have a good deal of rhythmic vivacity. and the Largo of P. 74 is an
interesting study in tone color, being written
for the four woodwinds alone. P. 302 has
some rather striking themes- solemn strides
in the opening largo, and a strong unison
figure in the last movement. The performance is acceptable as far as the orchestra is
concerned. and the soloists, especially Virginio Bianchi. the bassoonist in P. 129. arc
good. although the first oboe is rather unsteady in the second Lugo of P. 302. N.B.

VIVALDI-BACH: Concerto for Cello and
Strings, in Cr-See Boccherini: Concerto
Cello and Strings, i,, B flat.

for

WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde: Prelude
and Liebestod; Isolde's Narrative and
Curse

Birgit Nilsson, soprano; Grace (Hoffmann,
contralto; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Hans Knappertsbusch, cored.
Loso)x OS 25138. SD.

55.9S.

The quality of Birgit Nilsson's voice is admirably suited to Isolde, and she sings with
intelligence and temperament. She does not
seem to nu to have quite the comprehension that Flagstad brought to her singing of
the Liebestod-I am speaking now not of
textual comprehension. but musical comprehension. the sense of guiding one note into
the text in a perfect blending -and I am
referring to Fiagstad's postwar recording
under Furtssingler more than to her earlier
78 versions. But that Nilsson's Isolde should
be seriously compared with Flagstad's at all
indicates singing of the highest order. 'Ilse
long Act I passage could hardly be better,
particularly from the Curse to the end of the
scene. Here Nilsson summons a compact
tone of great force. capped by thrilling tones
above the stall'. and Grace Hoffmann copes
well with Brangänc's brief but demanding
lines.

Knappertsbusch and the orchestra arc
magnificent. and the broad stereo sound
allows the music really to engulf the listener.
The Prelude and Liebestod are on one side,
the Narrative and Curse on the other, but a
segxvating band allows one to play the music
in its proper sequence.
C.I..O.

RCA Victim l.M 2363. 1.1'. $4.98.
RCA \'tcrox LSC 2363. SD. $5.95.

and

VIVALDI: Concertos: for Two

-

TCHAIKOVSKY:

This

VI VALDI: Concerto for Cello and Strings,
in D-See Boccherini: Concerto for
Cello and Strings, in B fiat.

is

a

foyer, ybnnc

Nilsson: an Isolde of the first rank.
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You can believe

your ears!

Stereo HIFIRECORDS sound just like lapel
Same natural "living presence" sound at
lower cost and greater convenience.

1812 GUITARRA deVENEZUELA-

Internationally distinguished guitarist

ALIRIO DIAZ plays easy listening Latin
classics with finesse and emotional
depth. Recordod In Caracas, Venezuela
-intimate, Welting sound.
-

eñ0e;ge.

f

SL(ala

JIMMY WITHERSPOON
FÉELIH' THE
SPIRIT

R822 TABOO Vol.

Wright

EaacoareAll

2- Startling

new exotic recorded ecstasy from fab
ulous far away Hawaii by the incomparable Arthur Lyman group.

-

R422 JIMMY WITHERSPOON
FEELIN' THE SPIRIT -Jimmy Witherspoon sings favorite spirituals backed
by the Randy Van Horne choir. You'll
enjoy hearing it seam and again.

R702 GEORGE WRIGHT ENCORES
AT THE MIGHTY WURLITZER PIPE
ORGAN -All time best selling theater pipe organ. Hear the mightiest
manuals!
Wurlitter of them all

R615 SOMETHING BLUE Brilliant
recording, exciting sounds featuring
the Paul Horn Quintet. Multl. horn
blower Horn at his best with superb
assistance from vibist Emil Richards.

-5

. 111,7
R4I7 TAHITI Exciting. exotic
L

t

-

and

rhythmic harmonies by The Surfers
from their Tahitian show at the Star.
dust Hotel, Las Vegas.

.w .e.0

ieie o..n.........

Available at

-

J611 GET HAPPY WITH CAPPY
Trumpet virtuoso stylizes Cappy Lewis
12 ear ticklers -Great listening:

R806 TABOO -The fabulous sounds
of Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village
recorded in Henry
Aluminum Dome, Honolulu.
Group

J.

Raiser's

record shops
and HIFI equipment
dealers everywhere!

R817 STEEL DRUMS -A savage beat
on primitive instruments brings you
the color. drama and pageantry of an

African setting.

HIFIRECORDS,
"The sound that named

a

company"

INC.

7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
In Canada- Sparton Records
P. O. Box 5035, London, Ontario
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-Thies

ncit come naturally
lly to Mine. l.üvbcrg.
tier Verdi offerings arc not helped by the
fussy, ponderous conducting of Braithwaite.
The stereo ccrsion carries with it sonic

prcrcho, and for this reason
monophonic pressing.

I

prefer the

C.I..O.

Vladimir Golschniann tond.
SRV -112 A SRV- 11250'
"In orchestral performance
and engineering this is a

striking recording."

IA.cb Fidelity

HAYDN:

"Military"

and

"Clock" Symphonies
Mogen; Wolcike cond.

SRV-109 a SRY -10950'

CONSTANTIN

SILVESTRI:

sodies for Orchestra"

"Rhap-

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Constantin

Silvestri. tond.

!twist.

35677. L.P. S4.9R.
S 35677.
SI). 55.98.

Ardu.

At

last Constantin Silvestri has found the
right outlet for his interpretative talents!
L'p to nosy. many of his readings have been
exciting and colorful, hut they have also
strayed too far from the printed scores. Evidently, these rhapsodies arc more suited to
his style. or he to theirs; his performances
.

i.

i

J

.1

-This wonderful disc

con-

tains the best performance
of each symphony now
available on records. and
in particularly grateful ste-

reo sound." li,6h F,Jcli,r
KNACHATURIAN:Gayne Suite

KABALEYSKY: The Comedians
Vladhm,r Golschmann ceso.
SRY -117 d SRV.113S0'
DVORAK: Symphony No. 5

"New

Wulf"

Vladimir Golschmann cond.
SRV.II4 A SRV -11450'
HANDEL: Royal Fireworks L

Water Music
Appia h Prohiska Cond.
SRY -Its d SRV.1lSSD'
LISZT: 4
Rhap-

'biotin

and smoothness with which it is handled

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY

than for orignaalir. Final's, in the Rondo
by the celebrate' and longlived Gossec
(I734- 18 29), we observe a better-thanaverage musical mind juggling instrumental
patterns and colors with all the joy, if ssith
less than the genius, of a Haydn. Gosx1
performances, as far as one can judge without the scores, and good sound.
N.B.

TERESA BERGANZA: Rossini Program
Teresa Bcrganza, mcrzo; London Symphony
Orchestra, Alcxandet Gilson. cond.
Lo \no\ OS 25106. SD. $5.95.
Present -day mvzos who wish to climb to the
highest rung of the operatic ladder must
stand comparison with Giulietta Simionato
-especially if they sing Rossini. do not
1

-to

No.

1

3.

Toshiya
piano.

Eto,

violin; 1'ladimir Sokoloff.

Dtcc.. DL 710014.

SD.

$5.98.

Mr. Ito is a Japanese violinist who has
studied in his native land and at the Curtis
Institute, where he now teaches. To judge
by this, his first recording, he produces
a lovely, singing tone which is never per
muted to become smeary, his fingers are
nimble and accurate, has double stops clean,
his phrasing musical awl in good taste.
This is not the kind of program that encourages a projection of individuality. and
further appraisal will have to wait until
he records other types of music; but there
arc enough good qualities evident in this
nerinrmance to n'arcana rues ciymo \Val.

i

April

1

TOSHIYA ETO: Violin Recital
Tartini: Sonatas for Violin and Piano: in G
minor ( "Devil's Trill"); in G minor ("Daunt
abbandonata "). Vivaldi: Sonata for Violin
and Piano. in A, op. 2, No. 1. Corelli:
Sonata for i'iolin and Piano, in C, Op. 5,

know how large Bcrganza's voice is
judge by this record, it is more distinguishes'
by resonant carrying properties than by
sheer caliber--and I suspect that it is
not yet
suited to Verdi's Amncns or Azucena. Vs'hcn
it comes to Rossini, though, this very young
artist is already astonishing's. accompjished.
Her facility at vocal embellishment is superior to Simionato's (Bcrganza always
maintains a legato line in even the svudcstranging runs); she is steady at all points over
a very wide compass; her tone has
a fine
burn; clic commands a whole spectrum of
colors and dynamics; and the brings delightful awareness to her characterizations. She
is equally at home in the fiendish
Cenerentola
finale (the best I've ever heard) and in the
long, sweeping lint of "lac ut portent" from
the Stabat Maier. l can sec no obstacle to a
long and brilliant career for this singer.
The accompaniments Jr, Ira r ,n,t arm

VICENTE GOMEZ: "The Artistry of
Vicente Gomez"

Vicente Gomez. guitar.
Drs:c.s DL 8465. LP.
DECCA

"A Great New Feather. in our Kapp "*

1960

with precision and passion.
The misture is,
know, too rich for some,
and they turn to interpretations of "good
taste" and "restraint" by artists who are co
tasteful and restrained only because they
cannot call 111)011 the resources of a FascherDieskau.
On this record, the baritone applies his
gifts to some out-of-the-way Schubert. Sislc
is very satisfying. Gruppearsedent Tartarus,
a powerful poem in a magnificent setting,
becomes a terrifying evocation of unending
anguish. and in the next song (Die Griner
(mcshcnlands) FischerDieskau's seamless
legato and delicate pianissimo shading convey the bland. distant Hellenic feeling. Die
Eruart"ng and Schnsucht are also interesting,
and interestingly done. Unhappily. the reverse of the record is likely to please Schubert scholars only. The entire sloe is occupied
by a windy, futile ballad called Der Taucher,
concerning a young man who twice dives
into a whirlpool to retriesc a goblet (the
second time, of course, he does not return).
It is boring stuff, and Fischer- Dieskau's
energetic dr maturation merely underlines
the emptiness of the material. Engel's ac
companaunents arc irreproachable. as is
Angel's sound.
C.1..O.
cates each nuance

DI.

78965.

S3.9S.

SD.

54.98.

*Kapp Records of Course

A Great New Way to Enjoy Opera
THE MUSIC THAT SPEAKS
FOR

IiSEIF!

What is "Opera Without Words ?" It
is opera sung by the orchestra. The
task Maestro Savino sets himself in
these albums is to keep the dramatic
impact of the operas as well as the

melodic line; to build characters
through instrumental interpretations. Thus, the soprano becomes a
violin, the tenor a viola, the baritone
three celli - and the chorus is "sung"
by the brass and sometimes the full
orchestra. Yet behind it all is the
original orchestral scoring, so vital
in grand opera, so often abandoned
in ordinary transcriptions.

Giacomo Puccini

OPERA WITHOUT WORDS"
In the "Opera Without Words"
series, Domenico Savino and the
Rome Symphony Orchestra have ex-

tended and enriched the operatic

-

domain. Not with new operas but
with a thrilling new way to hear the
old ones. Not with operatic overtures
or synopses but with an altogether

-

new concept. "Opera Without
Words" quite literally creates beauty
beyond words. All the poignancy
and heartbreak of Puccini, the richness and pageantry of Verdi and
Mascagni, have been distilled for
you in this vivid new form. With
albums, Maestro Savino secures his position as a great innovator in the field of operatic music.

the

Giuseppe

Verdi

DOMENICO SAVINO

The More You Know Opera
The More You'll Enjoy

"Opera Without Words"

Hear these Puccini masterpieces in
the "Opera Without Words" series:
Madame Butterfly xcL- 9007(S)
Turandot
xcL -9000 Gianni
Schischi
Manon Lescaut
xcL9008 La Boheme
KCL 9009
Il
Tabarro xcL -9026 (S
Tosca

-

KCL -9022

-

-

)

(S)

(S) -Also available in Stereo

-

"Opera Without Words" now includes these Verdi operas: La Forza
Del Destino
xcL -9001 Otello
xcL-9004 La Traviata
xcL -9015
Rigoletto
xcL -9032 (S) Aida

-

-

True, "Opera Without Words" is a
wonderful way to acquaint people
young and old with the beauties of
opera - for there are no language
barriers. But the more you know
opera to begin with, the more familiar you are with operatic repertory,
the more you will enjoy "Opera
Without Words." And the more you
will appreciate it in the Full Theater Sound of Kapp Records.

-

- xcL9014 (S)

OTHER ALBUMS NOW AVAILABLE
IN THE "OPERA WITHOUT WORDS"
SERIES:
www.americanradiohistory.com

Dream Yourself An Opera!
One of the fascinating and exciting
experiences in store for you in
"Opera Without Words" is that there
actually seem to he living voices
threaded among the solo instru-

hear

1700100P--

the
natural
sound

1

of

1111:1 1DEC11 1111$
You can believe

your ears!
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Stereo HIFIRECORDS sound just like tape!
Same natural "living presence" sound ct
lower cost and greater convenience.

1812 GUITARRA deVENEZUELAInternationally distinguished guitarist

ALIRIO DIAZ pays easy listening Latin
classics with finesse and emotional
depth. Recorded In Caracas, Venezuela
-intimate, exciting sound.
Il

JIMMY WITHERSPO
FEELM'THE

ncoregilJ

Illlil,
R822 TABOO Vol.

SPIRIT

2- Startling

new exotic recorded ecstasy from fabulous far away Hawaii by the incomparable Arthur Lyman grcup.

sws: waexrsa

R61S SOMETHING BLUE- Brilliant
recording, exciting sounds featuring
FEELIN' THE SPIRIT -Jimmy Wither.
spoon sings favorite spirituals backed
by the Randy Van Horne choir. You'll
enjoy hearing it again and again.

r-Fy

Ccorme VNright

N

R422 JIMMY WITHERSPOON

llll j!Ilüli;

the Paul Horn Quintet. Multihorn
blower Horn at his best with superb
assistance from vibist Emil Richards.

'0

:-i
I
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R702 GEORGE WRIGHT ENCORES
AT THE MIGHTY WURLITZER PIPE
ORGAN
time best selling theater pipe organ. Hear the mightiest
manuals!
Wurlitzer of them all

-All

-5

i'1'

R417 TAHITI -Exciting, exotic and

-

w. ILI10.11

R806 TABOO
J611 GET HAPPY WITH CAPPYTrumpet virtuoso stylizes Cappy Lewis
12 ear ticklers -Great listening:

-The

rhythmic harmonies by The Surfers
from their Tahitian show at the Stardust Hotel, Us Vegas.

4

fabulous sounds
of Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village
Group recorded in Henry 1. Kaiser's
Aluminum Dome, Honolulu.

Available at
record shops
and HIFI equipment
dealers everywhere!

R817 STEEL DRUMS -A savage beat
on primitive instruments brings you
the color. drama and pageantry of an
African setting.

HIFIRECORDS,
"T& sound that nanu'd a company"

1MC.

7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
In Canada
Sparton Records
P. O. Box 5035, London, Ontario
C11IC1.F: 53 ON I1F:.sDF.11-SI?Ies'1CF: CAIRO
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RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
TERESA BERGANZA: Rossini Program
Teresa Berganza, mezzo; London Symphony

Orchestra, Alexander Gibson. cond.
LONDON OS 25106. SD.
$5.98.
Present -day mezzos who wish to climb to the

highest rung of the operauc ladder must
stand comparison with Giulietta Simionato
-especially if they sing Rossini. i do not
know how large Bcrganzás voice is
judge by this record, it is more distinguished
by resonant carrying properties than by
sheer caliber -and I suspect that it is not yet
suited to Verdi's Amneris or Azucena. When
it comes to Rossini, though, this very young
artist is already astonishingly accomplished.
Her facility at vocal embellishment is superior to Simionato s (Brrganra always
maintains a legato line in even the widest ranging runs); she is steady at all points over
a very wide compass; her tone has a fine
bloom; she commands a whole spectrum of
colors and dynamics; and she brings delightful awareness to her characterizations. She
is equally at home in the fiendish Cenercntola
finale (the hest l'vc ever heard) and in the
long, sweeping line of "Far ru portent" from
the Stabat Mater. I can sec no obstacle to a
long and brilliant career for this singer.
The accompaniments are clear and firm,
and l.ondon's stereo sound is bright and full.
I recommend this record without qualification.
C.L.O.

-to

LOUIS DE FROMENT: "Musique Fran {,aise

du XVlllème"

Saltier: Symphony in A, Op. 2, No. 3. Le
Duc: Symphony in D. Bcrtlicaumc: Sun
phonic concertante for Two Violins and Orchestra, i,, G, Op. 6. No, I. Gossec: Rondo
for Flute, Violin, Harp, and Orchestra, in D.
Pierre Dockau, Robert Cendre, violins;
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Bute; Lily Laskine,
harp; Orchestre de Chambre Louis de
Froment, Louis de Froment, cond.
Panic DTX 230. I.I'. $5.95.

and smoo.hncss with which it is handled
than for originality. Finally, in the Rondo
by the celebrated and long -lived Gossec
(1734 -1829), we observe a better -thanaverage musical mind juggling instrumental
patterns and colors with all the joy. if with
Icss than the genius, of a Haydn. Good
performances, ais far as one can judge without the scores, and good sound.
N.B.

TOSHIYA ETO: Violin Recital
Tartini: Sonatas for Violin and Piano: in G
minor ("Devil's Trill "); in G minor ( "Didon
abbandonata" ). Vivaldi: Sonata for Violin
and Piano, in A, Op. 2, No. 2. Corelli:
Sonata for violin and Piano, in C, Op. S,
No. 3.
Toshiya
piano.

Eta. violin; Vladimir Sokoloff,

Deems

DL

710014.

SD.

$5.98.

Mr. Eto is a Japanese violinist who has
studied in his native land and at the Curtis
Institute, where he now teaches. To judge
by this, his first recording, he produces
a lovely, singing tone which is never permitted to become smeary% his fingers are
nimble and accurate, his double stops clean,
his phrasing musical and in good taste.
This is net the kind of program that encourages a projection of individuality. and
further appraisal will have to wait until
he records utlier types of music; but there
are enoug'i good qualities evident in this
performance to warrant our saying: WelN.B.
come, Mr. Eta.

DIETRICH FISCHER- DIESKAU: Schubert Songs, Albam'Two
Dietrich Vischer- Dicskau,
Engel, piato.
ANGEL 35656.

LP.

baritone; Karl

54.98.

For inc, at least, Fischer- Dicskau is the best
Lieder.singer now before the public, and one
of the supreme vocal artists of the century.
1 know of no other singer --even among the
recorded giants of bygone tines -who could
command such a wide range of vocal colors,
or could apply tlient with such imagination
to the illumination of text and notes. Ile
communicates with his voice- coninutni-

Pathé continues to explore the little -known
and highly interesting world of the French
symphony its the classical period. After

having recently given us symphonies by
hféhul and Le Duc, it now offers symphonic
svorks by the sanie Le Duc and some of his
compatriots. Not much is known of Charles
Sofner (1728 -59), who was horn and (lied
at Lille and spent some time in Paris.
His symphony. though tin its tinte "modern" in pattern (it is in the lour movements
that were tu become customary). is still
baroque in general style, sri much so that
the absence of a harpsichord is noticeable,
especially in the rather poetic Andante :mil
in the Minuet. The symphony by Simon
Lc Duc (748 -77) has more personality than
the one in the lame key previously presented
by Pathé. This one has lively and pleasing
ideas in the first movement, its Andante
is a tender song. and it has a light, gay
finale. The work by Isidore Berthe.wmc
(1752 -1802) is more notable for the attractiveness of the material and the elegance

cafes each nuance with precision and passion.
The mixture is, I know. too rich for some,
and they turn to interpretations of "good
taste" and "restraint" by artists who are so
tasteful and restrained only because they.
cannot call upon the resources of a Fischer -

Dicskau.
On this record, the baritone applies his
gifts to some out- of- the-way Schubert. Side
I is very satisfying. Gruppe ans don Tartarus,
a powciltd point in a magnificent setting. becomes a terrifying evocation of unending
anguish, and in the next song (Die Götter
Gricclrcnlands) Fischer- Dicsk311's seamless
legato and delicate pianissimo shading convey the bland. distant L-iellenic feeling. Die
Erwar/sing and Sehnsue/n are also interesting.
and interestingly done. Unhappily, the reverse of the record is likely to please Schu
pert scholars only. The entire side is occupied
by a windy, futile ballad called Der Taucher.
concerning a voung man who twice dives
into a whirlpool to retrieve a goblet (the
second time, of course, he dots not return).
it is boring stuff. and Fischer-Dieskau's
energetic dramatization merely underlines
the emptiness of the material. Engel's accompaniments are irreproachable, as is
Angel's sound.
C.L.O.

VICENTE GOMEZ: "Tbe Artistry of
Vicente Gomez"
Vicente Gouttez. guitar.
Deccas DL 5965. LP.

Dacca DL

78965.

$3.98.

SD.

S4.98.

Contez is a highly accomplished artist with
a long -standing reputation. Here he exhibits technical command and atmospheric
style. while truing to make the best of two
possible worlds-that of the classical guitar,
that of flamenco music -and having the
best of neither. Furthermore, a tendency to
lentil untalize or soften the music dilutes its
power. One expects Paganini's Sonatina to
he more sunny; the
film, Sor, awl Badi
to be more austere rhythmically;
the two Villa Lobos Preludios to liase more
flash. On the other side, works by Gomez
himself attempt to incorporate the flamenco
pieces

style; they only water down its primitive
vigor. The lively, tricky Guajira;, a Cuban
serenade, is the most effective of these
compromises, combining as it does Cuban
and flamenco rhythms. It m:.y or inay not
be si;mificant that sonic of these pieces
were written for Hollywood films. The recording is lifelike. and so close to the instrunit'nt that it magnifies all the httk
clicks and scratchings common to guitar
playing. Sterco is an advantage in enhancing
and rounding scut the sound of the instruR.E.
ment.

KRAINIS RECORDER CONSORT:
"The Festive Pipes; Five Centuries of
Dance Music for Recorders"
Krainis Recorder Ensemble.
Karr KCL 9034. LP. 54.9$.

Toshiya Eto: violinist of singing tone.
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Fanciers of that sublimated whistle called
the recorder or vertical flute sill find a
tasty little program spread out for them
here. The music, ranging from the thirteenth
century to the eighteenth, is cleverls chosen
to present various styles, textures. and
rhythms, many of the pieces are esltsenedi
by the judicious addition of a drum or t:un-

HIGH I'IDELITY MAGAZINE

www.americanradiohistory.com

ROGER VOISIN and ,JOHN RHEA:
Medicfor Tramper and Orchestra, Vol. 2

hourinc ar set of bells, and all are well performed by this knowledgeable group of five
recorder players plus a percussionist. Most
of the pieces arc anonymous
among these
the saute of sixteenth -century Italian dances
struck me as a particularly delightful set
nhile the composers named include such
masters as Dowland and Scheidt. Although
the bass and "great bass" recorders do not
project as well as they might, balance is
generally satisfactory. as k intonation. N.B.

-

Vivaldi: Conscrto for Two Trumpets and
Strings, in E flat. 'Man frcdini: Concerto for
Two Trumpets and Orchestra. Torelli: Sin
fonia for Trumpet and Strings. Biber: Sonata
a 6 for Trempa and Strings. Telemann: Concerto for Tramper, Two Oboes, and Continuo,

-

-

in D.

AASF.

Roger 'msiu, John Rhea, trumpets; Orches tra, Kenneth Schermerhorn, cond.
Knee 9033. LP. $3.96.

Nordmo- Liivbcrg, soprano; Philbarmonia Orchestra, Walter Suiskind and \Var s'ick Braithwaite, confis.
ANGEL. 35715.
1.P. 54.98.
ANt:et. S35715. SD. 55.98.

Three of these fisc baroque pieces featuring
one or two trumpets -the Manfrcdini,
Torelli, and Telemann concertos -make
pleasant listening for anyone who enjoys the
sound of that stirring instrument, and that

NORDMO -LOEVBERG: Wagner
and Verdi Program

Aasc

sheer beauty of sound, NordmoLóvlrerg's soprano has few rivals today. Since
her round, clear voice also has size and range,
she obviously has the equipment to mole to
the fore among international singers. Still,
trained listeners nearly always qualify their
approval of her singing; they point out that
she seems beset by a certain reticence or
coldness.
should say that the difficulty is
not temperamental. but vocal. While her
voice is produced evenly, it is not quite tree
-there is a sscightincss and a "slowness"
about lier singing. caused, l think, by inability (not unwillingness) to cut loose
vocally.
This problem is overcome at least part of
the unie mn this recital, and the excerpts
from Tannhäuser and Lohengrin arc very
gratifying indeed. "Du his, der Lenz." how.
ever, refuses to catch lire, and Verdi does
not fare well. The Orcllo scene stands perfectly still as the singer picks her way from
note to note. "Tu the le tanità" (rom Don
Carlos is somewhat Letter (here she lets her
voice out more fully), but the Italian manner
does not conte naturally to Mme. Lovbcrg.
Her Verdi offerings are not helped by the
fussy, ponderous conducting of Braithwaite.
The stereo version carres with it sonic
preicho, and for this reason
prefer the
C.L.O.
monophonic pressing.

must be practically everyone.

The Vivaldi.

which is "transcribed" by G. F. Ghedini. is
a curious hybrid: it has the head of P. 320
and the body and tail of P. 321. both of
these being concertos for two horns, not
trumpets. The Biber is a find. Heinrich
Biber (1644 -1704) is known for the high
quality and complexity of his violin music,
but in this "sonata" he writes idiomatic fast
movements that take full advantage of the
sharp, clear joyousness of which the trumpet
is capable, as well as an Adagio i:t which that
instrument is replaced by a surprisingly
introspective violin. The orchestra is too
subdued in this work, and there are a few
off-pitch trumpet tones in the first section
of the Telemann, but otherwise performance
N.B,
and recording arc good.
Renieras continued 9n page 75

For

"I AM

1

(

NOT A MAN OF BUSINESS"
Ludwig van Beethoven

Beethoven wrote this in a letter to a music
publisher who informed him that since sonatas were
Played in homes, they sold better than symphonies,
and so he could get a better price for them.
A symphony however, Beethoven protested, was
"of incontestably greater value." This problem
of price vs. value remains with us today, and it
applies as well to performances and recordings.
"Half good" performances and "half good"
recordings have a price but no value. Vaílguard
Demonstration Records are lop- dratver productions,
offered at $1.98 for Monaural and $2.98 for
Stereolab to introduce an ever -increasing public
¡
to what the name Vanguard means on a rec
These are bargain records in price, but Oily
sghOw no b: ::;K'ng with the vak u ..L 9bwi
:zi
çording as pr '
performae
-

.

±

SILVESTRI:

BEETHOVEN: Syrnphey No. S
Fepa Pronaöa cond.
SRV -:0650 (Stereo)
Couoled With Senubert: unte
fished Srmcnonrr
SR1' -106 (Mono)

"One of the most satisfying
putorroantcs of this most
popular-n.1.4. ssmphoniet...
the recording is superb.

ti,dn Frdri,ry

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony
No. 6 "Pathetique"
Viasim,r GcIi :nmana rose
SRV -112 d SRY -1:2S .

"In

orchesual performance
engineering this as a

striking rtcording."
HAYON:

Hub Fidtliry
"Military' aid

"Cleat" Symphonies
Moons WoI ,Ii, cone.
SRY -159 b SRV- 109SD
This wonderful disc con.
tains she best performance
of esch a mphony now
available on records, and
in particularly grateful sae.
rca round." Hi,t/ Frdrtity
KHACHATURIAN :Gaya Suite
KABALEVSKY. The Comedians
Vlad.m4 Golsen/eons CVO.
SRY -II3 6 SRV -11350'
DVORAK: Symphony No. 5

"Rhap-

sodies for Orchestra"

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Constantin
Silvestri. cond.
LP. $4.98.
ANGEL. 35677.
\NGRL S 35677. SD. $5.98,

.

last Constantin Silvestri has found the
right outlet fist his interpretative talents!
Up to now. many of his readings have been
exciting and colorful, but they have also
strayed too far from the printed scores. ii.vt.
dently, these rhapsodies arc Inure suited to
his style, or he to theirs: his performances
here arc loaded with vibrancy, yet they keep
within the hurls loose houndaria imposed
by the music. Inc is particularly at horse in
Encsco's Rumanian Rhapsody No. I, whose
spirit he animates in telling, even thrilling
fashion. Liszt's Fourth Hungarian Rhapsody,
too, has a lot of paprika in it, while Ravel's
Rapsodie espagnuic is marked by the proper
blend of quiet atmosphere and festive fire.
The conductor draws some superior playing
(mm the Vienna Philharmonic, which has
been brightly recorded by Angel, a bit more
P.A.
spaciously, of course, in stereo.

DEMONSTRATION DISCS

and

1

CONSTANTIN

VANGUARD

"Nei

At

World"

VI31,mir Golichmarn tend.
SAY -1 :4 S SRY -11450'
HANDEL: Royal Fireworks &
Water Music
Spina S Riot:aisa cond.
SRV -IIS 6 SRVIISSD
LISZT: 4 Hungarian Rbapsodies
Matti Fistoulari tond.

sty -103

A

SRY-

toss0'

RIMSKY.KORSAKOV:
chebe
h'Jrio Roirs -ono.
SRV -303 S SRY103SD

Snade

All with Vienna Slate
Opera orchestra

Special Price -Mono $1.98
and 'Stereolab $2.98

for the connoisseur
Send for Catalogue to: Vanguard Recording Society, Inc., 154 West 14 Street, New York 11, N. Y.
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"A Great New

Feather in our Kapp ""

*Kapp Records of Course

A Great New Way to Enjoy Opera
THE MUSIC THAT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF!
What is "Opera Without Words ?" It
is opera sung by the orchestra. The
task Maestro Savino sets himself in
these albums is to keep the dramatic
impact of the operas as well as the
melodic line; to build characters

through instrumental interpretations. Thus, the soprano becomes a
violin, the tenor a viola, the baritone
three celli and the chorus is "sung"
by the brass and sometimes the full
orchestra. Yet behind it all is the
original orchestral scoring, so vital
in grand opera, so often abandoned

-

in ordinary transcriptions.

«OPERA WITHOUT WORDS"
In the "Opera Without Words"
series, Domenico Savino and the
Rome Symphony Orchestra have ex-

tended and enriched the operatic

-

domain. Not with new operas but
with a thrilling new way to hear the
old ones. Not with operatic overtures
or synopses but with an altogether

-

new concept. "Opera Without

Words" quite literally creates beauty
beyond words. All the poignancy
and heartbreak of Puccini, the richness and pageantry of Verdi and
Mascagni, have been distilled for
you in this vivid new form. With
these albums, Maestro Savino secures his position as a great innovator in the field of operatic music.

Giacomo Puccini

Giuseppe Verdi

DOMENICO SAVUIO

The More You Know Opera
The More You'll Enjoy

"Opera Without Words"
True, "Opera Without Words" is a
wonderful way to acquaint people
young and old with the beauties of
for there are no language
opera
barriers. But the more you know
opera to begin with, the more familiar you are with operatic repertory,
the more you will enjoy "Opera
Without Words." And the more you
will appreciate it in the Full Theater Sound of Kapp Records.

-

Hear these Puccini masterpieces in
the "Opera Without Words" series:
Madame Butterfly KcL- 9007(S)
Turandot Km-9000 Gianni
Schicchi
Manon Lescaut
Km-

"Opera Without Words" now includes these Verdi operas: La Forza
Del Destino
Km-9001 Otello
Km-9015
KcL -9004 La Traviata
Rigoletto
Km-9032 (S) Aida

-

-

-

- KCL-9014 (S)
9008 La Boheme - KCL -9009 Il
Tabarro - Km-9026 (S) Tosca - OTHER ALBUMS NOW AVAILABLE
KCL-9022

(S)

IN THE "OPERA WITHOUT WORDS"

SERIES:

(S) -Also available in Stereo

Pagliacci

Send for our FREE color catalog

KA
RECORDS
136

East 57th Street. New York 22

Leoncavallo)

-

Andrea
Chenier (Giordano) - Km-9002
Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni)
KCL- 9003(S ) La Gioconda (Ponchielli)
KCL -9005 Faust (Gounod)
KCL -9006
Carmen (Bizet)
KcL-9035 (S) The Taming Of The
Shrew (Giannini)
KCL -9026 (S)
The Barber of Seville ( Rossini)

-

(

-

-

-

KcL -9043
CIRCLE

S6

(S)

-

Dream Yourself An Opera!
One of the fascinating and exciting

experiences in store for you in
"Opera Without Words" is that there
actually seem to be living voices

threaded among the solo instruyour favorite tenor singing
ments
" Vesti La Giubba "- your favorite
soprano singing Mimi. As you listen,
you will find yourself setting the
stage and peopling it with opera's
great characters. Yes, now you can
dream yourself an opera. "Opera
Without Words " the most beautiful listening music ever likely to
come your way!

-

-

ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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Hcrc at Honlc
"The Fabulous Josephine Baker." Josephine
Baker: Orchestra, Jc Bouillon, cond.
RCA Victor LM 2427, $4.9S (LP).
Within a year of her sensational Faris debut
in 1925 Josephine Baker. a young and almost
unknown artist from St. Louis, had become
the dading of the French music halls. and
a serious challenger
to Nfistinguett. the
then reigning favorite. The Parisian public,
Tong- accustomed to Mistinguctt's carefully
considered staircase descents (one in every
revue) to feather headdress and gowns dc.
Signed to display her million -dollar legs,
found the exotic dances of almost primitive
savagery that Baker performed a fascinating
novelty. Dressed nth little more than a string
of bananas. the newcomer performed with
an abandon not previously seen on Parisian
music hall stages. i'hcn, too, she sang --in
a high piping treble and in poor Frenchsongs that had their roots in American jazz,
a nselium then almost unknown to French
audiences. They loved it, esco though the
tsellknown critic Robert dc Hers remarked
on "lamentable transatlantic exhibitionism."
Miss Baker's insularity with the French
has not lessened in the past thirty years
and more, although her American appearances have not been overwhelmingly success.
fur. In 1956 she appeared in Paris for a series
of farewell performances, which -like the
celebrated farewell tours of Harry Lauderturned out to be the prelude to a triumphant
revival of her career. In this new recording,
she has chosen live of her best numbers
from l'ari; Me; .amour; (her spectacular
success of 1959). some songs especially
written for her, and one or two old French
favorites. The voice is now a most attractive
one, richer, deeper, and with a quality that
may be best described as "Piatlish." She uses
it beautifully throughout, caressing ballads
like La Seine. ClopinQopant. and J'attendrai
(done in a slow rocking rhythm) with
affection. 'Ilse pièce de rhistance :5 her marvelous projection of Dor,nex -Mon la Alain,
where her voice takes on an authentic
Spanish coloration. wonderfully appropriate
for the gypsy reading a man's palm. Don't
Touch My Tomatoes. a bright calypso number which she sings in English, is done with
a touch of Gallic ganrinerte that adds greatly
to the sauciness of the lyrics.
In brief, this is a triumsh for Miss Baker,
whose recent appearance in New York
certainly warranted the sort of red carpet
treatment we have reserved over the last
ten years for numerous French chanteuse;,

:\ tnu t.

few of whom have been her equal and none
her superior. The singer's husband Jo
Bouillon (who not unexpectedly acquired
the nickname of "Mr. Soup" when he
accompanied his wife here in 1951) directs
the orchestra in some splendid arrangements,
and the monophonic sound is tremendous.

"Hooray For Love." Maris Rivers; Orchestra. Jack Marshall, cond. Capitol S'l'
1294, S4.98.

(SI)).

And 'moray for ?Mavis Rivers, svho brings
a sense of uninhibited gaiety to these songs
of Tarnow. A Samoan by birth, Miss Rivers
sounds as if she might well turn out to Ix
a first -class jazz singer -the inflections are
ailment in nearly oven nmnbcr in her
program, although the songs themselves are
nearly all standards. It seems obvious that
she has listened a little loath to Ella Fitzgerald and to Sarah Vaughan. vet her style
remains individual and practically fawless.
This is a singer with a voice as pleasant as
running water. and there is a distinct feeling of relaxation in everything she does.
Jack Marshall has arranged these songs with
unusual clarity for a group of just over a
dozen mus.cians, and their support heightens
the impact of the vocalist's charming work.

"A

Piano. Ice Box, and Bed." Ken and
Mitzie Welch. Kapp KL 1156, $3.98
(LP): KS 1039. S4.98 (SD).

A gay romp through some amusing and
original material by a husband and wife
team who may well turn out to he the successors to Contden and Green. Aiming their
sights at a number of current Lids -dieting,

..

.

unnecessary (household equipment. and night
club song stylists among others -the coupe
proceed to demolish then in songs that are
flippant, funny, and sery'much to the point.
Mitzie Welch's barbed lampoon of the
styles used by feminine sngers in New York
night clubs train Fifth Avenue to Greenwich Pillage is likely to give some of those
charmers quite a shock. A co,tplc of ducts.
You're :Wad and Whar Would You Like 'To
Gat. are little gems of marital crosstalk, and
there is an inspired coupling of Makin'
Whoopee and The Glory of lute, sshereby
the intertwining of the lyrics produces a
brilliantly hilarious situation. Put this on
your adult entertainment list along with
,!t the Drop of a Hat ,and 4 Parry, in which
compxusy it well belongs.

"Life

Is Just a Bowl of Cherries." Maurice
Chevalier; Ray Ellis and His Orchestra.
M.GM E 3801, $4.98 (LP).
I've long ceased to be amazed at Chevalier's
uncanny ability to transform the aunt
mundane song into something resembling
a

small masterpiece.

1

am svillaig to believe

that were he handed the alphabet to sing
it would emerge as an interesting or pro
vocative number. Even on this mixed bog
of old songs (many of which were poor
stuff when they were new) he works his
magic, thanks to that combination of buoyant spirits. Gallic innuendo, good humor.
and a supremely individual style. I don't
say he is completely successful with every
number; for instance, the title song is more
successfully handled than Kurt Weill's
Septcrnhcr. Song. just as You Muse llare
Been a Beaunfirl Baby is more adroitly
revivified than Kern's She Didn't Say Yes.
She Didn't Say No. But in a program of so
many delights, an occasional miss is hardly
worth mentioning.

"The Old

Josephine Baker: 1960's sensation, too.

Sweet Songs." Frank DeVol and
His Singing Strings. Columbia CS 8209.
S4.98 (SD).
The lyrics of these thirty old -tine favorites
must he reasonably familiar to almost everyone. If a musical nudge is all that is needed
to bring them from the recesses of memory,
then the sparkling LkVol arrangements will
surely turn the trick. In no time at all
most listeners will be exercising their vocal
abilities on songs like Let the Rest of the
World Go B1', Roce; of Picardy, or Peg O'
ply lleart. ÚeVol has obviously kept this
probability in mind: he keeps the melody
well to the fore and doesn't indulge in
capricious changes in tempo. Most of the
numbers are on the sentimental side, given
warm, enticing settings and enhanced by
the shimmering tone of the Singing Strings.
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"The Enchanted Sea." Martin Denny and
His Orchestra. I.iberty LRP 3141.53.98
(LP): LST 7141, 54.98 (SD).
With ship's whistles, tell buoys, and the
sound of keening seagulls providing a realistic maritime background. Martin Denny
sails off on another exotic excursion of
musical sounds. This time the motif is the
sea. and though it takes a little imagination
to fit Serra :;neural Journey into the category,
the rest of the songs here have been carefully
chosen for appropriateness. Generally speaking, they have the easy languorous rhythm
of rolling slaves. although occasionally the
sea does get a hit choppy. resulting in an
Oriental swinging version of Sentimental
Journey and giving a Denny original, Flotonnt and Jetsam. an almost boogie heat.
Elsewhere the spray gently splashes Beyond

the waves lap in Charles
a master at creating unusual orchestral effects by the use
of an mild assortment of instruments, from
finger bells to tans -tarns and wood blocks.
has created a wonderful Polynesian atmos
phere here. and all its charm is beautifully
realized in splendid stereo sound.
the Ree:f and

Trenct's !.a Mer. Denny.

"I

Wish You Love." Felicia Sanders; Orchestra, Irving Joseph. conci. Time Records 70008, 53.98 (LP).
around to a
Felicia Sanders seldom
when she does the
recording session, but When
result is invariably something to cheer
about. Her last record for Decca (DL 8762)
was a gem, and this new concert for Time
is just as wonderful. A singer of great intelligence and artistry, Miss Sanders has a

GRADO

penchant for picking songs that are
particularly well suited to her unique style.
Fcw of them arc likely to be found in the
repertoire of letter -known singers, which

real

just as well, for a Sanders version is
usually a definitive one. I was particularly
taken by her performances of Iú71 Go
Away Together, a neglected Kurt Weill
song; a nest' version of an old Sanders' favorite, When the World iVa; Young; and Frank
Loesser's Il'atm .111 Otte -which was just
how I felt when Miss Sanders concluded her
program.
is

"Organ Treasures." Don De \Vitt, organ.
United Artists 11AS 5055. 55.98 (SD).
The grand assortment of sounds that can
be coaxed from today's \Vurlitzer Pipe
Organ is wondrously displaytxl on this
record. Placing the 35 -rank \Vurlitzcr in
the Richard I-rxlcrhosc studio on Long
Island, Don DeWitt gives us a little of
everything. from the Troy Iranuma to the
"sizzle cymbal," from piano and guitar to
the sound of a cuckoo. lust abort the only
thing misting is the skirl of the bagpipes
and doubtless that is in the offing. This is
movie theatre organ playing at its best,
particularly in J :ear Is Bustin Our All Over,
when the listener can almost ser the organ
rising from the pit. Even so. there is less
use of effects for effect's sake here than on
most organ recordings. The sound is magnificent. capable of shaking the rafters nr
just breathing gently through the atmosphere. Furthermore, it's NO vivid that one
can hear the air entering the pipes as individual valves open and close electronically.
.

"Truly the world's finest..."
Master Stereo Cartridge

549.50

Custom Stereo Cartridge

532.50

Micro Balance Tone Arm

529.95

.

"Della." Della

Reese; Neal Hefti and His
Orchestra. RCA Victor LPM 2157, 53.98

(LP).
In some of her more exuberant performances

Skilled watchmakers working to almost unbelievable tolerances, handcraft each GRADO Stereo Cartridge to a degree
of performance which has become a universal standard of

quality.
Extremely low surface noise due to phenomenally wide frequency response, coupled with extremely low distortion and
excellent channel separation, achieve uncompromising realism.
Full bodied sound alive with delicate timbres, combined with
wide dynamic range, will thrill you with the impact of a live
performance.

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC.
4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20,

N

Y.- Export-Simontrice,

25 Warren SI., N.Y.(.

on this disc, Della Reese impresses me as
being one of the most galvanic girl singers
to come to the fore in years. Her background as a gospel singer, and later as a
singer of pop songs, hardly prepares one
for the sort of feline ferocity she displays
in this program. Miss Rceso's voice is not
'emially agreeable and she indulges in vocal
mannerisms that are sometimes unpleasant;
but such drawbacks are effaced by the
genuine excitement in ber treatment of these
songs, The lone failure. at least for Inca is the
nycrest.niled version of .Someday (You'll
ifánt Ale To Il'rnt You). 'Diere is also a
studied version of The Ludy Is a Tramp,
which makes one wonder if the singer was
trying to offer a vocal impersonation of

Katherine Hepburn.
"East of the Sun," Anita Dalian. Orchestra,
Frank Hunter, cond. Kapp KL 1168,
53.98 (LIP): KS 3052. 54.98 (LP).
Anita I)arian, a young American singer of
Armenian descent, has a los c-ly soprano voice
of limpid tone. remarkable range. and great
flexibility which she handles most effectively.
Unfortunately, it does not seem to be very
well suited to some of the songs she has
chosen. From the Broadway assembly line
she bas selected a number of Oriental flavored songs. and though There are haunt tng performances of Mountain llrgh, Palley
Low and Chinese Ltdlaby, she is much less
successful with We Kit in a Shadow and
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Poor Butterfly. it is when slit turns her
attention to traditional Armenian folk songs
that the program comes bursting to life.
Her voice takes on added vibrancy and a
curiously seductive quality. investing the
plaintive elnorulr Karoon and the light. lilt.
ing Hoy Nor with a charm that is irresistible.
She even snccceds in turning that piece of
psendn. Armenian folk tong Come On-it My
Iloruc into a charming song of invitation, a
feat i would hardly have thought possible.
Frank Hunter directs the excellent orches.
trap arrangements superbly, while giving
the singer noble support.
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DO YOU REMEMI3ER...?
the consummate "Marschallin" of
LOTTE LEHMANN
No one has ever equalled the womanly insight, the subtle charm, or
the nicking vocal quality of Lone Lehmann as the Marschallin in
vex snstxx.VAUica. "The mind's eve swims with memories of this
brilliant performance" (Roland Galati, The iSlusie Maker;). It was
her greatest role, and her favorite Now, in Angel's Great Recordings
of the Century, a aoSC?,:AS'ALICI IQ recall this once -in -a- lifetime
experience. Restored from the original recording, Vienna, 1937, with
Elisabeth Schumann as Sophie, Richard Mayr as Baron Ochs.
Substantially complete (a records)
Angel GRB 4001

"High Spirits." The Four lads. Orchestra,
Billy Dennison. cond. Columbia CS 8203,
(SD).
Familiar

as all these spirituals arc, they take
on unexpected freshness and vitality thanks
to the free -swinging style adopted by The
Four Lads. Yet for all the high spirits and
bounce that it brings to these numbers.
the quartet still maintains a feeling of
reverence for the material. Nor has it in.
jeered into these thoroughly honest per.
formatters any semblance of commercial
scncer. Bright orchestral backing and excellent stereo sound make this a most
attractive record.

0

114

4

"The London Theatre Company Presents
Gigi and South Pac0c." Soloists;
London Theatre Company Chorus and
Orchestra, Cyril Stapleton, cond. Rich mood B 20074, $1.9S (1.P); S 30074,
52.9S (SD).
Taking five songs from the scores of these
nvo musicals. members of the London
Theatre Company have tried to present
them in the manner of the original artists.
phis is a pretty bold andcrtakusg, 1xtrttcularly when the original artists included
Chevalier, Gingold. and Pinza. In Gigi, the
results arc surprisingly gotxl. Ray \lrrrill
catches the (lies alter tone and stv ie well,
and Joy Worth Iia< caught the Gingold
intonation admirably. But .`outer Pacific is
not sn fortunate, mainly because Andy Cole
it no Pinza. and Pat Whitworth's version of
Bali Iià i bears little, if any, resemblance
to Juanita I fall's superb pertorntance. In the
only Mar Herrin number recorded. r1
WonderJitl Guy. Janet Waters it a reasonable
facsimile of the original Nrllir Forhnsh The
recorded sound is unusually good on both
versions, and their low prices make them
attractive propositions.

GIGLI ANC DAL MONTE
In 7929, when he recorded ,tlad,nnr Butterfly in Ronic, "The Tenor'
Benìamino Gigli, was in his magical vocal prime. Singing the role of
Cio-Cio -San with Gigli was'futi Dal Monte -nor one of the most
famous divas of her time, eat a singer who achieved, through sheer
mastery of voice, the illusion of a shy, is -year -old girl -and a char acteriration which is unique in the history of Puccini's heroine.
Complete opera (a records)
Angel i;RB 4000

"Accordion Time." Mo

ens lalcgaard and
His Orchestra. Vox \'X 26090. $3.98
(1.1'); ST'VX -126090, 54.98 (SD).
F.11cgtard's first record for Vox (VN 25R40)
was an unusually interesting one. containing
several works seldom, if ever, played on the
accordion. On this recording, he drops down
the musical scale to a program of light comic
that all accordionists hold dear. Which
means that he plays another Tico Tiro. The
Ilot Conan, Prcnesi. and .Anderson's Sleigh
leide. all line numbers but all encountered far
toe. frequently. This doesn't mean the treatment is perfunctory, though; Ellegaard's
performances have plenty of verve and are
impeccably fingered and full of cscitinÿ
dynamic effects. The balance between soloist
and orchestra is well managed, and the
Vox sound is brilliant.

the passionate, delicate Butterfly of

the pure perfection of Bach played by
WAN DA LAN DOWIKA
With the death of Wanda Landowska last year, the work! Jost more

than a supreme harpsichordist, and exponent of Baroque music. It
lost as well a vital, original musical force! "I play Bach because it is
young and beautiful, not because it is old music," she mould say.
Angel's Great Recordings of the Century re- issues a treasured
LsaDOW<)A SACK Album: Italian Concerto (B.W.V. 97!), Fantasia
and Fugue in D minor (B.W.V. 90-;), Toccata in D Major (B.W.V.
91s), Partita No. t in B flat Major (B.1V.V. eas) Anger COLH 71

44,
FEODOR CHALIAPIN. Basso
Serge, _dram Boris Godaurroa "All post -Chaliapin interpretations are at best
pale imitations of the original" (The Reporter). Plus arias from Koolau seed
Angel COLH 100
L r,Juriila, Rumalka, Printe Igor, Sadko.

£LUS.ABETII SCHUMANN. Soprano
L,oler o/ Hurl INo/J and Richard .Grau; "Beautifully restored performances
Angel COLA l03
by the great singer of German Lieder" (Harper's).

LEIDER
SCHORR
MELCHIOR
Serum /ram !Wagner: Dit /t'alkrire and DirGöu rardru erung sung by three of
the most heroic figures from the Golden Age of Wagnerian Singing between
Angel COLI! IOS
World Wars I and II.

GREAT RECORDING! OF THE CENTURY
Remember...that unforgettable moment at a concert, or an opera, when the
artist surpassed the sublime? And you, the beholder, "had nothing to do but
to marvel...perhaps to weep" (Vincent Shecanl.
Angel's distinguished series of Great Recordings of the Century capture just
such moments. Legendary performances of the pre -microgroove era are
restored to living experience. Sensitive, dedicated engineers bring them as
close as possible to high fidelity without changing the original. And with each
album, well- documented, well -written booklets enhance your memories.
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"Their Angel reirsurs
are a genuine miracle-

(Martin Mayer, Esquire)
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"Arthur Murray Favorites."

Tweeters

Cha

chcstra. Sarnbas: Enric \4adrigucra and
His Orchestra. Rhumbas: Chue Reyes and
His Orchestra. Waltzes: Francis Sent and
His Orchestra. Fox "Trots: Ray .\nthon\
and His Orchestra. Tangos: Les Baxter and
His Orchestra. Capitol T 1367/72. $3.98
each (Six LP).
"Moe appear to be re-mastered recordings
of dance music sets previously in the Capitol
catalogue. Originally issued in 1951 as ten inch LPs. they were later transferred to
twelve -inch records. Their reappearance is
probably pronmptel by the success of the

1
and Woofers
agree:
these New

"

weekly television program of Arthur Murray, who gave his blessing ta the oriçina.
issues. The idea of selecting a well -known
orchestra: which specializes ill a particular
dance foram and having it present the music
in good dean -cut arrangements. with accent
On a steady, secure rhythm, is an excellent
one. Both novice and expert dancers should
lind these records extremely helpful for
home instruction: and teachers. I'm sure,
%rill lind them invaluable. the sound,
though not the equal of Capitol's high fidelity sound of today. k quite acceptable,
and a considerable improvement over that
heard or the previous issues.

Liberty
"(Sound

of

Cha

Isl:unbas: Billy May's Rico \latnho Or

thé

'Sixties" Albums
are Great!
Felix Slatkin's
FANTASTIC BRASS
Marches the Blues

3157 7157

JULIE AT HOME
Iuhe London

3152 7152

FRANZ LISZT STORY
Harry Sunman. His Piano
and Orchestra

3151 7151

AFRO CAN CAN

lack Coslanzo's version

of Cole Porter's Can Can

3137 7137

IN TIMES LIKE THESE
Gene Mcßamels

"Musical Moods from the Silent Films."
Arthur Kleiner, piano. Golden Crest CR
4019, $4.98 (1.P).

In those old enough to rcnncnmler the days
when the movies acre silent save for the
tinkling accompaniment provided by a
piano this little collection of piano mood
music should induct a severe case of nostalgia. Listening to these excerpts will brim;
back memories of William S. Hart, Lillian
Gish. Theda Bara. and other stars of the
silent era. This documentation of an age
long Past is the work of Arthur Kleincr,
resident pianist in New York City's Museum
of Modern Art. It is his job to provide the
piano accompaniment to the old silents
that the Museum slows. and from his
library of scores he has selected musk
appropriate to the swiftly changing moods
of the iihnu. The names of some of the
composers are familiar enough, particularly
Erno Rapes. Hugo Rcisenfckl, and Domenico Savino. But who was Bral. whose love
theme for The Birth of a Nation Amos and
Andy appropriated as the there smog for
their radio program') And here's Camille
SaintSaens turning up as the composer of a
filin score for the 1908 French drama
l '-I ;;ucinat du Dui de Guise. The recorded
sound is realistic enough to recall the early
days; all that is missing is the slide saying
"Don't thross things at the pianist, he's
doing h -s best." In this case, he certainly is.

Prince." Mario Lanza:
Norma Giusti; Chorus and Orchestra,
Paul Baron, cond. RCA Victor LN1 2339,

"The Student

3146 1146

54.93 (1.1').

Write for Free Catalog

- Dept

H a

Romberg's melodic and familiar score for
the original Bro:mclwav production of The
Student Prince. though strong enough to
keep that show running for 608 perform
antes. s.as not considered gcxxl enough for
the movie version, starring Mario anza,
made almost thirty years later. For that,
Roy Brtxlzsky was called upon for addi
tional .itunbers, most of them carefully
tailored to exploit the Larva voicc It is
1

RECORDS
LOS ANGELES 26
CIRCLE

66

CALIFOm

this RonmbergBrodzsky amalgam that has
been used in this new recording. made just
Prior to the neuter's death. In spite of their
age, the Romberg songs retail their charm,

while Brodrskv's additions sound distinctly
faded. As one Who missed the movie version,
I simply cannot imagine where the dreary
I'll U'alk tvidt God. for example, could
possibly have fitted into the operetta plot.
Lanza is in fair voice, though there is
evidence of strain in some of his work, and
he is occasionally guilty of being almost a
semitone sharp. 'Fhe performance is less
robust than that on Victor LM 1837. but the
moments of poor taste that disfigured the
earlier stork still arc in evidence here. In the
three ducts which she sings with Iarea,
Norma Giusti displays :t 5151311. sss'Cet so
piano voicc. ssImich unfortunately is almost
swamped by the tenor's ardent singing.
The recorded sound is good.
JOHN F. lsncox

Foreign Flavor
"Hello Amigos."

'Floc Ames Brothers;
Esquivel and His Orchestra. RCA Victor

LPM 2100, 53.98 (LP).
A surprisingly effective performance in an
unfamiliar idiom by the brothers Ames. Sistecn well -known and well -loved Latin-American songs- Frenesi, Maria Elena, Brazil.
.1nmapola, etc. -arc nicely handled both
musically and linguistically by the nort'.
americano quartet that clearly enjoyed every
measure it recorded. Imaginative accompaniments by Esquivel and supicrcicar rcprcxluc
Lion by RCA round out a thoroughly attractive package.
"Gypsy Ecstasy." Yoska Nemeth and His
Gypsy Ensemble. Everest 1.113R 5065,
$3.95 (LP).
A flashing, exciting program of gypsy themes
played on traditional instrunmcnts and conducted by a nman who grew up with than.
While Yoska Nemeth's transcriptions of
Brahms's Hungarian Dance No. 5 and
Liszt's Second Ilungarian Rhapsody may
cause veteran concertgoers to blench. the
fact remains that he imparts a new and fiery
cachet to each. A wcllconceivcd, well
played release -and impeccably engineered.

"Berlin Bei Nacht." Songs in German, Led
by Horst Kudritzki. Capitol S'I" 10228,
54.98 (SD).

Here is a disc worthy of the slangy, skeptical
capital of pre- partition Germany. A small
battalion of Berlin artists rcmp through no
less than thirty-four \Vest German hits in a
once -over- lightly that merely whets the appetite for more. Particularly attractive are
Romer in den Park von .lartonuci. Die kleine
Bank am grosser Stern, and the lovely pas
War in Sdameehe g. lixcellen: stereo sound.

"Greetings from Italy." Grnni \lonesc and
His Orchestra. Vox \-N 26170. $3.98 (LP);
STV\ 426170. 54.98 (SD).
Vivacious orchestrations of Italian traditional favorites such as Santa Lucia. :\la
reeehiare, and Cirildribin played by an Italian
knows hiss to coax every. cu otmonal
nuance from this florid music. 5lonesc projects the xmngc onto a larger -than -life musical
w110
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canvas, but by adroit use of an accordion
here, a banjo ihere. he manages to preserve
their essential simplicity. Vox's stereo is
broad. bright, and deep: the 1.1' too is excellent of its kind but this disc cries for two
channels.

"Hot."

EVEREST
perfection
art of

FI Cuhanirn anal I
Cha -Cha Orchestra. Musidisc M 6007. $.3.98 (LP);
MS 16007, 54.98 (SD).
Torrid is the word for the unspecified El
Crthunito, or "Little Cuban," who here
takes his cha -cha beat on a tour of noncha
du territory. On the sshole, Cubanito imparts a new rhythmic d.mension to such as
Blue ,4foon, Afuria Elena. and even Smoke
Gets in Your Etc/. Once in a while. good
taste goes out the window. hurt on the whole
this is one of the most attractive- discs I've
heard. Very line stereo as well as mono. Take
cour choice.

FIRST to achieve
in the
sound. FIRST to give you your choice
of stereo or monaural at one price.
Leopold Stokowski

William Steinberg and

the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra Sir
Eugene Goossens Theodore Bloomfield,
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra Jorge
Bolet Sir Adrian Boule Carlos Chavez
Aaron Copland
Anatole Fistoulari
Joseph Fuchs
The Houston

"Tite All-Time Top Tangos." Stanley
Black :tul I Iis Orchestra. London PS 176,
54.98 (SI)).
Luscious. large -scale arrangements of tangos
like La Canspardta, Jalousie, and 1J Chock
played with the customary Black élan. 13e.
cause Black's trcatnscn: aims at the car
rather than the feet. there is a constant clan-

Orchestra

Symphony

Enrique Jorda
Peter Karin Josef Krips The London
Symphony Orchestra Leopold Ludwig
Newell Jenkins

of ovcrpretentious orchestral effects. but
in general the maestro tidily skirts the edge.

ger

Big, broad sound to match the big, broad

orchestration.

Hugo Rignold Sir Malcolm Sargent The
Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York

"Les Compagnons de la Chanson." Capitol
10227, 54.98 (SD)).

Tossy Spivokovsky Walter Susskind
Heitor Villa Lobos Ernst Von Dohnanyi

Anyone who can survive the nauseating
English version of Let Trois Cloches-starring "'cede Iconic Brown"-that leads of
this collection will be rewarded synth a picas.
ant forty minutes the: Les Compagnons dc
Is Chanson. Iügh spots arc a swinging Guitare et Tambourine, a delightfully satirical
Margotmr eu va -t'en gaine, and a blazing
Hebrew- French account of an Israeli folk
song. !lava Naguila. It is a joy to welcome
Lcs Compagnons back to the lists. particu
lardy in Capitol's crisp stereo sound.

i

"Flamenco Singing and Dancing." Sarita
and ( unpsany. \\'orld Pacific WP 282,
$4.98 (1.1'); Stereo 1282, $4.98 (SD).
"Dos Flamencos." Jaime Grifo and ?Milo
Martino. Liberty 1)I.RP 3147. $3.98
(LI'); 1ST 7147, $4.98 (SD).
Although given to the lighter forms of
flamenco and having their home base in
California -tun equal horrors to the afeio.
undo mind -Suits 1-heredia and her col leagues of Los Angeles' Club Matador give
1

Leopold Stokoreski
Wolf, narrated by Captain Kangaroo. Leopold
Stokowski, Stadium Symphony Orchestra of A'eta York. LPBR 604.3 SDBR
3043 (Stereo) Shostakorich: Symphony No. 5, Leopold Stokowski,
Stadium Symphony Orchestra of Neto Fork. LPBR 6010 SDBR 3010
(Stereo) Brahma: Symphony No.3 in F Major. Leopold Stokoreski, Houston Symphony Orchestra. LPBR 6030 SDBR 3030 (Stereo) Wanner:
Porsi fad Good Friday Spell -and Symphonic Synthesis of Act 3. Leopold
Stokowski, Houston Symphony Orchestra. LPBR 6031 SDBR 3031
(Stereo) Villa- Lobos: Virapura plus Modinha and Prokofrer- Cinderella
(Ballet Suite) with Leopold Stokotrski. Stadium Symphony Orchestra of
New York. LPBR 6016 SDBR 3016 (Stereo)

Prokofiev: Peter and the

adequate account of themselves in a
broad -based program..-As a guitarist. Santa
will cause no sleepless rights for Montoya
or Sabicas, but she is stia an interesting
unfinished -instrumentalist. Those who love
sound for sound's sake will lind unique fulfillment in the stereo disc where, at one
point, castanets in one speaker counterpoint
the beating heels of a dancer in the other.
Jaime Grifo (fames Fawcett) and Nitio
an

-if

-

4

arreued 'clad

Marino (Martin /Talker) are two AngloSaxons who have taken Spanish camouflage
to justify their comma.sd of a peculiarly
Hispanic idiom. \\'c, as well as the Spanish.
are guilty of prejudging in cases such as
these (remember the ill- starred totem Sidney
Franklin, whom no one would take quite

list p-ice
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Schmid y:), but these two guitarists know
exactly shat they arc doing and how to du
it. If they Lack a certain free. its absence does
not stem from lack of rapport with their
material. With time and with luck, these
young men may show many a gypsy a musical trick or two. The mono edition possesses
a close -knit fullness that the stereo cannot
match.

THE

WORLD'S
FIRST

STEREO

Soho Skìfffe Group." Time T
70005. 53.98 (LI').
1f late reports from London can be credited,

"Original

English skifile music is already in declinewhich would make it the 'shortest-lived
phenomenon since the sack dress. Originally,
skifllc in its British framework consisted of
guitar and rhythm accompaniments for
American blues and ballads. which in turn
were sung in a carefully aped American accent. Later, the skink virtuosos extended
their lusty techniques to the entire body of
Anglo -American folk song as well. The surprising clement is the new vigor that this
sea change imparts to the likes of She fI'as
Poor But She War !Honest and Cen:en/inc.
The unidentified instrumentalists of the
Soho group keep a steady and infectious
beat. while the vocalists-despite, or perhaps

SCORED
ORCHESTRA

because of, the misalliance of Chelsea and
Tennessee accents--bestow an inviting luster
upon their songs. This is fullblooded entertainment, and Time's engineers have given it

full- blooded rep- mkt:tion.

"Die Flcdermans."

Vienna TheaterKonzert Orchestra, Conrad Lieder. cond.
Kapp KL 1153, $395 (LP); KS 3(136.
54.98 (SD).
"The Merry Widow." Vienna Theater Konzcrt Orchestra, Conrad Lieder. cond.
Kapp KL 1152, 53.98 (LP); KS 3035,
549S (SD).
Kapp's project of recording "operetta without words" finds handsome subject matter
in Strauss's Die Flukrmaus and I.chur's
Merry Widow. In this compressed format,
the most infectious :ors of both frothy works
tumble over each other helter-skelter. But
this accessibility is -at least in my opinion
somewhat vitiated by the lack of lyrics. A
I ilia without words is a bit less than lifesired. 13e that as it tan', Conrad Lieder (can
this winsome manic he genuine;) and his

-

Hear and Sense True Stereo Realism

Both in Dimeision and Excitement
24 magnificent "101

Strings" albums in
every category including Broadway Shows,
Travel, Mood. Classics and lazz. "101
Strings" is composed of 128 to 141 players Of these there are 30 first violins
(among which are 11 coacertmeisters), 26
second violins, 20 violas, 18 cellos and 7
string basses. The rest are in the woodwind, brass and percussion sections.
These players represent the finest musi
clans in Europe today

Available at better
record stores everywhere

$

2

98

oa.stereo 12' LP

Also available on Somerset monophonic and
stereo on Bel Canto magnetic taon.

at

Write for complete catalog to Dept.
Box 45, Swarthmore, Pa.. Stereo Fioel.ty mid.
by Muller Int. Co., Swarthmore, Pa., U. S. A.
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Viennese musicians

press

de

last possible

bubble from this musical champagne. In
each case the stereo version eclipses the
mono. despite the fart that separation is not
floc engineers' forte.

"German Freedom Songs." Chorus of the
Federation of Unions of Berlin. Gerhard
Racket, cond. Bruno BR 50110. S3.98
(1-P).
Anyone %silo was stirred by the several 7Srpm albums of Spanish (:ivi1 War songs issued sonic fifteen scars agar -or anyone interested in the heights to which the proletarian ballads of the Thirties and Forties
ascended-will find this Bruno-Acropole release very well worth Investigating. The engineering Is mediocre. but the Chorus of the
Federation of Unions of Berlin sings with
feeling. discipline. and wmctiinc-s -as an Die
Moorroldarem with genuine brilliance. Far
less interesting arc the East German accordion hops that fill out the disc.
O. B. Bist i tEI.t.

JAZZ
Count Basic and His Orchestra: "Basic's
Basement." RC.\ Camden 497, $1.98

(LP).
For Count Basic. the latter years of the
Forties, just before he broke up his first
big band. were depressingly unproductive.
This lackluster collection of reissues cones
from that period. There arc occasional moments of merit (Basic's piano. a searing tenor
saxophone solo by Buddy Tate), but most
of the time the hand plods through dull
material and even turns in a stiff, drab performance on that old classic, South. Jimmy
Rushing has three dispirited s ocals.

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra: "Festival Session." Columbia CL 14OU. S3.98
(1.P).

Although recorded in a studio, this disc is
representative of the frustrating programing
that Ellington customarily oilers during the
outdoor festival season. It is frustrating
because there is so much evidence of the
glue' still latent in the Ellington organization. Almost all of the tint side of this disc
is utter waste -one of Paul Gonsalves'
empty, flat-toned marathon tenor saxophone
solos and a long, long opus in which the two
drummers whom Ellington carried with hint
last summer have at each nth.. r The only
saving grace on the side is .a graceful Clark
Terry trumpet solo which makes an otherwise- lumbering treatment of Perdido slightly
palatable. Yet on Side 2 Ellington oilers ,t
richly rhythmic and harmonically colorful
extended work, Idiom '59. a stirring sermon
of his onetime theme 'Things ,Ain't What
They Lied To He (which spurs Johnny
Hodges to a glowingly gutty solo), and a
third piece. launching Red. The last. rf
scarcely top -grade Ellington, is at least not
disquieting. It is too much to cxpcct any
jazz group, even Ellington's, to be consistently gorxh, but the first side of this disc is
inexplicable from a musician of Duke Ellington's caliber.

Curtis Fuller Quintet: "Blues- ette." Sasoy
12141, 54.98 (LP).

It is, one suspects, the presence and influence
of Benny Colson which has made this chic
a disciplined, well- dinctcd set of easily
swinging selections. Certainly Golson's hand
is evident in the ensemble pxtssages that
get these pieces off to a grxxd starr (two are
his ossn compxssittons-- :Ruda ramp and
Free

Spot

4frer Dark) and establish

an

atmosphere in which Fuller, Colson, and
pianist Tommy Flanagan solo in a relaxed
and interesting fashion. There is a fine rough and -ready spirit throughout the disc, fortified by the contrast among the three soloists
-Colson swelling and exuberant. Fuller
darkly urgent, and Flanagan rhythmically
airy. Although all these musicians must
be counted as mtxlcrnists, they seem. on
this disc. to be edging towards their mainstream colleagues.

Al Grey and the Basic Wing: "The Last of
the Big Plungers." Argo 653. S3.98 (LP).
Grey's superbly raucous. growling outbursts
with plunger -muted trombone have helped
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to enliven Count Basic's band for the past
year or more. There they arc used as accents
within a larger picture. But on this disc they
become the focal point of the picture,
with the result that this limited style is
spread too thin. Surrounded by a group of
fellow Basicitcs. Grey tries hard, but it soon
becomes apparent that there is only so much
that can be done with ttomDone and plunger.

Lionel Hampton: "Swings." Perfect 12002,
51.95 (LP).
This i the best serving cf Hampton that
has been delivered in several years. Hitting
a twiddle ground between his appearances in
empty bigband rock 'n' roll and as soloist -

withrhythmsection,

heard here with
a seven -piece group that swings along easily
and provides capable trumpet. trombone,
and tenor saxophone solos to spell his stints
at the vibraphone. Hampton is relaxed,
unpretentious, and liltingly swinging in these
surroundings. Why this set was sneaked out
on one of Columbia's most obscure labels is
one of the numerous mysteries that beset
the record business.
he

us

Barry Harris Trio: 'Brcakin'

It Up." Argo
(LP).
Harris is a Detroit pianist who lets chosen
to stay home rather than follow the numcrrxts other Detroit musicians who have re
tenth- gone to New York to gain some meas
arc of fame. His playing on this disc. with
bass and drum accompaniment, is extremely
graceful and lyrical. lie has a light, swinging
touch which gives an airy propulsion to his
faster pieces (he chooses such classics from
644, 53.98

the modern repertory as Ornithology and
Allcn ; .? //er instead of limiting himself to
"originals'): and when he turns to ballads
(again. good ones -.411 the Thing; You Arc,
Embraceable You), he has the sound good
taste to keep his imaginati:c developments
within assimilable hounds. Harris is one of
the least derivative pianists in current
jazz and, on this disc, oar of the most

communicative.

THL AMERICAN
SOCIETY
PROUDLY PRESENTS YOUR

CONCERTS -INTHE -HOME
The Highlights of Each Concert Season

Brilliantly Captured for Living -Room Listening...
Limited Editions of Superb Performances
Recorded amid the Matchless Acoustics of
Carnegie Recital Hoil...

THE ROYAL MUSIC
OF EUROPE
LIMITED EDITION

- MOZART - HAYDN
VIVALDI -TELEMANN - BEETHOVEN
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THE AMERICAN SOCIE'I-Y
OF CONCERTS -IN- THE -HOME
RECORDINGS
...Are inique collections of complete works
corded in " concert -fashion " -uninterrupted
.

Illinois Jacquet: "Flies Again." Roulette
52035. $3.98 (LP); 552035, 54.98 (SD).
The general impression cf lacquer as a
squealer and honker is less than fair to this
talented saxophonist (althcugh there is no
question that he himself created the impression by his extensive honking and squealing).
But he is also an exceptionally warm -toned,
lyrical performer who can be one of the most
exciting and suavely swinging of his breed
when he forgets his showboating tactics. This
disc, fortunately, frequently puts him in a
lyrical framework (with such old favorites as
Bobbin; Nest. Ghost rfa Chance, and Black
Velvet and a pleasant new one, .Sleeping
Susan). here arc occasional flights into
panic but no unadulterated examples of his
lithe, swinging style.

PhiUy Joe Jones: "Showcase."

Riverside

12313. $4.98 (LP); 1159, 55.95 (SD).
Flashes of promising playing by Bill Barron.

tenor saxophone. Julian Priester. trombone,
and Blue Mitchell, trumpet, sputter through
this disc. hut almost every piece soon becomes a drum solo for Jones. Enough of this
very quickly becomes enough. On one number Jones's drums arc properly subdued

reby

record -changing. Each side of each record contains a work in its entirety, or more than one

work.

... Are

recorded under the most ideal conditions,
and reproduced on the purest vinyl, twelve inch, 33'.'s RPM discs, with minimum surface
sound. The full audio - ronge is captured and
reproduction in your living room is limited
only by the range and fidelity of your own
equipment.
Are available in monophonic or stereophonic
albums, designed to be heard in your living
room, at full levels, os if you were sealed in
the recital hall of Carnegie Hall, where these
concerts originato from

Availoble as your nearest Record and
H.P. Equipment Dealer. Wrote for complete
catalogue describing each of ovaifoble EP:.
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

Monophonic

- $4.98 / Stereophonic - $5.98
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while. by overdubbing, he plays a piano
solo. Hc's a very pleasant, meditative, lyrical
pianist. This is the only uncluttered, properly balanced piece in the set.

Kenton and His Orchestra: "Viva
Kenton." Capitol W 1305, $4.93 (LP):
SW 1305, $5.93 (SD). "Road Show."
Capitol TBO 1327, $7.98 (Two 1.1');
SCBO 1327, 59.93 (Two SD).
!'its Kenton is the commercial Kenton, a
ponderous dance band lumbering heavily
through cha chas with the musical equivalent of middle -age spread. At that, this is
preferable to the fustian of Kenton's current
attempts at jazz as shown on Road .Show, a
recording of a concert package in which the
Kenton band toured last fall (along with
June Christy and the Four Freshmen, who
are also heard in this two -disc set). The fire
that once gave even Kenton's more pretentious aIrangrmcnts some semblance of validity is on this disc completely gone.

Stan

Yusef Lateef Quintet:

Kinney who. surprisingly,
nium to good advantage in

uses the euphoa

slot- tempo.

George Lewis: "A New Orleans Dixieland
Spectacular." Omega 105.3, 53.95 (LP).
A 1953 session by Lewis' best band (Howard.
Robinson, Punic'''. Marrero. Pavageau, Watkins), once available on the Jazzman label,
and some previously unreleased selections
made in 1955 by a quartet (Lewis, P. T.
Stanton. cornet. Dick Oxtut, banjo, and
Lclias Sharpton, bass) make up this generally
satisfying disc. Lewis' bind is at the leak of
its surging drive on a performance of Tite
Saints which is so good that one forgets how
wearisome this warhorse has become. Anti
it makes a fervent vehicle of A Closer !Valk
with The?. But Lewis' traditional blues,
Burgundy Street. is buried under a pokey
recitation by Mottette Moore, and the potentially exhilarating Dr. Jazz is given a
stodgy treatment. Lewis carries most of the
load in the quartet selections, which become
pleasant showcases for his gentle, sweet -andsour, singing playing.

"The Fabric of

Jazz." Savoy 12140, $4,98 (LP).
\Vitli his present group (Bernard McKinney,
euphonium, Terry Pollard, piano, William

Austin, bass, Frank Cant, drums) Lateef
foregoes his fondness for exotic novelties in
favor of out- and -out swinging. This is all to
the good. Lilted is an exultant but disci ptinerl tenor saxophonist who rides warmly
through the three swinging selections on this
disc, aided by the intensely prodding piano
of Miss Pollard. There are also two ballads,
one by Lateef on flute, the other by Mc-

Lou McGarity's Big Eight: "Blue Lou."
Argo 654. 53.98 (LP).
Potentially, the combination of McGarity,
a uniquely lusty trombonist, Doc Scvcrinson, a brilliantly pungent trumpeter. and the
inventive talents of two inulti -instr umentalists and arrangers. Bob Wilber and Dick
Cary, should result in a rewarding disc. This
collection of pieces of blue (Blue Afoot, Blue
Prelude, Blue Skies, Black and Blue, ad almost
infinitum) has its rewarding moments but the
over -all tone is much too polite. McGarity

HOWWOLVERINE

by

15

giet

is neither truly blue nor properly hoydenish.
and his group wanders somewhat footlessly
around in a temperate middle ground.

The Modern Jazz Disciples. New Jazz 8222.
S4.98 (LP).
'Ile Disciples. a quintet. make their recording debut on this disc. The group gets a
strong basic drive from a rhythm section
which has something of the assertive push
evident in Horace Silver's quintet, and it
lias a very polished and confident alto saxophonist in Curtis Nagler. However. 1-licky
Kelly, one of its three regular soloists (along
with Nagler and pianist Billy Brown), insists on playing either the normaphone (dcscribed in the disturbingly illiterate liner
notes as "a valve trontlNmc shaped like an
alto sasapbone ") or the euphonitini, neither
of winch, in his hands. gives any evidence of
being suitable for jazz. Beyond this, the
Disciples' fondnrsc for hoppish themes at
upper -middle tempos makes lot monotonous
programing. Still, the disc holds promise for
the future in its introduction of Pcaglcr and
in the ensemble attack of the group.
The Wes Montgomery
12310, $4.98

Trio. Riverside

(Lpj.

The guitarist brother of Monk and Buddy
Montgomery (until recently une half of The
Mastcrsottnds) has a quiet. temperate attack,
gets a mellow sound from bis strings, and has
a thoughtful manner of constructing solos.
Ile has, moreover, art car for good material
Continued on page 84
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Collaro
stereo
record players
with typical
British precision
steadfastly
guard your
records and
stylus from
wear and
accidental
damage

The Constellation, Model

TC-99- $59.50

The Continental

II, Model TSC940- $49.50

The Coronation
The Conquest

Il, Model TSC740- =42.50
II, Model TSC.640- 538.50

ROCKBAR
Transcription Turntable, Model

41R200- 549.50

Manual Player, Model TP.59-$29.95

Every Collaro stereo record player is built with typical British attention to every detail. They are precision
engineered and rigidly tested to give truly
professional performance and the ultimate in operating convenience. Here are some of the important features that make Collaro the logical choice for stereo
or monophonic records.
Performance specifications exceed NARTB standards for wow, flutter and rumble -with actual performance test reports accom
panying each model TC-99.
Extra-heavy, die-cast, non -magnetic turntables (weighing up to 81/2 lbs 1. Extra-heavy weight is carefully distributed for flywheel
effect and smooth, constant rotation. Shielded four pole motors are precision balanced, screened with triple interleaved shields to provide extra 25 db reduction
in magnetic hum pickup.
Detachable five-terminal plug-in head shells (on TC99, TSC-840, TSC740, TP591 provide two completely ind ^.pendent circuits, guaranteeing ultimate in noise reduction circuitry.
Transcription-type stereo tonearms are spring -damped and dynamically counterbalanced to permit the last record
All units are handsomely styled, available with optional walnut, blond and
on a stack to be played with virtually the same low stylus pressure as the first.
mahogany finished bases or unfinished utility base. There's a 4-speed Collaro stereo record player for every need and budget! Prices slightly higher in the
West. For free catalog on the Collaro line, write to Rockbar Corporation, Dept. HF 4 Mamaroneck, N. Y. ('Not shown. Similar in appearance to The Coronation.)
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VIVALDI

joyf"- That's what
Leonard Bernstein calls the Library
of Recorded Masterpieces exciting new
VIVALDI recording project.

"Sheer listening

For the first time in musical and recording history, the music lover, music
school or library receives"Recording in depth" of the complete output of a neat compoter played in the style
of the original following the authentic
scores as they appear in the composer's

handwriting:
Recorded by leading anise with the most
adsanced hiah adshty iechniaucs and
made available In both monaural and

areno;
Permanent availability of all recordings.
plus replacement or damaged or wont
records at minimal cost. plus protection
against technical obsolescence by eschanse
of monaural for stereo recordings when
desired:
Provision of remarkable wrinen and recorded musical indices:
Inclusion of the authentic Ricordi scores
of all the recorded music.
And all this at less than the Stores alone would
cost. la IN words of Dr. Pa.d henry Lang. "This
Is not only u good p"ú, ct. it is an esciona

Write Today for Free Prospectus
If you love music, just ask for VIVALDI.
Library of Recorded Masterpieces, Dept.
HF -1, 150 W. 82nd St., New York 24.

as is evidenced by this program. But all
these merits arc dimmed in this collection
by the fact that his accompaniment (organ

and drums) has a dim. mushy quality which
clouds his guitar work and, since the accompanists arc routine performers, produces
a needlessly tedious atmosphere.
Jelly Roll Morton: "Mr. Jelly Lord." Riverside 12132, 54.98 (1.P).
'The twelve piano solos un this disc have
been taken front the recordings made for the
Library of Congress by Morton in 1938
(thee are available in their entirety on a
series of twelve Riverside LPs). Ois the
original recordings Morton talks and sings in
addition to playing the piano. l'be solos
:done make a magnificent disc. for Morton
was quite consciously stating his c.tse for
posterity when he made these recordings.
: \rid despite the inadequate sound (somewhat improved by rrnt:ntcring on this release), Morton's genius as a creator. organizer. and developer of jazz material is constantly apparent. 'the disc includes a superb
Creepy Feeling in addition to excellent versions of Kansas City Stomps, The Crate. The
Pearls, Hyena Stomp, and Mama Nita. Along
with his Red Hot Peppers recording. (RCA
Victor 1.PM 1649) and his singing on Comntolore 30000, this disc completes a rounded

portrait of Morton

as musician.

Dave Pell: "The Big Small Bands." Capitol
T 1309, 53.98 (1.P): ST 1309. 54.9S (SD).
Dave Pell has not really ken able to bring
alive such small groups as John Kirby's,
Benny Goodman's, Artie Shaw's, Gerry
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lis left hands know what his right hands are doing

THE E&.ENC'E of interpretive artistry is individuality.
But how to capture in music- for -two the individual
personality and virtuosity of a superlative artist like
I

LEONARDimmiO

a

Leonard Pennario?
By recording his exciting performances of both the duo
parts. in perfect rapport and synchronization. Hear
the dynamic duets that result. Waltzes by Chopin,
Strauss, Arensky, and Brahms... marches and folk

dance themes by Dcoilík, Grieg, Benjamin, and
Pennario himself...on the ('two pianos" of Pennario.

SP 8517 (Full Dimensional Stereo) or P 8517 (mono)

Mulligan's, the Miles Davis 1949 nonet, or
Gene Krupa s 1945 trio -:my more than
Glen Gray can reproduce their big -band
counterparts. Yet unlike the big bands,
which have been aped extensively on records, the small bands have been all but ignored. It is refreshing to hear this reminder
of some of their sprightly qualities.
Booker Pittman: "Tice Fabulous Booker
Pittman." Musidisc 6006, 53.98 (LP):
16006, 54.98 (SD).
Besides hailing Pittman as "labulous" in its
Sotitle, this disc is subtitled "The No.
prano Sax in the World." This puts Pittman
in a very unfair light, for he is neither. He is
a soprano saxophonist of limited scope a
pale derivative of Sidney Bechet. who wisely
does not try to cstcnd himself beyond his
small capacities. Even su, Ito is much better
than the routine, unidentified group svith
which he plays.
1

Django Reinhardt: "The Asst of Django
Reinhardt." Capitol TBO 10226. $7.9S
(Two Li').
Although several reissue LPs of Reinhardt's
work have appeared, this is the first collection that gives an adequate representation of
his playing. Two sides arc devoted to the
Quintet of the ilot Club of France, the
group with which Reinhardt nude his riante.
The remaining two sides contain a fascinating miscellany of Ixrformanccs with Rex
Stew :u t, Bat gev Bigaici,
Dickie Walls, and Big Boy
as a pair of raggedly played
tions. This set finalh tills ,I
the available discography of

Bill

C:ulklllaii,

Gaudie as well
hag -band selecglaring gap in
jazz.

Johnny Richards and His Orchestra: "Walk
Softly, Ron Wild." Coral 573(15, 53.98
(LP); 757305, $4.98 (SD).
Richards bas dote a good deal of writing for
Stan Kenton during the past twelve years,
and his composing and arranging for his own
band carry oscrtones of this relationship.
The essential Kenton sound is Itere, but
there is more air and light in the writing,
and the performances arc freer and looser.
Yet Richards does not entirely escape from
a Kentuuian aura of pretentiousness, particularly in the tempestuous original pieces
which make tip raw side of the disc. On the
other side Richards builds pleasant mood
pieces around sonic popular ballads. The
performances glisten with spit and polish.

Lem Winchester: "Winchester Special."
New Jazz 8223. 54.98 (LP).
Winchester. a sibist first unveiled to a wide
public at Newport in 1958, plays in a probing. rhythmic manner somewhere between
the contemplative !link oÌ milt Jackson and
Lionel Hampton's easy swing. He shares solo
space here with two equally wcli-onentcd
men, tenor saxophonist Benny Golvnn and
pianist Tommy- Flanagan. All three have
something to say and the ability to keep a
solo moving from point to point. This is a
highly professional recording, typified by the
way in which the group plays How Are
Thing/ in Glarca Morro with a trot' balladic
feeling based no a lightly swinging foundation in place of the deadly drag that is all too
customary for ballads.
JOAN S. WILSON

CIRCLF.
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BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES
desired effect. To cite a major example,
Solti's pace in the scherzo is certainly not
the quickest you %ill ever hear, but it gives a
feeling of speed while -unlike the usual fast
performance
permits the breadth of the
phrases to register as forcefully as their sense

-it

of motion.
Solti takes the first movement repeat,
a practice I am coming to admire, but which
necessitates a break in the second movement.
(Other sets have this same disadvantage with
no compensating interest.) 1 got around this
drawback by making a tape copy of the disc.
The Walter sound is as bright, but not
as rich, as that from Vienna, and his perfotmance is more decisively rhythmic in
feeling. It is an excellent orthodox account
of the score without the first movement repeat but with the slow movement intact
on the A side. Waiter manages to give full
respect to Beethoven's markings without a
sense of dreary dedication, and he produces
some very exciting effects that, at times,
surpass Sold's. The result, therefore, is a
strong edition which deserves respect.
The next three sets are all interesting but
present specialized approaches that will probably please one only to the degree that the
listener finds their outlook congenial.
Keilbertb "veers to majesty, to Olympian
contemplation," to borrow phrases from a
l3eethovenian colleague. It is a performance
in terms of very spacious outlines, seeking
grandeur rather than excitement and managing at its best to produce both. At $2.98 it is
a very good buy. Here too the second movement is divided between sides.
Seberchcn plays the repeat in the opening
movement, which again necessitates a break
in the second, and the quality of the recorded sound here is only average. Neither
of these matters is nearly as important, however, as the quality of his performanceits speed, freedom from rhetoric, and lightness of texture. This is a highly unorthodox
reading that is remarkably convincing.
The exceptionally well -engineered Munch
edition, apart from a fine account of the
second movement (again divided) is fedora
in manner, brilliantly hard- driving in effect.
It is, unfortunately, lacking in the deeper
substance of the music.
The four final sets, all fairly orthodox in
their approach and satisfying in concept and
execution, contribute little not heard before.
Monophonically, Klemperer is dominant
on Angel 35328 and there is an excellent
Toscanini recording (from his final season)
newly issued on RCA Victor LM 2387.
Kleiber's edition on Richmond 19051 is an
outstanding buy for $1,98. The older
APRIL 1960

Beecham, Ivlarkcvach, Reiner, and Von
Karajan sets are also of continuing interest.
-G. Solti, Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
LONDON CS 6145. $4.98.
-B. Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
COLUMSC,t MS 6036. $5.98.
Keilberth, Hamburg State Philharmonic

-J.
Orch. TE.t$FUr'KEN 18003. $2.98.
-H. Scherchen, Vienna State Opera Orch.

WasrattNsrax WST 14045. $5.98,
-C. Munch, Boston Symphony Orch. RCA
Vtcroa LSC 2233. $5.98.
-G. Szell, Cleveland Orch. Eric BC 1001.
$5.98.

-A.

Doran, Minneapolis Symphony Ord..

MERCURY SR. 90011. $5.95.

--Cr. Hurst, Royal Danish Orch.

FORUM

SF

70017. $2.98.

-A. Boult, Philharmonic Promenade Orda.
Va.teoo&ao 1ìS 1012 (with Coriolan overture. $5.95.
Symphony No. 4, in B flat, Op. 60 (3
stereo versions)
Written in 1806, midway in the work on
its more famous successor in the chronology,
the Fourth was first played the year following. It was not particularly successful
even such people as Weber failed to grasp
its unique charm. i am inclined to think that
the premiere performance must have been a
pretty bad one.
Of the three stereo versions, all acceptable,
the Ansermet is plainly the best. He finds,
invariably, the elusive rightness in tempo,
the exact means to an effective transition,
and the proper clarity and balance. The engineering defect of strings sometimes too ample in relation to the whole is not serious
in the light of greater merits.
The Walter set is equally sensitive to the
requirements of the score, his results, however, are somewhat less forceful than Ansermet's. The problem here is weaker registra tion of the orchestral lines, and the ensemble
quality, by comparison. lacks strength. The
sonically better Keilberth disc lacks the
grace of the other two, particularly in the
introduction to the opening movement.
Monophonically, the best buy is Solti's excellent recording on Richmond 19033. The
Walter set is, of course, available in mono,
as is a fine version by Scherchen.
-E. Ansemet, Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande. LorzooN CS 6070 (with Carrolaa
overture). $4.98.
-B. Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
Conrimata MS 6055 (with Sym. No. 5).

-

$5.98.

e,

ROBERT

C.MAIM

---J. Keilberth, Hamburg State Philharmonic
Orch. TBLEFUrntcrtu TCS 18024. $2.98.

Symphony No. 5, ist C minor, Op. 67
(i 4 stereo versions)
The Beethoven Fifth is a universal classic
which has penetrated our society so thoroughly that, whether or not an individual
wants to hear it. there is no resistance to the
idea of its greatness. It is not surprising
to find that such a composition took even a
Beethoven four years of work. The earliest
sketches for the Fifth date from 1804,
immediately after the Eroica. The manuscript apparently was completed about the
same time as the Pastoral, with which it was
first presented in December 1808.
The Fifth is not so much a short symphony
as a wonderfully compressed one. Its opening
bars release a thematic and rhythmic figure
that may be fate knockang at the door.
V- for -victory, or what you will, but musically are little short of perpetual motion.
The symphony is not built up from those
four notes, since-as Weingartner demonstrated in his treatise On the Perform/mar of
the Beethoven Symphonies--the four notes
are never a unit unto themselves but the
germinal point from which Beethoven develops the most miraculous successions of
ideas. A conductor who pounds away at
dah- dah -dah DAH and misses the flowing
energy of the work is undeserving of praise.
The surprising thing is how few really
satisfactory Fifths we have now or ever had
in the past. It takes only a rehearing of the
monumental Furtwángler- Berlin Philharmanic recording from 1937 to make the
majority of the present editions sound like
the work of precocious children. Of the cur ready available versions, after two afternoons with fourteen stereo sets, I was ready
to forget them all and go back to the
all candor, the
Klemperer monophonic
finest performance currently available.
The Fifth contains a double bar at the
close of the exposition, and any conductor
who fails to respect this repeat distorts the
form of the opening movement by seriously
curtailing the length of the exposition io
relation to what follows. Since nine of the
fourteen stereo editions make the repeat, we
have plenty to choose from even if we cast
the nonrepcaters collectively into limbo.
The problem then becomes one of finding a
congenial performance in reasonably faithful
stereo soaks. This, it turns out, is difficult.
Solti's edition is beautifully recorded and
projects a highly charged, martial point of
view that sacrifices breadth and contempla-
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non to the frenzy of a cavalry charge with
spirits high and sabers drawn. It is not the
Fifth as I prefer it. but it has movement
and fire, and one cannot hear it and remain
unresponsive although one's reaction may
he violent disagreement. Since Solti has
plainly secured exactly what he wanted. and
since the orchestra is marvelous and the
engineering the best of the lot, I give this
version first place -hut reluctantly. (Please
note my later comments on the new Jochum
set in this month's record reviews.)
Anscrinet's edition is marred by a somewhat calculated quality that manifests itself
from time to time; on the whole, though,
it is spontaneous. moving. and effective. The
recording is not up to the level of the
Vienna set. but it is entirely satisfactory.
If it were not for the cumulative force of
the Solti, this world be my first choicc in
stereo. and those who prefer a conservative
approach will find it more pleasing.
Prohaska's edition Is orthmlox, well recorded; if not a great performance, it is certainly a gor,d one, with energy and stylistic
authority not to be undervalued.
Although the Rciuer performance takes
time to warn up (the second statement of
the exposition is superior to the first, for example) and the recording is overly reverberant, it is a reading with strength and a
force of ensemble tone notably lacking in
many of It rivals. i wish. however, that
its rhythmic energy seemed Inc contrived.
Kcilbcrth otters au even stronger (and more
consistent) performance in the Central European rendition. In its slower pace and more
carefully shaped phrases you will find things
the faster versions miss. Tlie dram back here
is the recorded sound of the violins, which
can be unplrtant unless you have adequate
tone controls to improve things.
None of the next four sets in the accompanying listing really is competitive with
those already discussed.
Among the nonrepeatcrs, Walter is possibly the dupe of a recording director who
insisted that the performance be kept within
the dimensions of a single record surface.
He may also have been the victim of an
economy drive that provided him with echo
instead of a large enough orchestra. The results are north hearing hut a dictppointmcnt. The Rodzinski set was one of Westminster's earliest stereo productions and
show's' it, but the som=ewhat heavy performance is not at all a bad one. Goehr's non repeating set (for the Perfect label) is a bargain package and better recorded than his
other version, though still short of the mark.
The Schmidt is an acceptable. routine performance in coarse hot bright sound. An example of the earliest American stereo record., the Page set is IXIIII antiquated in its
engineering and musically mediocre.
Monophonically. there arc the Klemperer
on Angel 35329, a fine Kleiber edition on
London I.I. 912, and other good ones by
Jochuni. Szcll, and Von Karajan. There is a
good chance that Angel will in time issue the
1937 Furtwänglet. in its "Great Recordings
of the Century" series.
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Solti, Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
LoNrsoN CS 6092. $4.9S.
Ansermet, Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande. Li mrxis CS 6037. 54.98.
Prohaska, Vienna State Opera Orch.
VANGUARD S\'R 106 SD. 52.98.

-E.

-F.

-F.

Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orch.
RCA VICTOR LCS 2343 (with Coriolan overture). 55.9S.
-J. Kedbcrth, Hamburg State Philharmonic
Orch. TEt.ml i NICEN TCS 1S005. $2.98.
-L. :Maazel. Berlin Philharmonic Orch.
Decca DI. 7111006 (with Ovntrrrc for the
Consecration

-E.

of the House). 55.98.

Kleiner, Royal Danish Orch. Fonusi
SF 70014 (with Egmont overture). 52.98.
-\V. Gochr, Radio Frankfurt Orch. ilia'
Ileaminsv HS 11013 (with Fide/o overture)
$2.98.
Boule, Philharmonic Promenade Orch.

-A.

VANGUARD VSD 2003. 55.95.

-B.

Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
(with Sym. No. 4).

COLUMBIA MS 6055

85.98.

-.ii.

Rodzinski, Philharmonic -Symphony
Orch. of London. Wesrst NsTC.R WST 14001.
55.98.

Gochr, London Symphony Orch.
PS 15004 (with Egmont and
Coriolan overtures). $2.98.
-O. Schmidt. hamburg Symphony Orch.
Ro' lOLETTE SA 61. 52.49.
-W. Page, Bruton Festival Orel. RONDO
PERFECT

s-r 509.

$4.98.

Symphony No. 6, in F, Op. 68 ("Pastoral") (8 stereo versions)
This work. called by l'ovev "a perfect classical symphony," was written in 1807 -0S
while the Fifth was being completed. The
concert at which the two were given their
picmicres together must have struck its
audience as being of almost intolerable richness. The Pastoral is dearly the most popular
of the even -numbered members of the Nine,
and, one should add, for ample reason.
Three points of view arc found among
the recordings available in stereo. The
Klemperer is faultless in its classicism. yet
better able thou any of the others to unbend
and make the most of Beethoven's joke with
the village musicians. The gentrïdich approach as managed with radiant lyricism by
Walter. and with lesser success by Monteux,
Dorati, and Boult.
Stokowski indulges in a pastoral rhapsody.
conveyed in the historically howl taut but
sonically faded recording made in the mid Thirties for the sound track of Fantasia.
Documentary importance is all that can be
claimed for this version, which is further
disqualified by cuts.
Scherchcn attempts classicism but achieves
only chilling detachment, and something
ghastly has happened to the tape of his performance. The Hurst, marred by a lack of
strong middle registers and muddy ensemble
in the climaxes, is a pleasantly safe reading

with some good playing,,.
Norte of the sets has a really powerful
storm; Walter and Klemperer come as
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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close to ut as any-. The listener will have to
decide whether it is the classical or the bucolic countryside he wants and choose letswecn them. Alan who really love this work
still want both.
Monophonically, the Toscanini edition,
RCA Victor 1.M 1755. is probably a greater
performance than any of the stereo sets
and is likely to be unmatched in its statement of the classical approach. The Cluytens,
Klcler, SzeIl, and Von Karajan editions are
all strongly competitive; the monophonic
versions of the Walter and Klemperer can
also more than hold their place in this
company.
B. Walter. Columbia Symphony Orch.
cot.u.mts MS 6012. $5.98.
-O. Klemperer, Phlharmonia Orch. ANcEI.
S

35711. $5.98.

1

-P.

Monteux, Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
RCA Vic ION LSC 2316. $5.98.
-A. !) orati, Vienna Symphony Orch. Efitc
BC 1038. 55.98.
-A. Boula, Philharmonic Promenade Orch.
VASGIARD

-G.

\'SI)

2004. 55.95.

Hurst, Royal Danish Orch. FORUM

SI: 70018. 52.98.
Scherchen. Vienna State Opera Orch.
\ViSrsmINSri,t \CSI' 14049. $5.98.
Stukoss ski. Philadelphia Orch. DISNEYLAND S 4101 C. 54.98.

-I..

Symphony No. 7, in A, Op. 92 (8
stereo versions)
Written in I81I -12 and first played in December of the following year (on a program
an the hall of the L'niversity. of Vienna that
included IVrl(inglon'i Victory). the 13cc.
thriven Seventh is probably the conapx,scr's
most popular work after the C minor
symphony. You nasty. if you like, think of it
in terms of Wagner's "apotheosis of the
dance." or you can amuse yourself by reading some of the programs that have been
written after the fact to account for its consuming px,svcr. The truth is that the score is
inexhaustible and no single charactcriza
bon can du it even partial justice.
Genuinely distinguished recordings of
the Seventh are surprisingly uncommon
when we consider the frequency with which
the work is committed to discs. The usual
failure is to turn it into a vehicle for orchestral or conductorial virtuosity and race it
ragged; the next most common hazard is the
opposite fault -the poky, overly solemn
reading that never comes to life.
'l'he unusual aspect of the current Seventh
listings as the presence of two striking new
editions produced by the saute orchestra and
engineers within a matter of a few weeks.
Both arc market by the superlative ensemble
playing and the exceptional sound we are
beginning to take for granted in the Vienna
I'hilharmonic's work for London, but the
performances feflcet the quite dal ereilt
musical outlooks of their respective conductors, Solti and Von Karajan. These dillcrcnces even carry over into the aluality of the
ensemble, which has a transparency and brilliance for Solti and a richer but less clearx114,

cut blending of voices under Von Karajan.
)'here is a perfectly goxl argument for
acquiring both these sets, since they contrast so effectively. My own preference goes
to Solti, whose more intense and rhvthinitally firm performance has a cumulative
effect that Karajan cannot match for raall the
opulent tonal quality he provides. Other
listeners may choose differently.
Tlic sound of the Walter set, acceptable
enough 1f heard by itself, cannot stand direct
comparison with either of the Vienna edi
tions. The perh,ntnnce, however. is an interesting one. ccnnbining dynamic urgency
with appreciation of the lyric. element and of
Beethoven's dramatic use of contrasts.
Walter takes a familiar Central European
view and plays the slow movement as a quasi funeral march, an approach
do not share
but ant delighted to have documented by a
conductor of his authority. Elsewhere there
is abundant energy, always thoroughly con trolled. and Walter's final movement is superior to tither Sul ti's or Karajan's.
Steinlerg's performance is one of persuasive orthodoxy. establishing a sure rhythmic
movement at the outset and proceeding
without surprises or disappointments to the
final bar. It has clarity, drive, and excitement. The sonics arc those of the middle
of the hall. with the orchestral sound softened
by distance, yet retaining acceptable force.
This edition is the best of the earlier SI)s.
Reiner's version was one of Victor's first
stereo successes and is solidly rewarding. In
contrast with its rivals, however, the pulse
of the music seems to be imposed from without rather than developed from within as
an integral part of the thematic material.
Listen. for example, to the opening bars,
which have .a static quality when thew should
convey a sense of motion.
The 13ölint performance tends to be stolid
:uul dull. lis fated weakness is in a lack of
steady pulse: the engineers !Hake things no
letter by altering the balances. In the
Cantelli sse have another early stereo disc,
today primarily of interest as a documentation of the conductor. The performance has
a firm singing quality and is quite worth haying: the engineering reproduces the resonant
spaces of the hall as capably as it adds depth
to the orchestra.
The salnc fault and many of the same merits arc found in the I3oult edition, with its
long, unfolding lyric line and lovely nuances that may reflect the lingering influences of Sir Adrian's master in the art, the
great :\rtur Nikisch. The repeat in the
scherzo at liar 149 is unique and worth noting. Students of interpretation will continue
to admire this set.
Monophonically, both the Walter and
Karajan arc rtconamendcd. The Steinberg
becomes noncompetitive because of :a poor
single- ehannc! truts1cr. Of the monophonic only editions, the Klenap erer, Angel 35330, is
outstanding among a number of good ones.
'The old Von Karajan set is, to my taste, a
better reading of the score than the new one,
and the Cluvtcns, jochuni, and Kleiler editions are all of merit. Finally, as a remarkable
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buy, there is clic Toscanini performance on
Camden, his greatest achievement with this
music and worth ß1.98 of anybody's money
for its marvelous force, despite the limita-
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greatest swing organ ever. Available
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Boult, Philharmonic Promenade Orch.
VSI) 2005. $5.98.
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Written simultaneously with the Seventh,
Beethoven's second symphony in the key of
F completed a pair of scores marking his
return to the form after a lapse of three
years. A third work was contemplated so
that the 1804 -08 trio might be matched
by (say) an 1811 -15 series. but all s e know
of the unwritten score is i ts intended tonality
of D, the same as that of the Ninth Symphony of 1822_24.
Interpretative approaches to the Eighth
can be identified as the large -scale (or "second Seventh ") point of view and the small.
scaled "na/:er.laughter" outlook. I favor
the former. though in the right hands thc
alternative can be persuasive.
13y far the greatest Eighth available today
is Klcmpercr's. a performance of majesty
and strength that grows in statt:rc with each
rehearing. Unfortunately the two-channel
version is virtually a catalogue of thc flaws
of EMI's stereo engineering, and it must
be rejected in that form. whatever heartbreak that renouncement may entail. (!n
case you're wondering. it doesn't break
my heart al all. Giving up stereo is no hardship when the pwrformancc warrants it.)
\\'ith Klenmperer out of the running there
remain four editions that arc acceptable examples of stereo engineering. Two of these,
however, are hampered by the omission of
the firstmovement repent. As in the case of
the Fifth, ant going to he bearish about
this. The repeat is necessary for the proper
balance of the movement. and conductors
and recording directors ought to include it.
This leaves us with Keilbcrth and ¡odium.
Moth performances are excellent examples
of their respective type -the Keilbcrth
sweeping. large- scaled, and dynamic: the
lochum radiantly lyric and <lancing -and
both arc acceptably recorded. The strings of
Kcilbcrth's orchestra, however. have a steel.
like polish that only careful manipulations of
tone controls can turn into something more
1

9

2120 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, l/l.
CIRCLE

Steinberg, Pittsburgh Symphony
Orch. C.srtroi. SP 839S. $5.98.
F. Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orch.
RCA VIcrI R ESC 1991 (with Fidclio over turc). S5.98.
-K. 138hm. Berlin Philharmonic Orth.
Deccas DGS 712005 (with Coriolan overture). 55.98.
-G. Cantelli, Philharntnnia Orch. ANGEL S

Symphony No. 8, in F, Op. 93 (5
stereo versions)

1n11:.s
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MS 6082. $5.98.

-W.

VANGUARD

.,
CIRCLE

Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.

COLUNIaIA

-A.

uu r

nr plwn.

-B.

35620. 55.98.

Kabuki
Samisen (see album)
Ichi.ban!
ST 1345 (Stereo)

liri.

tions of 1936 sonies.
-G. Solti, Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
Lar:ooN CS 6093. $4.98.
-U. von Karajan. Vienna Philharmonic
Orch. RC:\ VICroa LDS 2348. $5.98.
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pleasing. and the registration of the winds is
weak. If sound is of prime importance, the
Jochum is worth the extra three dollars.
The Walter and Munch sets suffer from
the omission of the repeat and have the disadvantage of being hung as appendices on

albums of the Ninth. Walter's performance
is an attractive one. unique for its glow of
Viennese humor and for the romantic, even
sentimental, blush of emotion ut communicates. Munch. in contrast, is all fire and drive,
and his version is a compelling case for that
interpretative approach. For sheer excitement it approaches the old Toscanini edition.
Monophonically, the Klemperer is on
Angel 35657 and Toscanini's thrilling per
formancc on RCA Victor l.MM 1757. The
Schcrchen. available in several couplings,
also remains in the top grade. The mono.
phonic /odium, Decca DGM 12025, is
another good one.

-J. Kcilberth, Hamburg State Philharmonic
Orch.

'l'Er.EECNICF-n

'ICS

18004

(with Sym.

No. I). 52.98.

-E.

/odium, Berlin Philharmonic Orch.
DGS 712025 (with Sym. No. I).

DEC:cA

$5.98.

--B. Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.
Ccn.tytnrA NUS 608 (Kith

S ut.

Nu. 9).

511.98.

-C.

Munch, Boston Symphony Orch.
RCA Vicrnrl 1SC 6066 (with Sym. No. 9).
511.96.

-O.

S

Klemperer, Philharmonia Orch.
35657 (with Sym. No. I). 55.98.

A\-

Symphony No. 9, in D minor, Op.
125 ( "Choral ") (6 stereo versions)
The Ninth is the only symphony from Beethoven's late period, and his sketches for it
in 1822 marked a return to the form after

lapse of a decade. Its first performance, in
May of 1829, came just a little more than
twelve years after the premiere of the
Eighth. Despite its supreme place among
his instrumental works, the Ninth has reccivecl kw really successful recordings. Until
the high- lidclitr era its demands were simply
too great for any engineer or conductor to
overcome on cdiscs, and none of the older
sets even approximates the effect of the
work in a hall.
Sterco appears to be the answer, but one
must report with some sadness that at present
not a single stereo edition of the score can be
recommended without sonic reservations.
Klempercr's performance is clearly a
a

great one I-ic has at his disposal a superb
orchestra and choir and fwtr excellent solo ¡OS. So far all is above reproach. but coin plications now ensue. This is not a performance that everyone will accept with equal
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grace. As evidence at hand we have thc dissenting voice of Mr. John M. Conly, who
dislikes the "churchly air" of thc proceedings. "The Ninth," he insists, "is not an
an act of worship. it is a battle order."
Plainly it is both: an act of worship to
Klcmpercr and a call to battle for Coolyand for Toccanini, whose edition he favors.
Moreover, this is thc least noticeably
stereophonic Of the six stereo versions listed
here. Actually, once you become aware that
the stereo masters must be played at considerably higher volume level than the
monophonic, the differences in balance and
perspective between the two become relatively unimportant, though the spaciousness
of the stereo still registers. If you want

pronounced "stereo effect." however, other
editions produce it more forcefully.
If your idea of the Ninth is that found in
the Tosca nini set, you had better stick with
it, imperfectly recorded as it is, or try one of
the sets discussed below as an acceptable
stereo alternate. If you arc stilling to see the
Ninth in a different light, particularly if the
now deleted Purttringler edition made a
special appeal, hear the Kiemperer. If its
reverent interpretative approach proves
congenial, your problems are solved.
Let's assume that you want a more energetic reading than Klemperer provides.
Nonc of the live remaining sets is perfect,
and it turns out that cost is no evidence of
quality. Schucchtcr, whom you may never
have heard of before, provides for SS.95 a
Ninth that, everything considered, is as fair
a balance of ingredients as you can find
currently. This is a performance based upon
the resources of a German radio network and
making use of a fine staff orchestra and chorus. a conductor of unquestionable capahil
ity, and soloists who sing with convictii:t
and arc able to <Io justice to their music.
Technically. the recording shows the skill of
an outstanding ronnxi ;ter, Dr. Erich H.
Bcunnann.:and the use of first -class equipment: the recorded sound is considerably
better than that of the majority of its rivals.
The vigorous and deeply Ich Fricsay edition provides the finest group of soloists
that has prolxibly ever been recorded in
This work. If the recorded sound had not
been marred by errors in balance, lack of
firm middle registers. and other irritating
shortcomings, this could have been a brilliant
set. As things arc, this is a Ninth that deserves
a reasonable amount of admiration but is
likely to be sin p ssed bchnc too long.
The remaining three versions all demand
compromises which, in the first two cases,
seem excessive in ternis of price and of
the performers' reputations.
The three initial movements of the Walter
set are on a par with the balance of his
complete edition, hut the finale, especially
as heard in stereo, is a typical studio product
in which an acoustically dead environment
has been dressed up with fake echo. (The
pre-production material on winch I based my
original review of this recording was considerably more pleasing.) As for the performance, it is shortsighted to call it anything
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than a fine one and perhaps ungracious to
demand more from a elan Of eighty-three,
but Walter has donc better in the past. :\
careful compxsison with the finale of the
1953 recording now convinces me that the
earlier Version cas a more forceful statement
of the music and that the Carnegie Hall recording it received is still quite acceptable
to the discriminating Car.
Any performance of the Ninth in which
the scherzo emerges as the most powerful
movement can be regarded as seriously lack
ing. This is what happens with the \ttneh,
\liich. furthermore, has a arak chorus in
the finale and iso inclfectivr orale u)potsts.
The engineering, although not perfect. is
really the strongest element in the ?Munch
set, but you coi go only no far on the basis of
sound. Only those who want to be called to
battle in the most urgent of voices will be
happy with this performance.
Jergen's economy- priced edition has atrocious soloists and a lackluster choir. but the
engineering holds tip surprisingly %yell with
its cx)ensive rivals. and the performance k
not at all a bad one. For practically the some
(money. however. the Schuechtcr is a better
ICS

buy.

\IonophanicallV there is. of course. the
Toscanini, RC.\ Victor 1. \4 6009: and even if
it betrays its age, the sound is still more than
adequate to carry the force of a great performance. Walter's older version k on Co.
Imnbia MI. 5200, and worth having for
the final movement alone. Kleibcr. Scher chen. and Von K;uajan are still represented
by editions that contain musical achievements equal to all the newer sets except the
Klemperer -which is just about as fine
monophonicdly as it is in stereo.
-O. Klemperer, Philharmonic Orch. (with
A. Nordino- I£vbcrg, C. Ludwig. W.
KinìntI, II. Hotter. and philharmonic
Chorus). ANGEL. S 3577 B (with Incidental
Music to Egmont). SI 1.94.
\\'. Schucch ter. Nord Detaches Symphony
Orch. (with I I. Monti. \4. yon I.tszny, F.

Beethoven by
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"a master conductor"

"un enormously rich recording"
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flat Major

(Op. 55)
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Mono CM9032
(to be released)

Stereo CS614S

Symphony No.

S

In

C

Mono CM9011

Stereo CS6092

-

Gueden, K. Ansbacher, and Norddeutscher
Opera Chorus). Sri:NEO- FIDELITY CC 202.

superbly recorded."

-l'.
$5.95. Pricsty,

Smphony No. 5 In

Berlin Philharmonic (rch.

(with I. Sccfricd, M. Forrester. F. llälligcr,
D. Fischer- 1)icskau, and Choir of St. /ledwig's Cathedral). DEcc% DNB 7157 (with
Egmont and l.ronorr No. 3 overtures).
$11.94.

-B.

Walter, Columbia Symphony Orch.

7

in

A

Major (Op. 92)
Mono CM9012

Stereo CS6093

.

...

C

Minor (Op. 61)

Stereo CS6037
Symphony No. 4 in

B

Flat Major (Op. 60)

Coriolan Overture (Op. 62)

Stereo CS6070
Symphony No. 6 in
(

F

Major (Op. 66)

"Pastoral "). Prometheus Overture

(Op. 43)

Stereo CS6160

8). 511.98.

Soon to be released

(with
L. Price, M. Forrester. D. Polcri, G. Tozzi.

Symphony No. 9

and New England Conservatory Chorus).
RC.A Vu:rots LSC 6066 (with Sym. No. 8).
$11.96.
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-C. Munch, Boston Symphony Orch.
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539 W. 2S,h Sr.. N. Y.

I. N.

Icrgcns, North German Philharmonic
Symphony Society Orel). and Chorus (with
L. Foster, H. Abd, R. Sommerfeld. and I I.
Hagenau). Ros:ooLEnr. SA 126/7. $4.98.
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ha4 FLEXIBILITY with

SIMPLICITY

Maximum enjoyment in stereophonic reproduction is dictated by
adequate control flexibility in a Stereo preamplifier. Maximum
facilities, with simplicity of operation, has been carefully engineered in the design of the McIntosh C20 Stereo Compensator.
Stereo reproduction excellence and superior monophonic were
design requirements used to give even the keenest listener
the finest result.

Mc lntosh
vOIVNI

rio
.

aI
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i
The C20 has conservatively modern beauty, and utilitarian design that compliments not only the decor of
your home but also your good taste. The lustrous, soft glow lighted panel permits easy viewing from your favorite listening
position. The cleanness of gleaming brass and black fits any decorator scheme. For unparalleled performance and beauty compare
the McIntosh C20 at your franchised McIntosh dealer's showroom.
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Tape D
Reviewed by
The following reviews are of 4 -track
7.5 -ips stereo tapes in normal reel form.

BERLIOZ: Grande :\lesse des Morts, Op.
4 ( "Requiem ")
David Lloyd. tenor: Hartford Symphony
Chorale. Ilartt Schola Cantorum. and
Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Mahler. cond.
V.1NnUARn
min. $11.95.
I

VTP

(twin -pack).

78

opportunity ro

re-

1610

had hoped that this

evaluate the first Berlioz Requiem to appear in stereo might reveal more positive
virtues than the few I could find in its
stereo disc release. But while it is better
processed here than in the relatively early
stereo disc cra pressings. and while the

present more pronounced channel differentiations endow it with braider sonic per
spcctivcs, the performance itself can be
praised only for its good intentions. It is
hoped that the four track tale repertory
will speedily represent the heaven -storming
Requiem far more adequately.

BIZET: Gerne,,: Suite
t Ravel: Bolero
Hampshire Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Cyril Holloway, cond.
Tt:rscran TT 409. 26 min. $4.98.
Here is clean and brilliant sound, with well marked channel differentiations and yet a
line natural over -all blend and balance. The
"Hampshire Philharmonic,' to be sure, is
scarcely large -and its woxlwìnd soloists
scarcely polished -enough for a top -ranking
Bolero, but this clean -cut, brisk, and wellorganized 1xrformance avoids many of the
interpretative sins of far better- known conductors. Furthermore, the Carmen Suite

R. D. DARRELL

Modulated at

a much more reasonable lescl
the recent Design /Stereo -Spectrum
disc, the 'l'elcetro tape is also notably
sweeter sonically, and boasts better frequency-extremes equilibrium as well as more
distinctively differentiated stcrcoism. I can
now recommeml the program unqualifiedly
as one of the best introluctinns to Porgy and
lùss available at any price. and one exceptionally praiseworthy for its avoidance
Of rescorings :und interpretative affectations.
I mention Decca's Davis -McRae program
only for the contrasts it affords and as a not
untypical example of %shat most present day singers and arrangers seem to Ixliese
is necessary to update Gershwin's music
for contemporary popular tastes. This ton
is well recorded, if with considerably harder
and less attractive tonal qualities: but while
both Davis and McRae arc skilled performers, they seem self conscuiusl mannered and
unconvincing here -indeed they hardly
could be expected. given such tasteless
and ineffectual arrangements to work with,
to sound otherwise.

than

GROFE: Grand Canyon Suite
Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra,
stad. cored.

'l'.csunckc SMS

S 21.

32

()kin Fjcldnun.

$8.95.

This is apparently the same recording which
first appeared a year or so ago in Camden
LP and Si) versions. l'ho unexaggerated
stcrcoism of the taping transparently reveals lyrical and warmly colored orchestral
playing. but the pleasantest surprise is
Fjeldstad's genuine affinity for American
idioms. Ile not only avoids the ovcrintcnsity
and the preoccupation with sound effects of

heard makes the ovcrfamili:; Grand
Suite sound more freshly engaging
musically and pictorially attractive.

Canton

-or

more

STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka; The Rile of
Spring
Orchestre dc la Suisse Romande. Ernest
:\nsernct, cond.
LONDON LCK 80006 (twin- pack).
6S
min. $11.95.

By happy chance. the first of the Lon cion /Ampex tape releases to reach nie
is a pairing of old friends: the third (1953)
edition of Ansermct's world -acclaimed
PBrotrchl(a and the second (also 1958) of
his more controversial Sacra. There is nothing nest that can be said about such well known and widely discussed performances
(except perhaps that this Sacre, if not as
poetic or as exciting as some others, is
surely inferior to none in the superb lucidity with which every intricate detail in
the score is brought to life). And the recordings themselves have been so well proxy
eased in stereo disc form that the ong
awaited tapings merely confirm previous
evaluations of their merits. What tape does
uniquely provide. however. is a just Ixrceptibly sweeter high end. more solid midand low ranges. and mon: precise stereo
localizations -plus, of course, the advantage
of continued replaying% without the gradual
quality deteriorations which even the hest of
disc playback equipment can only minimize.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Su an Lake,

Op.

20

(excerpts)

(properly confined to the Prelude. "La
Garde monranrc." and three entr'actes) is
one of the best relatively Siliall.SIZCd orchestral versions I know, both in its sondes
and in Holloway's precisely controlled, cxpressive, and zestful readings.

Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LoNnox LCK 80028 (twin- pack). 82
min. $11.95.

Although the other two ballets in Anscrmet's Tc aikovsky trio arc more nearly
complete than this substantially cut I)ngoPetipa Swan Lake edition. and although the

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess (excerpts)
Margaret Tyne's, I.cvcrn Hutcherson. and
Avon long: Orchestra. Warren Edward
Vincent. cond.
li.LI-.CTMO TT 411. 27 min.
$4.98.

performance and recording qualities are
uniformly opulent throughout the series.
this tape confirms my earlier impression
that the more cxtrovertal and flamboyant
music of Swan Lake is best of all suited to
:\nscnnct's high -voltage interpretation. I
had feared that the thrilling experience of
first hearing this recording adequately reproduced might be diluted by familiarity,

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess (excerpts)
Sammy Davis, Ir.. Carmen McRae, and
hornpsoi Sitnge's; Orchestra,
die Bill
lack Plcis, Buddy Bregman, and Morny
Stevens, tonds.
38 min.
$7.95.
DECCA ST 7 3854.

which many American conductors are guilty,
but he makes far more of the work's atmospheric qualities. Other recorded performances are more dazzling. but none I've

i

Ansermet: lape confirms his triumphs.

Continued on

lint page
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TAPE DECK
Continued front preceding page
again via tale proves to
cvcn more rewarding.
The technical difercnces arc slight
enough. to be sure, but keen can cannot
miss the subtle refinements in sonic purity
and channel differentiation. Nor, it must be
conceded. can those came cars deny that.
when the slightly less heavily modulated
tape is reproduced :n the saine concert
level as the stereo discs, the latter Isotst
even Icsss background noise. Of course the
present music seldom is soft enough for
this co be even noticeable -and in any case
the disc: superiority in this respect is sere
to be lost in time as the latter inevitably
develop signs of wear. Yet es en sehen the
disc surfaces arc wholly immaculate, the
(perhaps infinitesimally) purer and more
substantial tape sonies make the newest
edition my onn choice. but the vital con sideration is that :Snscrmct's Swart Lake, in
either .medium. is a work not to be missed:
on tare. as on discs, it is a triumph of
matched musical and technological genius.

but listening to it
Ise

Taudberq
'RECORDS
PLAYS

-TRACK STEREO
with lowest distortion 4

surpassing critical
professional standards!

MUSIC SOUNDS BEST en the TANDBERG

3-speed. 4-track recorder. It embodies
in a lightweight (27 lb.) compact chassis.
a Sound system teat literally meets and
surpasses critical professional broadcast

requirements.

SENSITIVITY
On microphone. 0.0015
or phone, 0075 volt.

volt.; on radio

DYNAMIC RANGE
Effortlessly recoris and reproduces the
full range of the symphonic orchestra.
Frequency resporse: 3016,000 cps
2 db

FIDELITY
Distortion only 8 10 of 1% at 1 volt out
put. Hum and noise inaudible: 55 db be
low maximum recording level. Wow and
flutter, 0.1% rms. Crosstalk, 60 db
down.

PRECISION
Microscope-assembled, multi laminar
heads. Low friction precision drive with
1,5

oz

tape tension.

OTHER FEATURES A..tomatic tape lifters

cators

2

volume Ind

Cathode follower outputs

Automatic cutoff.
As a self-contained stereo sound system.
or combined with other components, the
Tandberg 5 converts your living room
into "a sound studio in a small space"
Clock counter

Write for brochure.
Dept.

$419.50

wan Model 241 tape prtamoi,fier

Box 171, Pelham, N. Y.

ANDERSON: ":Hasic of Leroy Anderson"

Mk

of the ¡mall, Dine
Syncopated Clock,
-.tango, Fiddle- F'adrllc, Penny-Whistle Song,
Serenata, Sleigh Ridr, Forgotten Dreads,
Firn Day of Spring, Song of the Dell;, SandPaper Dallen, Sarabande.
Royal Farnsworth Symphony "Pops" Or.
iestra. Warren Edward Vincent, cond.
TLLECTRO TI 408. 37 min. 54.98.

BURP!
Beg pardon for being impolite, but
Spike Joncs does burp...in stereo,
too! Hear a pistol shot race across

the room! The most spectacular
stereo sounds ever in one album.
And there's Spike Jones' humor too
-for all the family. Ask for B/WS
1332.

,50
a
$pookha4ar
in Scferntn9 Sound
Me first name in sound

WARNER BROS. RECORDS
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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first encounter with Tcicctrosomc Corporation's 'felcctro -Tapes proved to be a
real eye and ear opener. I looked inerceulotdy at the list price. Inn it was unmistakably S4.9ß- -which fur a 311- to -Ominute stereo tape reel is not only directly

competitive with most light classical and
popular stereo discs, hut is perhaps even
more of an 'newt:s a to begin a recorded
tape collection than the doublciength
"tsvinpack" releases which offer the eyuiva
lent of torn STh at the tatters' came, or an
even loner. price. And that this has been
achieved with no relaxation of technical
standards is not only immediately evident
to one's cars, but in the present case is subject to a fascinating cross- check. For this
proves to be the same recorded program
(minus only the previotislc included but
unlisted Plink. Plank, Plunk) as a T:mdbcrg/STiS release under the somewhat misleading tide of "Leroy Anderson Presents."
The "Royal Farnsworth" orchestra may
be a somewhat apocryphal credit, but at
least we know the actual conductor and
that the original recording seas macle for
Design. which issued a stereo disc sercian.
Listening to the new take edition also proves
that the original recording is actually much
Brighter and more vividdy stercoistic than
it serried in the lowerlevcl earlier tape
processing. One now appreciates much
better the crisp playing, as well as relishes
even more the conductor's insights into
these jeux d'esprit. Afisattributing those
insights (in the earlier edition) to the can
poser himself was a far from unreasonable
error, for if Vincent is less virtuoso than

101 Strings interpret

the musical Soul of
Spain on this exciting
new STEREO TAPE by

bel canto

Hear it on 2 -track or 4track reel -to -reel or new
tape cartridges. Write for

Catalog R of over
Bel Canto releases.

100

Bel Canto Stereophonic Recordings
subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
1977 -1985 McAllister Avenue
COLUMBUS, OHIO

CIRCLE 20 ON ItEADEIt-SERVICE. CARD
I-ltctt FIDELITY MAGAZINE

CIRCLE 90 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
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DAVID CARROLL
ANO MrY
OHCMCGTHa,

LET'S
DANCE

AGAZAT:

Fiedler and Fennell in their celebrated
Anderson releases, the Inure relayed grace
and verse of his readings arc a very close
n)atch of. \nder.on's ossn.

n,

TAPING YOUR
FAVORITE FM

PROGRAMS?

"Descry Rides Again." Original Cast Rccotdulg. I)ccct ST7 9075. 49 min., $7.95.
What I trust is only the first of many Decca
Broadscaycast releases to appear on tape is
Very wcicom)e. the mostly brash hot music
and its uninhibited performers can surely

r
Snits

r

Neural

60152

7NT1

I IANAB OUTI'AU SIC

does it again!

Another trend -setting album by
soundmaster David Carroll! Here

again, as in the original best- selling
"Let's Dance ", he endows the popular song with a new vitality and
stature.
Listen for the unique harmonies
and instrumental "dialogues" in
"Pretty Baby ", "Soft Shoe Song ",

"Adios ", "Swampfire", "Play
Simple Melody ", many more.

The New Sound of Leisure
best

a

-

interpreted
on
MEICURT RECORO COIPORATIRN

CIIR:LE

74 ON

CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS

RFADBIt -SEWS ICE: CARD

TWO JEWELS
to enhance your listening pleasure

5V411C master
and your DIAMOND NEEDLE

be relished here almost as well as on the
stage llsclf--esheclally Jack Prince's jaunty
lloop -de- Dingle, Elizabeth \Watts's and the

"girls " amusing Respectability, the male
chorus' and a honky.tonk piano's rowdy
Every Once in a While. and star Dolores
Gray- 's sentimental ballad Thau Ring on the
Finger and swaggering scena Are You Rra!),
Gyp 1I'UUori? And lkcca deserves a special
%cord of praise for its inclusion (by no means
an invariable practice in tape releases) of the
full liner notes.

"Gershwin

in

Brass."

Jack Saunders, cond.
40 min., 57.95.

find that

Brass Ensemble,
Everest T4 1047,

tape release throws enmaster recording which
was done less than justice by its earlier disc
processing. Equable frequency Isalance and
the warm brilliance ssith which an enormous
variety of brass timbres are authentically
repraiuecd and dillereltinteri are certainly'
in es Menge here. In additicin. the channel
separation is letter in the taping, which
enables it to make more of the efkctiyc
antiphonal arrangements. The latter. to be
sure still sound overfancy (especially the
travesty of the Rhapsody in Blue), and some

Again

I

tirely new light on

a

a

of the readings do considerably less than
justice to their great tunes. But Harvey
Phillips' tuba solo in I Got p/rnty nj.Vothin',
the chromatic timpani glissandi in l Got
Rhythm, and the really %irtuos° trumpet
and trombone playing throughout nsake this
a sound fancier's delight.

"Gold Coast Saturday Night."

Saka

: \C-

His African Ensemble from
Ghana. Elcktra ETC 1503. 32 min., 57.95.
If of perhaps scant ethnic value. this mostly
popular Glance program is of far more
musical -and perhaps even documentaryinterest than most of the recent African
novelty and jazz recordings l'se encountered. As composer. arranger, and versatile
performer on drums. flute, and tenor sax,
\couaye is first of all a musical entertainer,
and one who inspires his sonic tcnman ensemble into consistently high.spirited per formances
recorded with crisp clarity
and wide dynamic range.
(suave and

The amazing STATICMASTER Record Brush
operates on a simple nuclear principle.
When the record Is brushed, a shower of

alpha particles neutralizes the static
charge. Soft laguar hair bristles provide
the enact degree of stillness to remove the
static free dust and lint from the record
grooves. A few circular sweeps of a rotat.
ing record make dust and lint vanish like
magic. STEREO AND MONAURAL RECORDS
SOUND BETTER AND LAST LONGER.
Buy STArICNASrERS from your total curdle dente,
r w order direct -sent posrpold -ssh with order.

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
'0173

E.

RUSH STREET. EL MONTE 1. CALIF

-all

/í

,-

_.

DEMAND

RCA

SOUND
TAPE

Proud of your hi -fi rig? Every component
carefully selected for top performance and
reliability? You owe it to yourself to
choose your magnetic recording tape with
the same care, to assure superb recording
and playback. RCA Sound Tape will give
you high fidelity reproduction ...full frequency response from the thrilling highs
to the powerful lows...and the best sound
reproduction your tape recorder cart de-

liver.
"Chico Hamilton Quintet." World Pacific

\\'PTC

RCA Sound Tape is available in the pop-

ular and economical 5" and 7" reel sizes,

1002. 43 nun., 57.95.

,\n

effective introduction to the world of
cool jazz. this also represents the curious,
but by no means unattractive. jazz ca pa!mimes of the ordinarily sedate cello (played
here by Fred Katz). The slow pieces
Katz'% own Reflections-sometimes come
perilously chose ea salon sentimentality, but
the usare lilting ones (Ikanualk, SieteCuatro, and especially the zingily jumping

on splice -free

Continued on nest page

Another way

-like
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Mylar

ansi acetate bases.

Ask for RCA Sound Tape wherever superior quality magnetic recording products
nr,.,.r r.e.a...a n.e.+an

are sold.

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.

RCA Serves

toll through Electronics
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TAPE DECK
Continued from preceding page
Satin Doll) have a tine verve. And throughout. the fanciful arrangements make optimum use of stcreoistic opportunities for
cross -channel responsiveness.

"Have Trumpet, Will Excite." Dizzy Gillespie and His Quartet. Verve VSTC 211,
46 min.. S7.95.
One of the most captivating introductions
to modern jazz improvisation I know, one to
delight the novice no less than the expert

5TH
HIGH FIDELITY ANNUAL

RECORDS IN REVIEW 1959
,Vote

includes STEREO reviews -disc and tape!

Here is the most important and practical book a record and tape
collector can own. It will save you money
save you time .. .
save you frustration
insure your building an outstanding library
of recorded music, that will bring you and your fancily maximum
listening enjoyment for years and years.

...

-

It's the fifth High Fidelity Annual

-

Records in Review 1959

-

containing reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and the
spoken word, that appeared in High Fidelity from July 1958
through June 19.59.

Records in Review 1959 is thc most complete and authoritative
hook of ita kind published.

1.

Brings you lively, informative reviews of approximately
1.000 releases
disc and tape, mono and stereo.

-

2. 3.

Reviews are by High Fidelity's staff of eminent critics
each an expert in his particular field.

Reviews cover the merits of performance. the quality of
recording
and make comparative evaluations with
releases of previous years.

...

-

Records in Revietc 1959 is convenient to use. too. Reviews are
organized for quick. easy reference
alphabetically by composer.
And there's a special performer index included.
'f'he new Records in Rec'iese belongs in every record collectors
library. The cost is only $5.95
and you will save that. and more,
the first few titres you refer to the book. Order extra copies, too,
for friends who share your interest in ninsic and hi-fi recordings.

...

Satisfaction Guaranteed

... or

Your Money Back!

The Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass.
for which please send nec
copies of the new
RECORDS IN REVIEW 1939 at only $3.95 each. (No C.O.D.'ior charge

THE WYETH PRESS
1 enclose $

orders please.)

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

Foreign orders sear at buyer's risk. Add 250 per book
for postage on foreign orders except Canadian.
Alma

by its relaxed virtuosity and fancifulness.
Happily, too, the star doesn't hog the stage,
but gives his sidemen (especially Junior
Mance on the piano and Les Spann on
flute and guitar) ample opportunity for
scarcely less original solos of their own. Thu
tunes themselves are old stuff, but what
happens co them here is all new. Listen to
thc fresh approach to the St. Louis Blur;,
for example, to discover who jazz unagination and skill can achieve at their best.
And sometime (luring the reel, make an
effort to escape the attractions of the music
snaking itself, just so you can also appreciate
the stercoistic excellence of the recording.

"Ros on Broadway." Edmundo Ros and
London LI'M 70012, 32
min., $695.
One of the first really topnotch stereo discs
of 1958 was Edmund!) Ro; s Rhythms of the
South, and for the last year or so his present
program has been well up on the bestseller SD lists -for reasons which its taping
makes obvious. Technically, this is a model
of gleamingly lucent recording, with even
more subtle channel differentiations than
the SD version: musically. it is no less a
model of first -rite dance pertiirrnantes,
notable also for the good taste and ingenuity with which popular Broadway show
tunes arc translated into Latin -American
idiorm. London's pops series on tape here
gets off to a flying start.
His Orchestra.

"Skin and Bones." Carl Stevens and His
Orchestra. Mercury STA 60013, 27 min.,
$6.95.

The "skins" arc those of four percussionists'
drums. of course, but the "bones" arc.
surprisingly, rite trombones, which, with
the leader's own trumpet and a piano, make
up the present ensemble in now songful,
now exuberant arrangements (mostly by
Stevens himself) of familiar tunes. There is
nothing especially original here, but the
trombone choir adds distinctive sonorities,
and there arc many effective stcrcoistic exploitations of the admirably pure recording.
"Speak Low: The Great Music of Kurt
Weill for Orchestra." Warner Brothers
Orchestra. Maurice Levine, cond. Warner
Bros. \'ST 1313, 23 min., 57.95.
All praise to the galaxy of superb songs
included here, to David Terry's richly
colored arrangements, Levine's sympathetic
performances, and to the glorious recording.
The latter is opulent indeed on tape, although never exaggerated in its stercoism,
yet it is hard even for a sound fancier to
concentrate on the technology here while he
revels in the musical magie of 'Green- Up Tine,
Morns -Faced Starry ¡: cd, Jenny, and nine
other memorable Weill masterpieces.

litait hrota.rn

MACA7.1]E

why It makes better sense
to build your stereo system
from Sargent - Rayment components

sR

Planned Component Packages

To simplify selection of the most logical group of components for a
given set of requirements, Sargent -Rayment offers a broad range of
stereo packages combining precision quality with practical economy.
Typical of these is the SR -8000 Deluxe Stereo AM -FM tuner and Professional Control center - providing the highest degree of flexibility
and stability on a single chassis
and the SR -510J dual 50 -watt (200
watts peak power) stereo amplifier. With these two units, plus your
own speakers, you have everything you need, with performance challenging that of the most expensive stereo systems available anywhere.

-

simpler.
more convenient control
With advance -designed

S -R components such as the SR - 7000 and
SR -8000, all control functions are
located on a single panel. Whether
you plan an open- mounted system,
a built -in, or "package" console, the
Sargent -Rayment centralized control
feature assures you of better audio

with

less

effort.

fewer separate
units needed
A conventional stereo system may
involve as many as nine separate
components exclusive of speakers
two tuners, two pre-amps, tone control, two amplifiers, and two power
supplies. All of these are provided
in just Iwo components in a Sargent Rayment combination such as that
shown at the left.

-

less hum and noise;
lowest distortion

SR -8000 Deluxe Stereo AM -FM
Tuner and Professional Conrol Center

i

,

*!w

7,11

"
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In a Sargent -Rayment integrated
stereo system, the absence of all
.power supply elements from the
tuner /pre- amp /tone control section
insures cool, stable, hum -free opera-

-

from
tion. Distortion is negligible
antenna to output terminals, Sargent Rayment has the lowest combined
distortion of any stereo system at
any price, laboratory -proved.

better stereo
performance
Stereo balance control insures equal
volume from both channels to any
point in the listening area. Stereo
separation control, an exclusive S -R

feature, gives you fingertip control
of the degree of separation between
channels; permits "filling the hole in
the middle" and essentially achieving 3- channel stereo reproduction.

greater reliability,
guaranteed!
SR -5100 Dual 50 -watt Stereo
Power Amplifier (200 watts peak power)

catalog, with Informative and detailed specifications on the
above and other S -R stereo products, is yours for the asking. Write to
the address below, or see your component hi -fl dealer.
FREE

SARGENT- RAYMENT CO.
CHICLE

88 ON

Sargent -Rayment, leading the industry in experience with dual- channel
components, stands solidly behind
the quality of its products with a
stronger guarantee than that offered
a
by any other hi -fi manufacturer
full 15 months.

-

4926 E. 12TH STREET
OAKLAND 1, CALIFORNIA

READER-SERVICE CARI)

APRIL 196')
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IF YOU LOVE TO CREATE... BUILD`7E

KITS

Mono Hi-Fi...
the experts say
your Best Buy
is EICO
Stereo Amplifier- Prdanplller HFalt

SUMO Preamp'Ifier HF6Stt

FM Tuner HFT90t1
AM Tuner HFT9411
FM /AM Tuner HFT921t

Stereo Automatic Changer/
Player 1007

'

a

.

3 -Way Speaker System HFS3
2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker Systems
HFS5 and HFS1

o

100W Stereo Power
70W Stereo Power

Amplifier 11F99
Amplifier HF87

28W Stereo Power Amplifier HEBE

Stereo Integrated Amplifier AE41t

of

RICH FIDELITY

Exclusive advanced systematized engineering
Laslest and finest quality parts
Exclusive " BeginnerTested" easy stepby.
step Instructions
Exclusive TRIPLE quality control
Exclusive LIFETIME guarantee at nominal cost
IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment
right "off the shelf " from 1500
neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U.S.

-

and Canada.
HF81 Stereo

-

AmplitierPreampllfler selects,

amplihen, controls any stereo source & feeds It
ihru self -contained dual 14w amplifiers to a pair
of speakers. Provides 28W monophonically,
Ganged level controls. separate balance control,
independent bass and treble controls for each
channel. Identical Wilhamsontype, oushpull
EL84 power amplifiers.
REVIEW. "Outstanding

-$109.95.
ELECTRONICS
Incl.

"Excellent "

WORLD.
cover.

-

SATURDAY

extremely versatile."

Kit $69.95. Wired

NFIS Stereo Preamplifier: Complete master
stereo preamplifier -control unit, self-powered.
Distortion borders on unmeasurable. Level, bass,
& treble controls independent for each channel
cr ganged for both channels. Inputs for Mono,
tape head, mike, AM, FM, A FM.multlplex. One
each auxiliary A & 6 input In each channel.
"Extreme flexibility
.
a
in."
HI-Fl
REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover.
New HF99 100 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier:
Dual 50'W highest Quality power amplifiers. 200W
peak power output. Uses superlative ultra-linear
connected output transformers for undistorted
response across the entire audio range at full
power, assuring utmost claf ty on full orchestra
& organ. 60 db channel separation. IM distortion
0.5% at 100W; harmonic distortion less than 1%
from 20- 20.000 cps within 1 db of 100W. Kit
$99.50. Wired $139.50.
NFU 70 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier. Dual 35W
power amplifiers identical circuit -wise to the
superb HF89, differing only n rating of the output transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W;
harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20.20,000
cpswithin 1 db of 70W. Kit $74.95. Wired $114.95.
NFU 2$ -Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless reproduction at modest price. Kit$43.95. Wired$74.95.

-

FM Tuner HFT90: Prewlred, prealigned, temperature- compensated "front end" is drift -free. Pre.
Wired exclusive precision eye- tronlel5 traveling
tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 1.5 uv for 20 db
quieting; 2.5 uy for 30 db quieting. full limiting
from 25 uv. IF bandwidth 260 kc at 6 db points.
Both cathode follower A FM- multiplex stereo

outputs, prevent obsolescence. Very low distortion. "One of the best buys In high fidelity kits."
AUDIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95. Wired $65.95'.
Cover $3.95. 'Less cover, F.E.T. incl.
AM Tuner HFT94: Matches HET 90. Selects "hl -fi"
wide (20-9000 cps @ -3 db) or weak -stat on
narrow (20.5000 cps @ -3 db) bandpass. Tuned
RF stage for high selectivity A sensitivity. Precision eye.tronieee tuning. "One of (be best
available." -HI.FI SYSTEMS. Kit $39.95. Wired

-

$65.95. Incl. cover A F.E.T.
New FMrAM Tuner HFT92 combines renowned
FICO 11FT90 FM Tuner with excellent AM tuning
facilities. Kit $59.95. Wired $94.95. Ind. cover
& F.E.T.

New AF-4 Economy Stereo Integrated Amplifier
provides clean 4w per channel or 8w total output. Kit $38.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover A F.E.T
11F12 Molo Integrated Amplifier (not illus.): Corn pfete "front end" facilities A true hi -fl perform.
once. 12W continuous, 25W peak. Kit $34.95.

Wired $57.95. Incl. cover.
New HFS3 3 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit corn plete with factory.built 44" veneered plywood (4
sides) cabinet. Bellows-suspension. full-inch excursion 12" woofer (22 cps res.) 8" mid -range

speaker with high internal damping cone for
smooth response. 31/2" cone tweeter. 21/2 cu. ft.

ducted Dort enclosure. System 0 of

44

for

smoothest frequency A best transient response.
32- 14.000 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms
Impedance. HWO: 261 ". 13t4". 1434 ". Unfinished birch $72.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak
$87.50.
New HFS5 2 -Way Speaker System SemiKit complete with factory -built Ak" veneered plywood

sided cabinet. Bellowssuspenslon, 1" excursion. 8" woofer (45 cos. res.). & 34" cone
" cu. ft. ducted -port enclosure. Systweeter. 11/2"
tem 0 of sh for smoothest tren. A best transient
(4

resp. 45. 14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms.

CIRCLE
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121/2",104". Unfinished birch $47.50.
Walnut, mahogany or teak $59.50.
HFSI Bookshelf Speaker System complete with
factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen compression -driver exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass; crisp extended
highs. 70-12.000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWD: 23"
x 11" x 9". Price $39.95.
HFS2 Omnl. Directional Speaker System (not illus.)
NW): 16 ", l55Á ", 111/2 ". "Fine for stereo"
MODERN 141 -Fl. Completely factory.built. Mahogany or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95.
New Stereo Automatic Changer /Player: The first
E only LUXURY unit at a popular price! New
unique engineering advances no other unit can
offer regardless of price: overall integrated
design, published frequency response. stylus
pressure precision- adjusted by factory. advanced
design cartridge. Compact: 1034" x 13 ^. Model
10070: 0.7 mil diamond. 3 mil sapphire dual
stylus
$59.75. Model 10075: 0.7 mil & 3 mil
sapphire
$49.75. Includes F.E.T.
HWD: 24 ",

-

-

-

?Shown In optional Furniture Wood Cabinet

Well: Unfinished Birch, $9.95;

Walnut or

Mahogany, $13.95.
ttShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet

WE70: Unfinished Birch, $1.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $12.50.

HF-4

FICO, 3300 N. Blvd., I.I.C 1. N. Y.
Show me how to SAVE 50%
easy -to-build I
top -quality HI -Fi. Send FREE catalog, Stereo HI-Fi
Guide plus name of neighborhood FICO dealer.

o

--Address

City

_

I

Zoos

!

Stat.........

Listen to the FICO Ibur, WAOC -rM, N.Y.,95.5 MC.
Mon. to Fri. 7:15-8 P.M., Sat. 11.12 P.M.
co 1960 by EICO, 33.00 N.

Bert., L. I.

C. 1,

N.Y.
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High Fidelity
Newsfronts
HAD our first lark -and listen --to Advanced Acoustics' 440 RI-Phonic Coupler not Tong ago. It's a nnv
loudspeaker whose .miquc design has brought (plows from all
over, so Abraham Cohen, president of the company. told us at
a New York showing tor dealers.
The uniqueness of the speaker is due primarily to the fact
that it has neither cone nor baffle. The woolen front surface k
itself the radiator. activated by a 2-in. voice coil. Ina sense.
this is like using the enclosure for a cone. The radiating panel
is made of 3 -in. -wick wooden strips- 3'32 of an inch thick.
The strips are hand -selected to match cash other and then
asceinbled nito ore: unbroken panel measuring fifteen by

twenty -two inches.
"Can a wrxxdet radiator sound better than a paper cone ?"
we asked Mr. Cohen.
"Like a violin." lac said. "In fact, we chose our words to be
as near as possible to a bass violin in sound coloration."
Mindful that speaker sampling is a subjective experience
much like wine tasting, we asked \1r. Cohen for his personal
reaction to the speckcr's qualities.
"Free." he said. "You have to hear it to understand what
mean. Other speakers have a Ixrxed -in sound by comparison."
Advanced Acoustics claims that its IiiPhonic Coupler
can go down to 30 cps and "swell beyond the range of hearing"
on the other end.
"I -bow do you get those loss without a baffle?" we wanted
to know.
"People don't realize," Mr. Cohen replied, "that a piston
in an unbaflied state will produce lows if the radiating panel is
made big enough. Ours is big enough."
fudging clean low frequency response of the speaker was
difficult in the large, Ixxmty e s hi hit room used by the firm.
We arc going to get hold of one of these and try it in a ta
miliar listening spelt -at home.

Oxe

ADVANTAGE

of dividing time between the New York

and Massachusetts offices of this publication is the pleasant
three -hour drive and the chance to drop in on ntanufacturcrsen

route.

;

rtizans of New England, maker of equipment cabi

nets and speaker enclosures (and kits for Ixuh). has its factory
at midpoint on our trip. and recently we spent a pleasant two

built to

a specific width to allots them to be built into a wall
between the studs. In fact, an essential clement in Nu- Tone's
proxduci lute is a bracket that can be nailed or scresed into the
studs behind the wall proper to hold components in place.
Iast nine toe knocked out a wall the studs were sixteen
inches apart. And, to our knowledge. control amplifiers and
tuners do not exceed that width. \\'hat we wonder is this: do
manufacturers of these components produce an escutcheon
plate an inch wider on either side for the user who wants to
mount his system right in a wall? And bow about a bracket,
built to cradle a specific component. that can be innunted
between the studs?

morns been chewing assay at the damping material in
your speaker cnccs.lre? Frankly, we find it hard to believe
that a moth calk! exist on the fibrous glass we've been using
even if the creature could withstand the back waves set up by
our loud level playing of loin Ilrldcnklxn.
'l'Ile reasenl we mention this at all IS that we never thought
of moths invading our enclosures until recently. when we received al press release from the American Felt (.supplant', touting its sÿ.in. -thick product as an "ideal vibration damping
material." The firm points to its many advantages. but the
one that caught our eve was "It is moth resistant."
"I
Felt," as the firm) refers to it, comes in "kit form."
'T'hic is another way of crying that the felt is packaAed -a
square yard of ut --in a large poly brag, and the liner ',us. cut
it to the dimensions of his enclosure. IN) your own arit.unette
to sec if vot Deal rue or two kits. keeping in mind that you
have to cover all surfaces except the front.
We tried calling Mr. R. Power Fraser, the man who cent
us the press release, to determine the cost of "I -b -Fi Pelt."
He wasn't nl, but our secretary was helpful.
"Golly," quoth she, ''wool felt is awfully expensive if you
want to make a skirt of it."
Not having triad the material, cce cannot attest to Mr.
Fraser's claim that felt is 50 to 75, more effective in damping
loss. frequencies than other materials. We have a square yard
unless our secretary shows up
of it. though. and will tat
one day wearing an expensive moth -proof costume.
ANN'

,

it-

(lrcxi.v

hours there.

Manuel Nfundschcnk. "slunchic" to people in the industry,
is the man in charge. and he told us he is readying complete
speaker kits for the high fidelity market. The least expensive
model, to sell at about 535. contains an 8-in. speaker and
knocked -down enclosure. including all finishing materials.
Even if you are all thumbs, the unit goes together easily in
about two hours, Munchie assured us. The more adept can
assemble it in a half hour, he said.
ANy ramped Nu -Tone recently sent usa complete set
of pictures and literature on stereophonic sound systems as
semblel by them for, we assume, resale to builders and small

A

by RALPH FREAS

cos%

contractors. The impressive thing abolit the systems from our
point of view is their dimension. All of the components arc

Norm): "Ceranlikes" is the way ticsnotonc tags its
new ceramic nucroslhones for amateur tape recordists who
want to convert to stereo. The microphones come in matched
Want to add remote controls to
pairs at 536.75 a
your stereo speakers? :\ucliotex is turning ant dual controls
with impedance-matching "I." pad circuitry. which cony
pleteiy- turn oil the volume in the OFF 110sltiail. C.011t cols arc
rated at 20 war is peak ( to scat us continuous power). Screw -ty1K
terminals eliminate soldering. Controls are priced at 510.50.
Ilcatlikit has a couple of new economy priced units in
.
its .\.1.20 stereo preamplifier (534.95) and .1r\ -30 I4 -watt
watts per channel, that
stereo power amplifier (545.95)
is. The firm also has a complete stereo control amplifier, the
AA-50. rated at 25 watts per channel and priced at 5'995
R.si.rn FRF.ts

set....

..

-
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BALANCED

f

"Balanced for versatility" best describes RCA's hi -fi tube line: Balanced for power...gain...sensitivity

-

versatile enough for every hi -fi application from preamplifier to power amplifier -in mono and stereo -and in

Never have so many features been incorporated in only four tube types: RCA -7025-

LINE FOR

any power range!

BALANCED

pentode and medium -mu triode in one envelope. Herc's versatility for those low level stages; RCA -6973 -a

high -mu twin triode... a "must" for extremely low- noise, low -hum preamplifiers-, RCA -7199 -sharp cutoff

miniature beam power tube that makes amplifiers compact and powerful. A pair in class AB1, delivers up to
20 watts! And RCA -7027 -A -glass -octal beam power tube offers power deluxe -up to 76 watts from a pair in
class AB, with only 2% distortion!
Specify RCA's balanced hi -fi line for your new designs, and use the proven performance of RCA
tubes to insure the success of your product. Ask your RCA Field Representative for details. For technical data, write RCA Com-

DESIGN..!

mercial Engineering, Section D -74 -DE Harrison. N. J.

:) (11RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

RCA

T U B E S

F O R

H

I

- F I

A L S O

Harrison, N. J.
A V A

I
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Leid offices
EAST: 744 Broad Street
Newark 2. N. 1.
HUmeoldt 5.3900
MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plata
CniCago 54, III. O WH.tehall 42900
WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
los Angeles 22. Calif.
RAymond 38361

RCA

T U B

E

D

I
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I
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Enclosure Kit Goes

Together Quickly, Simply
iaoat.r:xts have so nagged at owners of
high-fidelity components as attractive
cabinetry for housing components and speakers. Only a kw manufacturers have con
c ssitli the problem. Among
cerned tiici
those who have is . \rtizans of New England,
a small finis (located in Brookfield, Conn.)
Icas supplied the need by making available
Frow

both assembled cabinets and cabinets in kit.
form. (We might add that the \rtirans have
been in the custom audio business for ten
rears. designing .n d building cabinetry for
well -known components manufacturers.)
Arutan's Series 1000. or Decorator Line,
includes cabinets of lour different designs
Contemporary, French Provincial. Early
Anicticau. Sheraton Traditional. Each cabinet is ,resembled and finished, with or with.
out doors. iradv to house components or
speaker units which can be used singly or in
combination.
Iicre we arc contented with Series 500,
and specifically with Model 501. a speaker
cabinet. The units in the 500 series come in
kit form, a triple blessing for those who like

-

to save on cost. have fun, and gain experience
through building and finishing. For beginning do- it- voursclfers these kits arc nearly
ideal. Good finished results arc delivered,
and at no time does the builder have the
feeling that he really should be an engineer
to cope with the project.
The kits arc offered in five basic cabinet
types, with .1 choice of six fine hardwoods
nulsogany, birch, walnut, korina, teak. and
ken. Prices vary with the wood. This kit we
received was mahogany and sells foi about
$60. For the less ambitious and less dexterous. the kits can be bought assembled and
finished for an additional S15 to $25, depending on the model.
All loudspeaker enclosures arc ruggedly
built unlinitebatflc type. Tunneled bass reflex adapter kits and speaker adapter rings
arc available- Iioneser, for those who With
to depart from the intended usage of the
original design.
.artisans of New England maintains a
special installation. tuning, and testing service for all makes of loudspeakers. :\ written

-

!Below,

word to the company will bring assistance to
the hobbyist desirous of knowing the proper
speaker for his enclosure.
The Model 501 speaker cabinet is an
infruite.b,dllc, two-speakers. The .stxakcis
arc a IS -m. woofer and an S -in. mid - and
upper -range tweeter.
Outlined below arc the general construction procedures for building the 501.

Construction Notes
First, an admonition which even the most
experienced kit builder occasionally forgets:
check all parts against the manufacturer's

parts list. if a part is missing. now is the time
to find out about it. Next in line, familiarize
yourself with alt parts and construction
notes. This task performed. you will have
eliminated many chances for mistakes by
gaining an over -all picture of the steps in
yolycd and the order in which they should
be taken.
At this point put something on the floor
to protect the wcxxl from becoming scratched
- -.w old blanket or rug will do nicely. And

left) All parts are precut, ready to

all parts
against inventory sheet provided. (Left) Unique
metal ' fshbone" fits into receiving slots in both
sides of mortised corner. Fishbone" is screwed
tight. pulling mortise together for perfect joint,
and permanent reinforcement. (Beloit) Nearly
finished. Note generous use of fibrous glass damping material. inside cabinet frame. Stapling gun
makes quick work of affixing grille cloth ij assembler has trouble pulling cloth taut and hammering at the same tine. as shown here. Only tools
needed uwere. hammer, screwdriver, and ruler.
assemble. The wise do-it-yourselfer checks

:Amuli. 1'160
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CROWN INTERNATIONAL

Triples Production Capacity
to meet increasing worldwide demond
Tor

CROWN Tope

Rcord.rcl

finally, a few tools ready to use: a hammer,
a screwdriver. and two pieces of cloth -one
st Ct. one dry -to remove excess glue.
You
are ready for work.
The assembly instructions next direct you
to nail cleats to the inside of the side and top
panels. (Should you wish to make the cabinet a little more rugged. your can substitute
screws for nails. This will. of course, necessitate chilling holes. If you use a
flathead screw, the drill neat be no longer
than )ÿ2 in.) I followed instructions and used
nails, but to insure easier nailing and to
reduce the chance of splitting a cleat I
drilled he -in. holes in all cleats where nails
were to be used.
In mounting cleats be cure to use the
I

Makers of the world's finest
4 and 2 track recorders and players, and
radio broadcasting transmitters and equipment
Model A -51 CROWN -O -MATIC
An automatic tope player for bock
ground music systems and industrial

1

uses.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Automotic Photo Electric Reversing
Full Tope Handling and Braking Facilities
Hysteresis Synchronous Motor
forced Air Cooling
Straight-line Threoding

Plugin Enclosed Relays and Pre -Amp

$695

Safety Devices to Protect Tape
Heavy Anodized Aluminum Construction

Accommodates

14" Reels

CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Division of

WRITE DEPT. HF -4
FOR FREE CATALOG

INTERNATIONAL RADIO 8 ELECTRONICS CORP.
ELKHART, INDIANA

CIRCLE Si ON READER-9EIty1cF: (:ARI)

Modern Luxury in
Downtown Chicago,...--

Free Covered Parking

-

tions together simply by applying glue to
the mitered joints and tightening screwy caps
on the end of each fishlxmc. was delighted
with the professional results obtained-the
mitered corners fit perfectly. The hack is
then put in place to square up the cabinet.
While the cabinet is drying the instructions suggest. as the final step. that the grille
cloth be applied to the speaker mounting
boanl. When doing this make sure the cloth
is stretched as tight as possible around the
Isnanl ran not lei an esows of cloth build tip
at the corners as this will interfere with the
proper lit of the grille. If you plan to change
the speaker arrangement, the changes should
be made before you apply the grille cloth.
The kit includes finishing oil and black
varnish with complete instructions for their
use. The heddle oil used on the cabinet lxxly
imparts a beautiful gloss to the mahogany.
The black varnish frames the front of the.
cabinet and covers the four brass -tipped legs.
1

New! on MICHIGAN AVE. at 12th St. in Chicago

l

exact figures stated. Rear cleats are to be
nailed % in. from the rear edge. This allows
a Ilush fit cif the rear panel.. 1I1 cleats are to be
nailed Sip in. from inside miter edge on the
right of each cabinet panel. This is very important, for when the cabinet is put together the cleats interlock with each other
and :my miscalculation can cause the corners
of the enclosure to 6t improperly.
.\ttcr gluing and nailing all cleats in
place, you arc ready to assemble the body
of the enclosure. Here is where you will
witness a unique piece of engineering. The
four sections of the cabinet are nosy joined
by ws hat is called a steel fishlsonc. This remarkable device enables you to put all sec-

IT- ..

Rldi1

100 cars

-

right on Michigan
Chicago's only downtown motel
Park.
Register
from
Avenue across from Grant
tile bath
your car. Every room excitingly furnished

-

and shower, free TV, AM & FM radio, room controlled
heating and air-conditioning. Self dialing phones

-

24 hour switchboard and message service. Free

ice cubes. Room service. Atmospheric restaurant
and lounge. Private dining rooms. Phone HA 1.8200

About

four

coats of oil

and varnish,

with

sanding between coats, give a very professional finish.
To insure an airtight enclosure I went
further than the instructions and used
caulking cotopxmnd on all the inside joints.
After doing this the baffle and speakers were
installed awl the back was screwed in place.
Construction time was about three hours
(wen Di Far!.
exclusive of finishing.

Write for rates, free maps and folders

ff/j/11

MOTEL

Michigan Ave. at 12th St., Chicago. Ill.

PARDON US
The HF Report on the E3e11 6060 amplifier (February, 1960) was in error in
stating the price of theunit as S 146.65.
The correct price is $219.95.

CIRCLE: III ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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HERE'S WHY HERMON H. SCOTT
MAKES HIS STEREO TUNER

as different inside
as out!
..,r
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High fidelity stereo broadcasts make new
demands on AM and FM tuner performance. Reception of the FM channel
must be distortion free and wide range
even though the signal may be very
weak. The AM channel must he reproduced with a quality comparable to FM.
Unless these high standards of performance are met the true realism of the
stereo broadcast will be lost. To meet
these new requirements Hermon H.
Scott designed a completely different
kind of AM -FM tuner.
On the FM side, the most important
difference is H. H. Scott's exclusive
"Wide -Band" Design
a costlier, more
difficult way to build a tuner
but a
way that gives important benefits to you,
the listener.

...

...

Wide-Band design gives muscle to weak
stations
lets you pull them in with
such clarity you'll think they're strong.
Ordinary tuners can often receive weak
stations, but they sound weak
distorted and fuzzy.

...

...

Wide-Band design eliminates AFC, with
all its disadvantages. Widc-Band holds
stations in tune .. strong or weak .. .
without the danger of the weak station
being pulled out of tune by a nearby
stronger one ... which happens with AFC.
.

In crowded signal areas Wide-Band
Design lets ynn pirk the station you
want from the many. With an ordinary
tuner it would be lost in a jumble.
Some FM tuners are bothered by ghosts
similar to those that create problems in
TV. A station is reflected from nearby
buildings or objects and creates secondary signals that make good reception
difficult or impossible. Wide-Band design
blocks out all but the primary signal
gives you clearer reception than was ever
possible before.

...

%Vide -Band

design guards your tuner
against obsolescence because it provides
the wide frequency range essential for
high fidelity multiplex reception. You
will be able to receive these broadcasts
by adding a simple adaptor to your 330D.

The AM side of the II. H. Scott 330D is
different too, because it was designed
specifically for stereo. Its sound is so
perfect that good AM stations sound like
FM. This is essential to stereo reception
. as both the AM signal and the FM
signal
the two "sides" of the stereo
message
must be equal in quality to

...

...

give life-like stereo reception.

This faithful AM signal is achieved
through 11. H. Scott's different kind of

CIRCLE

89 ON

ItEADF:R- SERVICE C.\1no
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...
...

a Wide-Range detector
AM detector
that. rereive_s the full audio range, up to
reception that is impossi15,000 cps
ble with ordinary design. The WideRange detector also accepts even the
loudest musical climax without distortion.
Most tuners are unable to achieve this
without the sound breaking up or
distorting.
Hear these differences for yourself. Co
to your component dealer and ask to
hear the tuner designed for stereo . .
from the inside,out
the II. H. Scott
330D AM -FM Stereo Tuner.
.

...

H.H. SCOTT

H. H. Scott. Inc..111 POvnlenn

l

Road. Dept HF -4. Maynard.

Please rwa). me Me FREE book:at t're
checked below.
"Haw To Un Stereo Components in
Your Decorating Plane"
Abro 1960 Hi Fi Cuidc and Ca(alo.
LI Complete teehwiru! ,,,ormati,n on tho
H. H. Seon deem tuner.

Name
Address

City
[a0mt; T.NUa I.IHt.tionat 76

Safe
tY. 1084

St-

M. Y. C.'

Mn.

TOSCANINI
AND FURTWÄNGLER
Continued fioco page 39

latter. And dozens of instances crowd into
the mind. the great brassy climaxes in the
first movement of the Ninth, taken with
pace and power. overwhelming in their menacing intensity: the entry of the last movement of the Fifth: the tremendous rhythmic
drive of the Seventh. :111'1vc all can be noted
his overwhelming success in the Gloria. Et
Resurrexit. and Agnus Dci of the Mass, and
his retdicg of the last movement of the
Ninth -an all -out thrust depending for its
success, ate might say, on sheer physical

you may now select from
two magnificent

SFiUFtE
PHONO CARTRIDGES

...
records,

Completely compatible

both play monaural or stereo
fit all 4-lead and
3 -lead stereo changers and arms. Available
through responsible high fidelity consultants,
dealers, servicemen.

PROFESSIONAL
MODEL M3D

AT $45.00
audlodn;le net.
vita 0.7 mil d4nce4

Incomparable quality -the overwhelming choice
of independent critics and experts. Floats at a
pressure of only 3 grams in transcription tone
arms. Distort on -free response from 20 to 15,000
cps. Unparalleled compliance. Superbly designed
and built to perfectionist tolerances

CUSTOM
MODEL M7D
AT $24.00
aumoohale net,
wan 0.7 regt diamond

Outclasses every cartridge except the Shure
M3D-by actual listening tests! Tracks perfectly at minimum pressure available in record
changer arms. Smooth from 40 to 15,000 cps.

When Replacing Your Stylus:
Indst on a genuine Shure stylus. Don't accept
Inferior imnat.ons. They can seriously degrade
the performance of your cartridge.

Literature available: Department 7 -1

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinoig
CIRCLE 93 ON REAUF.R- SEKVICE CARD

impact covering up the rather heartless
way it charges through the doss passages.
To this tradition we may add Toscaninis
unique contributions, in many ways a
heightening of this same thing: knife -edge
sforzarxli; an intensity of over -a11 construction basal on a relating of the basic rhythmic
unit to the metrical construction of the
whole rather than on an ability to sec a
design from outside.
This is almost can- Bccthnvrnian Beethoven. Ones aspect of him is here, almost to
excess: the deadly serious hurler of thunderbolts. But the lyric artist, the tender singer,
the boisterous humorist, and above all. the
mystical weaver of evanescent dreams, is in
abeyance. There is, in Tuscanini's complete
recording of the nine symphonies, only one
true adagio -and that in a section where it
is actually out of place. the introduction to
the first movement of the Fourth. -I-his is
marked adagio certainly, but is here taken
at something like largo; it should move
towards the allegro, and be :t part of it.
Texcaninis account is altogether too melodramatic for this lightweight symphony,
anti when he comes to the allegro. he distorts
it by his military rhythm, his deadly serious.
alms).
lmost tragic performance. The whole reading of this symphony, a gay and romantic
comedy touched with the sststfulliess of
Iovc, is forced by procrustean methods into
Toscanini s somewhat r\trovcrt conceptual
of the heroic. Host' wrong this great genius
of the baton could sometimes be. I k could
not, or would not, give a Beethoven slow
movement its full weight; he was almost
incapable of humor. He uas capable of
apocalyptic vision, but if his subject was not
apocalyptic, he tried to make it so. 'Ile vision
of the inner eye. the solitary communing of
the creature with its creator that is Beethoven's crown of glory, was beyond hint.
Furttsingler's outlook on Beethoven, as
I have slid, was modified by a very different
operatic tradition, that of Wagner. (Incidentally the greatest all-round Betthuvcnian
of our time- Wcingartner-was censured for
his curiously light and undramatic Wagner.)
But if Wagner lay in the direct Beethoven
tradition, he also modified it with his slow
assi bras y lrntlxn: and a conductor used to
ptaping N'agnet has to mind he does not
use the tune mcthtxls in the much more
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athletic Beethoven. Here k where Furtwänglcr

is at fault. and tvhcrc Toscanini
scored, for whatever else is wrong with
Toscaninis Beethoven. his textures arc
beautifully light and athletic. let, after all.

=
a)

\Vagncr's operatic tradition derived from
Bccthuycn himrself.. \Ithough the drama of
opera and the drama of symphony arc ordi
narily poles apart (in opera the music illus.
rats drama, in symphony the music is
drama), in Wagner the drama is in the
symphonic s>cb lisd(.
Beethoven is, of course. bigger than all
his conductors. In the slow movement of the

a)

=

%Ric

CD

Fourth, the most elusive in all his symphonic:. both Toscanint and Furtwängler
show their characteristic failings. Funängler just pulls it to pieces. and the result
is most odd. Tose.a,ini gives. to my mind,
the most unnerving piece of cold- hloaled
playing on record. Superlative readings of
s%

When you ask
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Arum aft

raft ink
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highfidelity amplifiers
and preamplifiers.

Built to uncompromising
standards fur those who
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than that which is
commonly available.
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and FREE literature write...

NUR

ar nZ
Ell

25.14 Broadway.

Long Island City 6, New York

this movement have been given by three
conductors: Beecham. \Vcingaruer, and.
o ddly. Nfengrllxrg. Beecham and Weil).
garter always play gently romantic music
well, but the px'rforn>.mcc- of the somewhat
cause and blatant 4lcngclhcrg is a surprise.
Beecham excels in even nundbr BCCtI>Uyeil,
1)111 his Third, Fifth. Seventh, arxd Ninth
arc quite unidiomatic. Ile is not really a
Beethoven conductor at all, but I personally
prefer his Second. Fourth, and Eighth
to those of all other a>nductorc. If there
k a better Sixth than Beec11am's. it is that
of Bruno Walter. the embodiment of the
Viennese tradition (and specifically Viennese. not even . \tictrian, let alone German).
Tosc.mini': peculiar genius is in accord
with the tunes; we have much admiration
for speed. drama. and impersonal aspiration.
Yet II is the spiritual quality r>( Beethoven's
works that gives them that extra dimension
of greatness. and this ntet.physicil tradition
is part of the equipment of the great German
and Austrian raisin( turs. I (II l%%nglct.
IQemperer. Knappertsbucch. \lcingartncr.
Walter. Fur.wänglcr. it stems to loc. had
qualities of brain, heart, and spirit drat, in
spite of his faults, brought his reading< very
near to the heart of the great Bccth(ycn of
the third penal. 'fhe gramophone enables
us to n>akc comparisons. We can hear
\ikisch's Fifth, and regret that Mahler.
ssho could have recorded. did nut: WC can
hear the readings of conductors young, old,
and dead. of every nation. side by side, and
u se their readings :u syc might any other
musicological tool. We can greet newcomers
and see if :hey have learned Toscanini's
!mini of clarity while retaining the spiritual
quality of the German tradition.
What were the tempos like? They varied;
varied with the most protean of all composers' protean progeny. each demanding a
world of unique concentration. each uniquely different. Ait army of musicians, belonging to every nation and tradition (and.
for the record collector. an ever widening
spun of time), unite in bringing us this
man -who contained multitudes. whose
time was eternity, \show nation was man-
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BONN

GET THE TURNTABLE

Continued from pate 43

1:13.\ NZ. the Elector of Cologne. German
draft in a secretary's hand, corrected in the
Elector's hand.'
Nomunc Screnissimi.

salons. reduce this sum to such an extent
that only the bare minimum remains. As for
the extravagance which one fears will tempt
any young man who goes into the great

THAT CHANGES RECORDS!

world. I think I can answer for that to
Your Serene Electoral Highness: for a hundred circumstances have confirmed me in
my opinion that he is capable of sacrificing
everything quite unconatrainedly for his
art. In view of so many tempting occasions,

for the stereo cartridge that

ELIMINATES HUM...
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is

curly

heavyweight. professional -type turn.
table -and a fully -automatic changer!
playa both stereo and monophonic!
push- button controlled throughout!
Magic Wand spindles eliminate
posher platforms and stabilising
arms!
set it cost. tint/ 56750 nu.L.whilr s...

and

most remarkable, and gives every se.
to Your Serene Electoral Ilighnessun view of the gracious kindness that we
expect -that Your Ilighncst swill not be
wasting any of your grace on usurers as far as
Beethoven is concerned. In the hope that
Your Serene 1.IcctoraI Highness will continue his further patronage of my dear pupil
by acceding graciously to this my request I
am. with pro(niod respect.

this

MIRACORD XS-200

Your Serene Electoral Iügliness'
asst humble and obedient
Joseph Ilaydn
Ca1eIi Meister con Faust Nicolas Esterhá'ry
Vienna, 23rd November 1793

'Ihc Elector's rather horrifying answer
explains, alt) doubt, why Hccthuvcn soon
gave up any idea of returning to Bonn:

-0300
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ll'O HAYDN FROM MAXIMILIAN

WHY STAND ON
YOUR HEAD ?

Fill in coupon for

a
FREE One Year Sub scrìpcion ro OLSON RADIO'S Fantastic Bargain
Packed Catalog
Unheard of LOW, LOW.

Some people práctically do, but
not the owners of the beautiful
new MOVICORDER. Tape
editing is convenient and easy
because the tape moves up and
over the heads in clear view.
But... this is only one of the
many advantages of owning

Prince Esterházv's Ka1ellenmcistcr sal
Vienna. d.d. 1301111 the 23rd of December
1793.

received the music of the young Beethoven
which you sent Inc, together with your letter. Since, however, with the exception of
the Fugue, he composed and performed this
music herein Bonn long before he undertook
his second journey to \enna. I cannot see
that it indicates any evidence of his progress.
Concerning the stoney which was hitherto
available for his subsistence in Vienna. it it
true that this consists only of 500 fl.: but
aprrt from these 500 Il.. his salary lac re of
loo II. Its been raid to him the whole tint.
so that he tsdl alwass receive 900 II. annually.
'Iherclisre I do not scc at all ohs hts financed
circumstances should be as reduced as you
have indicated to MC.
.tau wondering if he would not do better
to begin his return journey here, in order
than he may once again take up his lint in
my service: for I vvery much doubt whether
he will hare made any important progress in
composition and taste during his present
soiouun, and I fear that he will only bring
back debts from his journey. just as he did
from hit first trip to Vienna.
I

1

Pondering all these events at we toured
the museum. sec acct approached a trill)
house next door in the Bontsgasse..\ brass
plate neatly lettered "Beethoven-Archiy"
was next to the doorbell. The Archiv has an
enormous publishing schedule in front of it:
headed by Profeswr Schmidt -Cörg and a
staff of trained specialists. they intend (a)
to reissue the entire works of Beethoven in a
critical edition :.(b) to issue all the sketches
in a scientific edition. with commentary;
(c) to complete publication of the "conversation Ilrftc. the little notcbxsoks in which
Beethoven and his friends exchanged views
after the composer ssas deaf: these Ilefte
have never been published complete. The
curious thing about this Beethoven-Archiv
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don. that there arc in Bonn hitherto unknown cadenzas to the Fourth Piano Concerto. which the Archiv does not allow anyone to copy; they were left, we found out,
by 3 rich Swiss collector with the express
instructions to "make them available to the
public." i asked onc of Professor Schmidt Gñrg's bespectacled assistants if this were
true alma the cadenzas; he disappeared for a
moment and returned ss'ith the Hcrr Professor personally. It was a curious conversation. We strxxl up when the Herr Professor
entered, but he waved us to our chairs,
though he remained standing throughout
the two- minute interview.
We asked him about the cadenzas. Would
the Beethoven -Archiv provide microfilms?
"Of course not." he answered crisply.
"They will be published in the complete
edition, and until then, pianists can wait."
We tried to continue the conversation.
"You will excuse me," the Hcrr Professor
said, without a trace of a smile. "We are very
busy here, we have much to
\Vc got up to leave. The young assistant
started to say', "You won't mind if I don't
take you down, but we have...
"'t'es.'' we said, "you have so much to do,"
and we turned around to say good -by to the
Herr Professor. But the f ferr Professor had
already left.

Does your stereo pickup reproduce
each instrument in its proper perspective, or does it place bass sounds
at the ends of the concert stage while
piling all others in the center?

DOES
YOUR PICKUP

CROWD THE

Even though your pickup may have

INSTRUMENTS?

lack of phase control on midrange and
highs can prevent true stereo effect.

good separation at lower frequencies.

Compare the superlative
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LOUDSPEAKERS

placement of speakers in the room; and the
kind of room. Since the functioning of a
loudspeaker depends on these variables. how
then can we expect to find one single "best"
loudspeaker? We can't.
Consequently, evaluation of a loudspeaker
should go further than such statements as.
"It has a reasonably good frequency response and dynamic range, ssith about average distortion," with some comment on its
directivity. It should aim at advising the
prospective buyer whether he wants a paransi

idea how best to compare

Long Island City

I. N.Y.

READER-SEItVICF: CAItD

giving him some
it with other good

candidates.
To this end. Hicu Finet.n-'s test reports
will continue to give loudspeaker data
including frequency response, polar pattern
(giving directivity). details of low frequency
distortion, and a relative efficiency figure.
This will enable the reader to make a reason ably intelligent comparison between the
results of any two units tested. Also to be
included will be results of tone burst tests
where these clarify the frequency response
Pict Lire.
Further. this journal's testing services will
make extensive listening tests. bearing in
mind that listening rooms and program
material vary. The hope is. of course. to
develop a reporting service that provides
the potential loudspeaker purchaser with the
best assistance possible.

A
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my earnings were alternating between in.
finitesimal and nil. I had to sell it, a grievous
necessity, when my shoes wore out, job
bunting. (I made a profit, though, since it
had been a limited subscription issue.) (And
I lost the profit by having made a deposit
on Volume II, which I couldn't reclaim.)
What I did mostly, like many another in
the mid -1930s to whom the $10 price of an
album was astronomical, was become a
kadoty. This is a term of odium, coined by
Remy Farkas, Lite of London Records but
then a salesman at the New York Band
Instrument Company and the Liberty Music
Shop. It meant a character who comes in
and plays records during lunch hour, without either the mans or the intent to buy
any. Not that we never bought any, of
course; I can recall acquiring the SchnabelSargent Emperor one disc at a time, about
three weeks apart. But my education came
largely from lunchtime listening in booths.
Io the main the clerks here kind to us,
but there was one set they wouldn't let us
play, the Stokowski Ninth. Partly this was
because the choral passages showed wear
very quickly, but mostly I think it was because the last disc was a one- sider, and on the
vacant side Victor had unaccountably dug a
series of very deep concentric groove. The
record would break if it got a hush glance.
The clerks were not unreasonable to deprive
us of this. Eventually I had to buy the
album. It was a wonderful thing. The soloists
were so -so, but the Philadelphia Orchestra
was magnificent.
As the years moved toward the war, times
got better and record prices were cut in half
(you must realize that a twelve -inch single,
in 1935, cost $2.00, so that an Eroìka, for
instaoce, cost $14), which made a differenceAnd I think electrical recording slowly began to impress musicians. It was then that
Toscanini made his epochal Seventh (with
the Philharmonic), then his Fifth, and the
Violin Concerto (with the new NBC, and
with Heifetz soaring as soloist in the latter
work). And that Bruno Walter outpointed
Toscanini with one of the really great recorded Eroicas. The Wcingartner symphonies, now complete, arrived in their glory.
So did the list of quartets, played by the
Busch group. I didn't shop much for piano
sonatas; having heard Schnabel I wanted
Schnabel or nothing. I got die latter.
After the war and before LP, I can recall
nothing toweringly impressive. And, if it
comes to that, it seems to me that the LP
decade has been more marked by great competence than much inspiratioo. I blame a
little of this on tape ( "We an patch that
later") and on the consequent businesslike
and strainless atmosphere of recording sessions. It may be fine for Strauss waltzes, but
if you arc going to make a singular gift to
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posterity of

a

Beethoven symphony,

I

think

TRADER'S

"BUCK

you ought to be absorbed to the point of
edginess, or of rapture. Because when he
wrote the thing. believe mc, he was.
As result, I have the impression that in
the last ten years recorded performances
have been, in general, more flawless and less
moving than concert perlorniancec involving
the sent people. Mavbc it's always been so.
but I think for a while, in the 1930s, it
wasn't. No doubt that is progress; if so, you
can have it.
Still there were some treasures, worth
preservation (or a search) now that stereo
has arrived to change everything once more.
Not everyone agrees with me on the merits
of 'foscanini's Ninth. Yet never before (and

STRETCHER"
HI-FI
VALUES!
I

MARKETPLACE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Order Form.
Fill in coupon below and mail.

with check or money order
(no cash). Rates 45t per
word with no charge for
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type your ad below.
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Expand the buying
power of your Hi -Fi
dollar at Sun Radio with substantial
savings on new and fully guaranteed
name brand Hi -Fi components!

Great Barrington, Massacbnsetts

for our special price quotations and our Hi -Fi package
specials!

Send

Oopt. Z-O

I guess never since) have

I

heard quite the

apocalyptic quality he brought out in the
opening movement. And that is necessary,
if the symphony is to tell its whole story.
inner cars-could
Really gifted cars
hear this without g(xxI interpretation. I
wit, because both Schubert and Brahms did,
and wrote variants on it.
'then there was the fiery and enthralling
record of the Music for Egmont. complete,
by Hermann Scherchen. the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, and some dedicated solo.
fists. I du wish this could be done again,
though I do not support tt would tarn out
so cell. Something I think Scherchen and
'foscamni have had in common is the ability
to put pressure on performers until they do
better than they even suspected they could.
It is a rare and probably rather dreadful
ability. The sane kind of pressure. but selfapplied. came to general fruition for us
finally when the Schnabei sonatas and piano
concertossvcrc offered to us on RCA Victor
LP reprints.
Something quite different k evident in
another pair of offerings. One is the Curzon Knappertsbusch Fourth Concerto, for London. a sort of miracle which cannot even
serve as model for another try, since it was a
spontaneous play -through. and every man
there in that hour was a poet Its a creative
nto(xl. You cannot command such ecstatic
happenings to repeat themselves. The other
marvel was Clemens Kraucs's reading. again
for London. of the four Fide/in overtures,
which (especially Ltonorc No. I) give a
unique glimpse at Beethoven's ideal of what
a woman should be. No one else has seen or

-or

done this.
The Budapest Quartet made their profoundly penetrating. perhaps definitive,
march through the sixteen quartets. Artur
Balsam and Joseph Fuchs did the same task

11/.
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for the piano-violin sonatas, as did Pablo
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then. to monophonic microgroove.
Now codes the sad and glad part. With
the stereophonic revolution, the catalogues
arc being riddled like 13radcdock's redcoats
in the Cumberlands. Eg, n nfs down. and
Schnalsel's gone. and Krauss dispersed. This
has been implicit in the change. islusical
values are musical values, but they become
merely historical when something like stereo
invades listening, to change the whole substance of music heard at honte. One can perceive a rightness. musically, and still miss.
with one's cans. another rightness that should
be there.
All is not lost, or even going aback. One
thine the 1.1' decade did was make it possible
for every performer easily to hear all other
performers he ,wanted to, a very beneficial
process.
think there is a sort of surge
upward. I cannot he sure yet. However,
have listened lately, with attention and increasing joy. to the Bruno \VItcr re- record
ing- stereophonic -of the symphonies. I
simply cannot find much fault. As a oneman performance of the canon, I find it the
best that has been done. And it only adds
glow to the prospect to say that think that
his Third is matched by Klempercr's new
one. his Fifth by :\nscnnct's. and his
Seventh by Ksi:ijan's. (I left out the Second,
which is matched by both Rccch :en's and
Jochum's.) Nothing to snail about there:
and let's give the other folk some time. The
Dudapests already have remade the first set
of quartets, Opus IS, and arc at work on
the rest. Kindred big undertakings are
bound to carne along. ßeetbcven continues
to spur our minds and support our spirits,
and there will be no stop to his music on
records until there is a stop to th.it.

A.
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Newly Designed
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Diffracting Ring,A
(Pat. Applied For

Now it is possible to have all the advantages of a high efficiency 12" speaker in
a bookshelf size enclosure.

Specially designed 12" coaxial speaker
with 3/4" sheepskin cone edge suspension
and 11/4 lb. magnet provides a response
from below 30 to 15,000 cps.
The "(Upton's" is the result of an intensive research
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program whose 3 -told purpose was to
I. Develop a speaker system that would meet the

space requirements of stereo.
2. Utilise the full advantages of efficient 12" speaker
Pperformance.
3.
rovide Optimum performance without the use Of
lame wattage expensive amplifiers which are necessary with inefficient bookshelf speaker systems.
The Eliptollex utilThe Results Were Remarkable .
.
ises a unique elliptical port which broadens frequency response and provides better transient response. A specially engineered diffracting ring eliminates cancellation effects between front and rear
radiation. These engineering advances are coupled
with the famous Lafayette free edge 5k-58 12" coaxial speaker with 1' conedype tweeter. "Ellploflei"
achieves a degree of natural smoothness, low dicier.
Ikon and rich robust bass hitherto found only In large
enclosure speaker systems er Inefficient bookshelf
speakers many times rts price requiring high powered
amplifiers. With the "Eliotonen" there Is no need for
costly high wattage amplifltatlen due Id Its highly efflelent design characteristics. Impedance I Ohms. Finished on 4 sides in mabogao), blonde, walnut or oiled
walnut Dimensions 14"N s 2'3.7/16 "W c 13.5 /f6 "D.
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